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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to review the history of

action taken by the Board of Governors of the Federal Re

serve System with regard to credit policies, and when there

was no definite policy stated, eiiphasis is placed on credit

statistics as have been compiled by the Board and on any

statement which was deemed significant. Since the quantity

of reserve funds available to the cosm^reial banks is of

major concern, discussion of gold flows and government fi

nancing which affected the quantity of reserves is vital.

However, the causes of gold flows and govemr^nt finance

are taken as facts and are not discussed for their merits

or demerits.

Also, factors influencing the policies of the Board

which do not lend themselves to a discussion in pxirely mon

etary terms are taken as fact, i*e, recessions, depressions.

Bank holiday, etc. The discussion necessarily rtins in mon

etary terms, but it should not be construed as considering

the writer believes monetary policies are panaceas for

economic ills. Policy decisions of the Board of Governors

are being discussed in the li^t of the then present gene

ral eccaiomic conditions existing in the country.



INTRODUCTION

With the passage of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913 it

was hoped that soiae major problems confronting the banking

system under the National Banking Act woiild be elirainated*

Money panics, which came when demands for credit were such

as to drain money-market banks of their reserves and force

those banks to sharply curtail credit, were the major source

of concern. The causes of these money panics were inherent

in the National Banking Act, While note issue had its legal

limits, determined by the amount of governc^nt bonds bearing

the circulation privilege held by the banks and those limits

were too restrictive in times of active business conditions,

the major problem was gold and the inelasticity of reserves.

Some economising of gold was possible since reserve city

and co-untry banks were permitted to carry reserves with ap*

proved agents, those agents being banks in central reserve ,

and reserve city banks. This pyramiding of reserves and

economizing the use of gold proved to be a major wealmess of

the National Banking Act, however. Money tended to gravi

tate, when not needed by the banks, to money centers where

there was a demand for loans. Money flowed to those centers

in the spring and stammer of the yearj and in the autumn,

when the crops were being harvested, there was a return flow

from the money-market banks to the interior. This drain of



cxirrency tightened conditions in the money markets.

The Treasury department attempted to exercise some ftino-

tions of a central hank by making deposits in or withdrawing

money from eoDmiercial banks in attempting to alleviate the

situation. Under the Independent Treasury system this was

effective as long as the Treastiry had sufficient funds to

ease oonditioaas. The Treasury could ease the autvtmnal drain

from the money-market banks# but in periods of acute crisis

the Treasury did not have sufficient funds to avert bank

runs#

With the banking reserves of the country held mainly la

Hew York City banks# the banking system was particularly

sensitive to wide fluctuations in the stock market. Over-

extension of call loans and security loans by money-market

banks created a shaky foundation to the banking system* If

those banks could not withstand runs or the autumnal drain

of currency and were forced to close their doors or suspend

payment temporarily, reserve city and country banks would

have their reserves and other deposits tied up or lost. ThOJI

the effect would be felt throiig^iout the country.

Generally speaking, this is what happened when the Knick

erbocker TJhist Company failed in 1907. Huns on other Hew

York banks caused them, in the main# to suspend payment in

gold. This tied up the funds of banks throughout the country#

caxising an acute lack of money. Including currency. Many



clearing houses Issued, their own notes to ease the situation.

This prompted a Congressional inquiry into the banking sys

tems of this and other countries with a view to enacting

legislation designed to ellialnate money panics.

The National Monetary Commission, created by Congress,

had studies made of various banking systems and held hear

ings in this cotmtry and abroad on possible remedies to the

National Banking Act. The report of the Committee and the

bill put before Congress, sponsored by Senator Aldrlch, as a

result of that report, was to provide a central bank with

branches in various parts of the country. The central bank

was to hold the gold reserve of the banks of the country;

have powers of a bank of issue, and discount; and engage in

open-market buying of bills, acceptances, and government

securities.

Opposition to a central bank was strong. In the Senate

Carter Glass led the opposition to the bill. There were dif

ferences over other features of the bill, but the compromise

bill that was passed, the Federal Reserve Act, retained near

ly all the provisions of the Aldrich plan with minor modifi

cations, Defeated was the provision of obviously creating a

central bank; in its place provision for regional banks was

made with a coordinating board to head the System, Autonomy

of the Reserve banks was retained by provisions in the Act,

but the necessary laachinery was provided to convert the Sys

tem into a central bank.



Th.® theory behind the new act was that of basing the

creation of deposits and currency oi\ the legitimate needs of

business, as evidenced by the demand for loans of the self-

liquidating type. Working capital loans, which were for short

periods of time, fit into that category. The collateral be

hind those notes—mainly the inventory of the producers—have

a high turnover, thus assuring the bank of relatively rapid

repayment. Long-term loans are the antithesis of that, as

the possibility of repayrsent is far from being assured. The

commercial banks would then be suppliers of business capital.

The commercial banks, as holders of deposits, had to be

liquid as well as solvent. Tying up funds for long periods

of time would have caused difficulties nhenever there was m

abnormal drain on the banks* reserves. Long-term loans and

liquidity are not co-partners when the collateral for the

loans has no fixed selling price.

Aside from the condition of liquidity, long-term loans

would exert an upward pressure on prices. Funds used for

capital purposes would be outstanding in the economy for long

periods of time, and the flow of goods from those capital

goods would not be immediate. There would then be an in

crease in the money supply without any corresponding increase

in the amount of goods. Also the length of time required to

produce goods equal in value to that of the capital goods

would be longer than the average period of time an individual



receives and spends his income. This increases velocity with

an increased upward pressure on prices.

This commercial loan theory, it is believed, would be

neither inflationary nor deflationary. As the needs of bus

iness for additional credit develop—by an upsurge in busi

ness activity—more notes, drafts, and bills of exchange are

presented to the banks for discount. This puts additional

funds onto the market to finance the increased business ac

tivity. Since the goods are forthcoming in a relatively

short period of time, there is no inflationary pressure on

prices.

It is also claimed that there will not be an upward

pressure on prices working throxigh velocity. To illustrate,

let the following conditions be assumed; (1) that a coal

producer makes a bank loan to pay current wages to his

miners;! (2) that this loan increases the amount of money

(demand deposits) in circulation; and (3) that all producers

in the process of production necessary to place the coal in

the hands of the consumer finance this increase in business

For the sake of avoiding any difficulties let it be
further assTimed that the coal will not be stockpiled, but
shipped to fulfill existing contracts.

/• ^



activity l>y bank loans

This deposit is then used to pay the wages of the miners,

who in turn will make purchases of consuiaers goods and, per

haps, save a part of it# When the producer sells the coal to

a wholesaler, he then has sufficient funds to repay the bank

loan, thus cancelling the initial credit outstanding. When

the coal reaches the hands of the final consumer, the money

originally paid to the miners plus the profits of the produc

ers at each stage is available to purchase it. That money is

then used to replenish the bank balance of the retailer or to

repay the bank loan, ̂ ichever the case# Active money is

then transferred to idle balances or cancelled.2

The Reserve System was to affect this process through

the use of the disootint rate. Two other quantitative con

trol measures—open-market operations and changes in the re

serve requirements—were not considered as control devices

at first. Provisions for open-market operations were made to

the Act, but they were conceived of as a method for the Re

serve banks to acquire earning assets, while changes in reserve

requirements were not permitted xmtil two decades later. Dis

count rate changes, by increasing the cost of Reserve bank

^The effect on prices would^not be different if some pro
ducers financed their purchase out of savings. The amount of
money in circulation would not be increased, however, but t^
velocity of money would,

%his point will be more fully discussed later.



ftmds to the bankers, were to affect the desired results on

the money supply. Increasing the cost of credit to the bank

ers would cause them to Increase their rates to their custcm-

ers. This In turn would cause a decrease In the amount of

credit demanded by those customers who were "at the margin,**

Only later, after credit statistics were available, did the

Board shift the emphasis from cost of credit to availability

of credit. It was fo\ind that customer rates were relatively

stable even when changes were made In the dlscoxant rate. The

credit control was then a qualitative control exercised by

the bankers theaaaelves, A rise In the discount rate was In

terpreted by the bankers as a tightening of credit conditions,

and Instead of raising the rates to their customers, the

amount of loans at the existing rates was curtailed.



CHAPTER I

CREDIT POLICIES: 19lii.-1933

The Beginning; Period: 19lii--1917

la the sxuamer of 191^# when the Reserve Board was makliig

arrangements for the opening of the Reserve banks, the out»

break of the war in Europe seriously disrupted American fo

reign trade and financial markets collapsed with serious

effects on the credit system#! An import surplus and large

sales of American securities in the U. S. market by foreigner*

caused a drain of i68«7 million of gold out of a total gold

stock of |1,600 million.2 As a result of this the stock ex

changes were closed throughout the country. High grade

securities were unmarketable and call loans were unavailable#3

Country banks began to hoard cash and restrict loans. This

put pressure on their correspondent banks with a consequent

^Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board (Washington:
U, S, Goveniment Printing Office, I91I4.), p, 6, (Hereinafter
designated as Amaual Report.)

^Banking and Monetary Statistics. Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System (Washington: The Hatlonal Capitol
Press, 19i}.3), p. 53^, Table 156.

3Annual Report. 19ll4-» P* 6.



tightening of the money market.^ To offset this and to re

lieve the situation, emergency currency was issued by the

Treasury to the extent of $380 million and Issues of clear

ing house gold certificates were made,2

With a net gold outflow, with Indebtedness to foreign

countries about $500 million, and with rates for drafts and

cable transfers at a substantial premiiua in gold, the Secre

tary of the Trea8ui*y called a meeting of clearing house rep

resentatives from the reserve cities to formulate a plan to

meet the situation,3 As a result, an exchange fund of |100

million in gold was created to ease the pressure on exchange

rates But this downward pressure on the dollar was short

lived, as a large foreign demand for American goods began in

the late fall of 19ll^,i5 Thus when the Reserve banks opened

on November l6, conditions had substantially changed from the

summer months. Although the stock exchanges were still

closed at the time the Reserve banks began operations, they

were opened the following month, and stock prices remained

firm during December, 19l4» then increased sharply dur

ing 1915.^

^Ibid* %bld«, pp. 6, 16<

^Ibid., p. 13.

3lbld., pp. 12-13,

Federal Reserve Charts on Bank Credit, Money Rates
and BuiXnes's, (Washlng'tont Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, February 11, 19l|-l)f p. 60, (Hereinafter desig
nated as Federal Reserve Chart Book.)

6lbld., p. 30.



The Place of the Reserve ganks In the Banking System^

At the outset there was a controversy over the part to be

played by the Reserve banks in the banking system and what

effect the Reserve banks should exercise on the supply of

money and credit. The Reserve Board took the position that

the Reserve banks were not Just emergency institutions, to

enter the picture only when eaiergencies existed, but to anti

cipate emergencies and attempt to do what the System could do

to prevent them.i The Board said that the resources of the

Reserve banks should always be available and that

the more complete adaptation of the credit mechan
ism and facilities of the country to the needs of
industry, commerce, and agriculture—with all their
seasonal fluctuations arid contingencies—should be
the constant aim of a Reserve bank*3 management.^

The Board said further that in order to influence the

market the Reserve banks had to be in the market. "They

shoxild not stand aside when there is no need for them."3

This early statement by the Board was to be the main guiding

force of credit policy throughout the history of the Reserve

System, and the needs of commerce, industry, and agriculture

were the main causes of changing the volxaae of Reserve bank

credit up to the stock market crash in 1929*

^Annual Report, 19li^» p. 17.

^Ibld.

2lbld,



Earl? Credit Policies, With the opening of the Reserve

banks on November l6, reserve requirements of member banks

were automatically lowered to 18, 15, and 12 per cent for de

mand deposits for central reserve city, reserve city, and

country banks respectively, and to 5 per cent for time depos

its. This relieved the position of New York City banks whose

reserves under the old law were deficient because of the

drain of gold abroad and the withdrawal of deposits by their

correspondent banks in the interior.^ The releasing of re

serves and the opening of a rediscount market put a downward

pressure on interest rates and loans increased.2

While the Board took a cautious policy in setting the

first rates, because it wanted to protect the accumulated

strength and resources of the banks from being drained,3 the

Board quickly adopted an easy discoxint policy to depress

money rates,Ij- acquire earning assets, and build up a discount

market.S* Discount rates which had been 6 and 6-|- per cent in

November, iqiit-,^ were lowered steadily until a unifoxmi rate

of 1^. per cent was reached by June, 19l5«

^Ibld.. p. 11, 2ibid. 3lbid.. p. 7,

Seymour E. Harris, Twenty Years of Federal Reserve
Policy {Cambridgej Harvard University Press, 1933), Vol. I,
pp. 90-91-•

^Annual Report. 1923, p. 12.

^Six and one-half per cent rates were in effect at Atlan
ta, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco,



The ease that existed In the raoney-iaarket in 1915 and

1916 wi^s the result of gold flows to this coimtry as well as
the extension of Reserve bank credit. Gold flows which had

been directed from this country in 19li|-» changed in 1915 and

1916, ̂ en there was a fl,030 million Increase in the gold

stock of the United States,^ Reserve bank credit during this

period reached $212,9 million,2 As a result of the war in

Europe and the larger amount of Reserve bank credit outstand

ing, total loans and investments increased by $2,700 million

from March I4., 1915* to December 2?, I916, while total depos

its rose from $8,666 million to $12,661 million during the

same period,3 These additions to the money supply, coupled

with the enlarging export demand for American goods, forced

a sharp rise in the wholesale prices of all commodities. The

index n\J33Qber of all commodities which stood at 68 at the be

ginning of 1915* had risen to 100 by the end of 1916,^

This condition of monetary ease by the end of I916 was

causing the Board some concern. Government bonds and war

rants which had been held for income purposes were liquidated

inking and Statistics, p, 536, Table 156,

2$129,0 million in bills boughtj $28,5 million in bills
discounted; and |55,it. million in government securities pur
chased, Ibid,, pp. 330, Table 85#

3ibid., pp. 72r73, Table 18,

^'ederal Reserve Chart Book, p, 3l4-*



in an atteiupt to offset the inflow of gold and reduce the

dangers of monetary ease.^ While this open-market policy was

carried over into 1917# war- finance caused its abandonment.

Proposed Amendments, The proposals set forth in 1915#

and their subsequent passage in September, I916, were impor

tant amendments to the Act, not only as regards Reserve bai:k

accommodation of member banks during the war period but also

as a fundamental change in the philosophy of the Federal Re

serve Act, The Board proposed that, in order for banks to

obtain prompt and low cost accoimodations for periods not to

exceed 15 days, the Reserve banks should be permitted to make

advances to member banks against their promissory notes, so-

cured by government obligations. This proposal also provided

that these notes should be eligible as security for note issue.

Whereas the original philosophy of the Act was concen

trated on commerce, industry, and agriculture, this ignored

that. Banks could be less cautious in making loans; less

cautious from the standpoint that the paper (note) received

need not necessarily be eligible for rediscount. While it

was true that there was being built up a tradition agalns

utilizing Reserve bank funds continuously, and increasing

borrowing when member banks were in debt to the Reserve banks.

^Annual Report. I917, PP. 1-2, Cf. also Karl R. Bopp,
"Central Banking at the Crossroads," American Economic Review,
Vol. 3I4., March, 19ij4, p, lifS.



nevertheless an additional way was opened for that possibility.

In 1916 proposals were concerned more with the easy con

ditions in the money market and the power of the Reserve banks.

The Board asked that it be permitted to raise reserve require

ments in cases ofcmeregencies and that banks be required to

hold 7* 10, and 13 per cent reserves against demand deposits

for country, reserve city, and central reserve city banks re

spectively in the Reserve banks and 3 per cent in specie or

currency in their own vaults. The latter part of this pro

posal would not change the reserve requirements foi' member

banks, but would require them to keep a larger percentage of

their reserves in the Reserve banks.

While the Board had asked for the power to increase

their power to control credit expansion in I916, the Act of

1917 liberalized reserve requirements and the ability of

commercial banks to acquire deposits in the Reserve banks.

Reserve requirements were lowered to 13» 10, and 7 per cent

on demand deposits, all of which had to be held In the Re

serve banks. Though the amount of reserves required to be

held in the Reserve banks was increased, commercial banks

could build up their balances in the Reserve banks by de

positing lawful money, National bank notes. Federal Reserve

notes, checks and drafts payable upon presentation, and

maturing bills and notes. This had the effect of allowing



banks to expand credit even in times of outward gold flows,

since Reserve bank credit would be substituted for gold, which

had formerly been required. Currency, which had heretofore

circulated outside of the Reserve banks, could now be used to

secure deposits Ir. the'Reserve banks. Any increase in the

amoimt of Federal Reserve notes outstanding could become the

basis for a multiple credit expansion.

Wartime Credit Policy

To aid the Treasiiry in its financing the Board formed a

discount policy so that the government securities* market

would be free from distxirbances. To the Board this meant that

". , . . interest rates should be normal and as free as pos

sible from fluctuation."^ This ambiguous wording meant that

the Board, in cooperating with the Treasury, would hold in

terest rates at a level desired by the Treasury in its finan

cing. To accomplish this objective, the Board established

preferential discormt rates on member bank obligations secured

by govezviment securities. Reserve banks were also authorized

by the Board to discount notes for non-member banks, if en

dorsed by a Bomber bank; and bank customer notes, when aris

ing out of the purchasing or carrying government obligations.

^Annual Report, 1917» P* 5#



Th© preferential rate served still another purpose; it

enabled the Treasury to dispose of the new Issues of obli

gations iiamediately. The mechanics of selling the obliga

tions usually followed closely along these lines; Obligations

of the government were first bought Ijq toto by commercial

banks and were then sold to their customers. Banks had no

fear of loss as the dlscoiint rate of the Reserve banks was

determined in relation to a particular issue by the Treasury,

taking into account the yield of the obligations.^ This

amounted to temporarily pegging the prices of government

obligations,2 Member banks then disposed of the obligations

to the public, making loans, when necessary, for purchasing

or carrying th© securities.

Encouragement of non-bank Investors to buy securities

was given by easy availability of credit and the preferen

tial rate, Ihen the banks made loans for carrying or pur

chasing government obligations, they charged a rate of

interest equal to the coupon rate. This permitted easy bank

financing to purchase the securities. This was possible as

long as tfcie preferential rate was in effect. Interest rates

which had been 3^ per cent on obligations offered during the

first Liberty loan on June 1^, 1917* were raised during

££• lt)id.

^Harris, 0£, cit.. Vol. 1, p. llif. Of. also Annual
Report, 1919* P* 2,



subsequent loans until they were i}.^ per cent on the Victory-

loan of May 20, 1919* (See Table I,)

Table I: Amount of Securities Offered during the Liberty
Loans, Rate of Interest, and Date of Loans,1

Liberty loans

1st

2nd

3rd
i|.th

Victory

Total

Amount of Se

curities

offered
(thousands of

dollars)

I,q89,kb6.,qb9,hbO

i,807,865

,,96L58i

21,1^-32,925

Interest
rate

Date of
loans

June 15, 1917
November 15, 1917
May 9, 1918
October 21^, I9I8
May 20, 1919

Dank credit the War Period* ?niile the data for

the war years is available only on call dates, the effect

of war finance on credit can clearly be seen. Loans, which

amounted to #9,096 million on March 5, 1917, bad increased to

|l8,li^9 by December, I919. (See Table III.) Investments,

which rose more spectacularly percentagewise, had a much

smaller absolute increawe. This expansion of credit was main

ly financed by the discounting of^ member bank collateral notes
secured by D. S. government obligations. (See Table II,)

Discounts of that type of note which amounted to #25.6 million

in June, I917, rose to #1,037.3 by December, I9I8, and to

^S, A, Goldenweisor, Federal Reserve System in
(New York: McOraw-Hill, 1925), P. 25,



fl»l57«8 million the year following# Member bank collateral

notes secured by other eligible paper showed the reverse trend,

Whereas the amount outstanding of that type of note was only

f90»3 million in December, 1917» their amount declined to $8#3

million two years later,

fable IIs Reserve Bank Discounts of Bills by Glass of Paper,
June and December, 1917-1920,1

(Millions of Dollars)

Rediseounted Bills Member Bank Collateral Motes

Secured by Otherwise Secured by Secured by
Year U, S, Gov- secured U, S. Gov- other elig-
and ernment and un- ernment ible collat-
month obligations secured obligations eral

1917-
. June

December 132.7
81.2
309.5

25.6
150.6

90.3
87.8

1918-
J\me

December
114.1
363.0

388.5
281.0

310.3
1,037.3

56.3
21.6

1919**
Jxine

December

232.8
352.6

230.6
676.3

1.340.7
1.157.8

1^.0

Rediscounted bills both secured by government obligations

and otherwise secured showed an almost steady rise, (See

fable II,) These figures, along with statistics on deposits,

tend to show that the government was not very successful in

and Monetai'y Statistics. p, Table 88.



placing government obligations in the hands of non-bank invest

ors. Demand deposits which amounted to t7#503 million on

iiarch 5# 1917» increased to |l6,09ii. laillion by December 31,

1919, an Increase of 115 par cent. (See Table III.) Time de

posits increased 15^ per cent during this same period, amount

ing to #5»217 million on December 31, 1919|, as compared with

$2,039 million on March S$ 1917«

Table IIIi Loans, Investments, and Deposits of Member Banks
of Gall Dates, 1917-1920.^

(Millions of Dollars)

Loans Investments Deposits^Investments

U. S. Gov O'-her

Call ernment secur Other Other

date obligations ities demand time

1917-
March 5
May 1
June 20

Dec. 31

1918-
May 10
Jtme 29
Nov. 1

Dec. 31

1919- ,
Mar. l\.
Jxine 30
Nov. 17
Dec. 31

9,096
9,208
9»370
12,316

12,667
13,233
lL55p
lk,2Zk.

13,877

17,if23
i8,iI|.9

WV/ f

7k8
1,065
1,759

2,if65
3,591
3,1+72

1+,652
3,801
3,i+9&
3,32i+

1,918
2,029
2,018
2,820

2,803
2,809
2,814.0
2,896

2,955
3,025.
3,271
3,306

7,503

J-M
11,220

11,087
10,786
12,070
13,357

12,737

\m
16,091+

2,039
2,175
2,211
3,057

3,2i+9
3,295
3,551+
3,732

3,992
L2L9
l|.,962
5,217

savings.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, pp. 72-73, Table I8,

2Exclud6s interbank, IT. S, government and postal



Thus the attempt bj the Treasury and the Federal Reserve

system to keep down Inflationary pressures In war financing

was not successful. Had the Treasury been able to finance

the sale of its obligations out of current income or past sav

ings, the large Increase In demand and time deposits would not

have taken place. Whether the Treasury could have received

sufficient fiuxds from those sources as well as from taxation

is a different matter, but one which xmdoubtedly received Huoh

attention. But regardless, the effect of the Treasury finan

cing was inflationary, and the use of the preferential rate,

while it may have meant quick sale of the securities, did not

tend to place the securities in the hands of investors and

keep them there. It was an expedient way of disposing of an

issue of securities.

Once the loan had been placed, the Treasury was then

free to change the conditions (interest rate) of the next

loan, with the result that increases in interest rates were

expected. Instead of encouraging investment this would dis

courage the investor from purchasing the security \intil it had

gone to a discount. Even then as long as there was uncertain

ty about the future rate of interest the government would pay .

on its obligations, there would be no large Inducement to

purchase and hold them.



Postwar Credit Inflation and Its 1919-1921

With the removal of price controls in I919 there was a

rapid rise in prices? and a consumer buying spree and a bus

iness restocking boom increased the upward pressure on the

prices.^ The Board recognized the dangers in the rapid price

rise, but could not act because the government was floating

the Victory loan.2 Had the Board and the Reserve banks

raised their rates, including the preferential rate, while

the government was floating its Victory loan, the securities

would immediately go to a discount. This would probably have

meant that the government would have not been able to place

all the securities, since there was a large dependence on the

banking system to make the sales successful.

When the final payment date for the Victory loan had

passed in Hovember, 1919» rates were raised moderately. In

New York this raise was from if to if 3/if per cent .3 This

caused a flurry on the stock market and call loans went to

30 per cent, but member bank and Reserve bank cred!t contin

ued to expand,^

The large credit expansion during the war and early post-

iGoldenweiser, o£. cit., pp. 2?, 30,

2lbid., p, 30.

3lbld., p, ifl. toid.



war period decreased the Reserve banks» ratio^ sharply, which

had been maintained during the war years by an embargo on

gold,2 With this lifted on July 9, 19^9* United States

lost 1292,3 million of gold in the resiaining five months of

the year,3 These two factors reduced the reserve ration of

the Reserve banks from 59*1 1917# to 39 ®t tih»

end of 1919#^ which left the banks with an extremely small

operating ratio. Further extensions of credit would have low

ered the ratio commensurate with or below the minimum required

by law. Subsequently, In January, ig20, rates on eligible

paper were raised to 6 per cent at all banks except Dallas and

San Francisco, with these two banks conforming in February

Collapse Qf Boom, In May, 1920, foreign demand for

American goods declined sharply. Those countries that had

heretofore been heavy buyers of American goods could not pay

the high prices for the goods with the curtailment of public

and private credit of the United States,^ With this decrease

iThe Reserve banks' ratio or operation ratio is the
ratio of their total credit outstanding to their gold stock.
It is a hybrid affair which is not sanctioned by law but is
used as a gxiide to policy.

^Annual Report, 1919# P* ̂ 9*

3Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 53^, Table

^Ibid., p, 330, Table 85.

^Ibld,, p, I4.39# Table 115.

Goldenweiser, o£, cit,, p, 31.

Lns and



In forei®a buying cam© a general suspension of domestic buy*

ing, making it impossible for producers and manufacturers to

dispose of their goods in the same volume and at the same

prices

The high production that had taken place in the fall of

1919# the spring of I920, had created a tendency towards

relative over-production of some manufactured goods.2 ^he

downward movement of commodity prices was aggravated by trans

portation facilities that were too congested to move goods in

an orderly manner.3

In May the Board said that the country was facing a ser

ious situation and that a turn in the business situation was

inevitable. Therefore the Reserve banks must cooperate with

the banks and the public to bring about a gradual liquidation.^

In the same month discount rates on paper were raised

to 7 pel* cent.5 This deflation policy of the Federal Reserve

authorities was attacked by the agricultural bloc in Congress

and they placed the blame for the liquidation and deflation

on the shoulders of the Reserve authorities. But

^Annual >ort. 1920, p. 7^ 2lbld.. p. 8,

3Goldenwelser, op. clt., p.

. ibid., p. 1|2,

^Annual 1920. p. 12.



Th© real responsibility, to the extent that the
situation was at all subject to control, lay large
ly in those events and policies which Induced the
booja and allowed it to go as far as it did.^

That statement was In line with what the Board said in

its Annual Report for 1919*

War financing necessarily involves credit expan
sion \inless private consumption Is curtailed at
a rate commensurate with the increase of Gov

ernment requirements♦2

Further defending the policies followed, the Board said:

To some extent consumption was curtailed and the
war financed out of savings. But banks had to ex
pand credit so as the country could meet all the
requirements. That means that no matter how high
the interest rates, all the Liberty bonds could
not have been saved*3

In defense of these policies of the Board, Burgess said,

and rightly enough, that

One broad conclusion which may be drawn from the war
and immediate postwar expansion and subsequent de
flation is that In time of war no bank of issue
can be independent in its policy. The country's
whole energies are devoted to winning the war, and
all else must be subordinate. At the end of a war
it is difficult for a bank of issue to recover its
proper measure of independence, and the Reserve
System had no prewar experience, tradition, and
prestlgo.H*

In doing this the Board completely reversed its war-time

policy of inflation to a contraction of credit and deflation.

Randolf Burgess, The Reserve Banks and the Money
Market {Hew York: Harper, 1946), p. '271.

^Annual Report, I919, p. 1, 3ibtd«

^Burgess, o£. oit,, p, 271,



While a war-time policy of inflating to facilitate the finan

cing of the war may have been the only realistic policy with

out complete controls over the economy, a deflationary policy

in the light of the existing business conditions only aggra

vated the situation* The monetary authorities cannot be ex

pected t o c ure or prevent a depression, but to contract credit

in order that the recession can be "orderly" is a step in the

wrong direction. Under the circumstances a "do-nothing"

policy would have been preferable to the policy followed*

This would certainly not create the adverse psychological ef

fect on business that a deflation policy did, and can do.

Liquidation of loans by member banks, which did not start

until the fall of 1920, was retarded by frozen credits. Large

inventories were being carried by producers because of the

largo production in the first half of 1920, coupled with a

lack of markets for the goods* Banks that had made loans to

these producers were unwilling to foreclose them and sviffer

large losses. As a consequence, these illiquid loans wei^e

extended, and the general liquidation of loans by the banks

was more moderate and gradual*1

The "Formative Period"t 1921-1927

The liquidation of member bank loans and investments.

Annual

cit•, p• ̂ 3•
I, 1921, p. 6, Gf« also Goldenweiser, op.



which had moderately begxin by the end of 1920, continued

throughout 1921,^ Contraction, however, proceeded at a slow

er rate in the second half of the year,^ jhe reduction in

member bank loans and investments was reflected in a liquida

tion of their indebtedness with the Reserve banks* Borrow

ings, which had amounted to |3,080 million on November 1$,

1920, were decreased to 11,364 million on December 3I, 1921,3

This decrease In borrowings reflected, also, a large gold

inflow. In the sixteen months period beginning with the lat

ter part of September, I920, and carrying through December,

1921, there was a net inflow of gold amounting to ISijij..?

million,4

That this Inflow of gold did not cause an inflation as

predicted by economists was caused by the part played by the

Federal Reserve, Reserve bank credit that had been extended

during the war and postwar period had supplemented the gold

supply. Thus the basis of the money supply was gold and Re

serve bank credit,5 and the power of the Federal Reserve to

and M•^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 72, Table I8,

^Annual Report, 1921, p» I8,

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 73# Table I8,

4lbld,, p. 536, Table 1^6,

^Burgess, 0£. cit., p. 272,



offset gold Inflows depended on the amo^mt of Reserve bank

credit outstanding.^ in 1921 and 1922 the inflow of gold was

merely substituted for Reserve bank credit in the banking

system.

With the sterilisation of the gold inflow by the member"

banks Reserve bank holdings of gold increased as did their

reserve ratio, and with pressure on their reserves released

the Reserve authorities' argument for a contractionary discount

rate policy was rendered ineffective.2 Thereupon the Reserve

officials said that the reserve ratio had lost Its value as a

guide to policy,3 and rates remained high in the first half of

1921.^ In the second half of the year they were moderately

lowered but still remained higher than those prevailing in

1919.^

Business Conditions« In 1922, business recovery was

mainly in Industrial activity. In agricultural sections there

was a credit strain and banks in those sections borrowed heav

ily from their Reserve banks.^ The depression in agriculture

^Ibtd., p• 27!},.

%arris, o£. cit.. Vol. 1, p. 82. 3xbid.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p. i^O, Table 115.
^Ibld.. pp. ij.39-l4i|.0, Table 115.

^Goldenweiser, op. cit., p. 35.



caused a drain of credit from the agricultural sections to

the Industrial sections, since payiaents that were made for

goods purchased by agricultural sections were not offset by

amounts that usually came back for crop payment#1 This move

ment of funds away from agricultural sections to manufactur

ing sections partly accounted for the more rapid recovery in

the ind\istrlal districts*2

To ease the situation and to enable banks to pay off

their Indebtedness, the Reserve banks purchased bills and gov-

erniaent obligations In the open market* The Board also wanted

to build up their portfolio, to be used later if inflationary

trends developed*^ Price increases in the first part of 1922

took place rapidly, and after May, Reserve banks decreased

their portfolio of government securities,^ The effect of this

was to increase borrowings at the Reserve banks,5 in the

spring -of 1923* when business revived with such rapidity that

fear of a new inflation was expressed, discount rates wore

raised,^

The Board directed the Open Market Committee in I922 that

pp. 3S-36. 2lbld,, p*

^Harold L» Reed, Federal Reserve Po]
Graw-Hill, I930), p. tf.

(New Yorks Mc*

'Ibid,

Statistics, p, 369, Table 101<
fi"Hardy, o£. clt,. p, 1|,0,



«  * • • time, marmer, character, and volume of
open^market investments purchased toy the Fed
eral Beserv© toanks toe governed with primary
regard to the accomodatlon of commerce and tous-
iness, and to the effect of such purchases or
payments on the general credit situation*^

fhus with the sutosequent developments in the Reserve Sys-

temts portfolio of government otollgations, the Board toelieved

that the country could not continue the rate of increase In

production, and that inflationary tendencies would develop.^

Business conditions, however, were reversed in the se

cond half of 1923# and there was a fall in wholesale prices

of all coimaodltles and in industrial production.3 While the

Reserve System maintained their portfolio of government oto

llgations around #100 million, toills toought increased toy $1S0

million in the last two months of 1923,^ This increase in

Reserve bank credit was largely offset, however, toy a decrease

in borrowings by member toanks to the extent of |100 million.5

This change in policy of the Board was converted into an easy

money policy after a short-lived recovery took place in Peto-

ruary and March of 192l^«^ Discount rates were lowered to 3 3/2

Annual Report. I922, p. i|13»

•^Reed, o£. cit.. pp. 35-l|.0.

federal Reserve Chart Book, pp. 3i}., 1|.0.

Statistics, p. 370, Table 101.

^Itold.

^Hardy, o£. eit.. p. 1^3. Cf, also Burgess, pp. cit.,
p. 247.



per cent in Boston, Hew York, and Philadelphia, and the rates

at all other Reserve banks were lowered 1/2 of 1 per cent in

June»^ fbis was combined with active purchases in the open

market of million of bills and #230 million of govern

ment obligations from May through December, 192l|.#2 indebted

ness of member banks, as a result of these open-market opera

tions, declined only #126 million during the same period, and

amoTjmted to #307 million at the end of the year, while total

reserves increased by |26o ialllion,^

Thus the

proceeds of the gold and the securities purchased
during this period were not used to reduce dis
counts which were low but were added to member

bank reserve balances. These additional balances
were largely the basis of the speculative credit
expansion which occurred in the next four or five
year,^

The recession reached a low point in the middle of 192l|.,

and in the fall a revival ocourred,S Agriculture was stim

ulated by a world shortage in wheat and a large export demand

which was financed mainly by foreign loans floated in this

country,6 Total industrial production had more than recov

ered the setback that occurred in the spring of the year.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, Table Il5»

%bld,, p, 370, Table 101. 3ibid.

A, Ooldenweiser,^^Pederal Reserve Policies! Retro
spect and Prospect/'^ American Kconomio Review, June 1947, P*
324, Gf, Reed, 0£. cit., pT $9 ^'Th'is period was one in which
credit was actually tending to become redundant,"

^Annual Report, I924, pp. 1-2. ^Ibld,



while the wholesale prices of farm products were higher than

any year since the collapse of the export demand In 1920«^

Annual Report for 1923* In 192I, the Board said that

"control over disco^int rates, , . , Is an Important and far-

reaching power which must always be used with care and dis

cretion."2 In discussing the use of the rate In I923, that

statement was greatly modified. Accepting the principle, as

the Board did, that the discount rate should be fixed with a

view of "accommodating commerce and business," the Board said

that

the outlook for Federal Reserve credit legisla
tion would indeed be unpromising In view of the
great disparity of customer rates at member
banks In different sections of the country, if
the Reserve banks had no other means than dis
count rates by which to regulate the volume of
their credit used, and this discount rate could
exert no effective Influence unless It were a
penalty rate,3

Little reliance, then, was placed In the effectiveness

of Increases In the discount rate as contractionary or expan*

slonary measures. As with open-market operations, bold pol

icies could not be used to curb Inflation when the basis for

policy Is the accommodation of business and commerce,^ The

^Federal Reserve Chart Book, pp, 3ij., IpO,

'^Annual ;, 1921, p, 30.

3Annual Report, I923, p, 9,

^Harris, o£, cit,, p, 69.



rat® Is aor® effective in markets where the use of funds is

in commercial paper, acceptances and securities, than where

loans are made direct to customers, "The latter is more

slowly responsive to changes in the general credit situation,'^

Rat© changes, however, are important as guides to the

general policies of the central bank, "As long as rates are

only infrequently changed, the announcement of new discount

schedules must invariably incite the most intense interest in

Federal Reserve activities,"2 sven then disooimt rate chants

act more through the qualitative credit control by the bank

ers themselves rather than through increased credit coat to

the bank's customers. Raising of the rate by the Reserve sys

tem was a signal for tighter credit conditions, and the banks

responded by scrutinizing loans more closely, instead of ivsls-

ing rates. This qualitative credit device is practiced in

times of high business activity as well as in periods of re

cessions. At any interest rate there are more demands for

loans than the banks are willing to make or can make. They

must therefore pick and choose. Changes in the discount rate

would then tend to make the bankers tighten or ©as© credit

conditions.

While open-market operations also reflect changes in

policy, they are difficult to evaluate in terms of policy

llMd,, p. 7h* %6ed, op, cit«, p, 7»



action,, because they are more flexible and are used quite fre

quently, often being small in aaoiint#^ For example, it would

be difficult to evaluate the action if the Reserve authorities

purchased or let mature, without replacing, |S0 million of

government securities*

Early in the history of the Federal Reserve System the

effect of open-market operations was not fully understood.2

It was a means of acquiring earning assets. In 1922, when

the Board accepted the theory of an inverse relationship be

tween discounts and open-market operations, the effect of

open-market operations was over-emphasized.3

Ihe Board said that

the extent to which member banks borrow in order to
replace the funds withdrawn by the Reserve banks
through the sale of securities is a measure of the
demand for Reserve bank credit. The sale of se
curities by a Reserve bank may thus serve as a test
of the degree of adjustment between the deiaand for
Reserve bank, credit and the outstanding voltime of
such credit.^

Thus in 1923 the Board recognized that there were limi

tations to theory of an inverse relationship between open-

market operations and discounts. Gold and currency movements,

as well as the acceptance policy of the System, could offset

this inverse relationship. While the first two were recog

nized, the latter was not. The acceptance business was

^Ibld.

3lbid,

^Harris, o£. cit.. p. 152,

^Annual Report, 1923* PP* 13-lil>«



waa carried on separately with a view of stability and expan

sion of the acceptance marhet, and not in coordination with

the general credit policy.^

After the depression of 1921 and 1922, when the foreign

demand for American goods had fallen off sharply with the

consequence of a smaller amount of acceptances offered on the

market. Reserve bank holdings of acceptances bought averaged

about 13^0 million at the end of the year when American ex

ports were large and about #200 million during the summer

months.2 in the first six months of the year, acceptance hold*

ings decreased, due to retirement of the credit .liistrumenta

from the mark0t.3 In those periods of the year when accept

ances holdings were the greatest, they amounted to 20 to 25

per cent of the total Reserve bank credit outstanding,^ To

ignore the effects of the acceptance policy on the general

credit situation was to leave the way open for nearly com

plete offsets to other policy actions.

The "Norml Years." In I925 business conditions had im

proved, Industrial production had made large gains in the

second half of I92J4., and continued to increase in I925 and

^E. A. (xoldenwelser, "Federal Reserve Objectives and
Policies: Retrospect and Prospect," p. 323,

Statistics, p. 370, Table 101.

3ibld.

%bid.



1926.^ Gonatructlon contracts awarded increased sharply In

the first half of 1925# and after a fall in the first few

months of I926, they stood around 15^0 million at the end on

1926, as compared with flj-OO million at the end of 192i}..2

Wholesale prices moved downward during this two year

period, while security prices showed marked Increases#^ Bus

iness profits were therefore a result of a turnover of goods

and decll-njp^ cost and not price increases, and there was no

accumulation of Inventories*^ Real estate loans, which stood

at #1,990 million at the end of 19214-, had Increased to an

estimated |2,600 million by the end of 1926*5

Thus the business indexes and statistics pointed towards

prosperity.

Although the Board was criticized for permitting specu

lation in stocks, the Board defended itself by saying that

industrial and commercial data were sufficient guides to

credit policy, and that if excesses developed in other seg

ments, this would be reflected in industrial and commercial

data*^ While essentially the Board did nothing concerning the

federal Reserve Chart Book, p, 14.0, %bid», p, i|.8*

%bld*, pp* 30# 3lt-* ^Annual Report, 1925, p* 3*

^Benjamin M, Anderson, "Bank Money and the Capital Slip-
ply," Chase Economic Bulletin, Chase Rational Bank, Hew York

1926, p. 6.



.  j

Increase In speculation in real ©state and securities, the

Reserve banks favored vigorous discount rat© increases.^ The

inflation had com© in a form that was not fully recognized by

th© Board, and the Board did not wish to penalize legitimate

business In combating stock price increases.2 The Increased

turnover of goods and especially the lowering of costs had

increased business profits greatly. The large increase in

profits in turn sustained and increased the speculative activ

ity on the stock market. A profit Inflation with prices re«

ffl̂ ining relatively constant inflicts the same harm on the

economy as does a price Increase with costs remaining constant.

However, there is a way out that is not present when prices

rise. With a profit inflation if new investment is made and

the increase in factor costs is paid for by lowering profits

and not raising prices, then the profit inflation is destroyed.

This was not the case at this time, however. The profit in

flation drew more funds to the stock exchanges, which alarmed

the Reserve banks but not the Board, The Board hoped to com

bat the speculative activity by "direct action," i.e. moral

suasion.3

While the Reserve System played a less prominent role in

the money markets during this two year period, their open-

^Burgesa, o£. cit.» p. 283,

2lbld., pp. 282-283. %bld., p. 283.



market operations were directed on the whole towards increas

ing the responsibility of the member banks for the volume of

credit outstanding The Reserve System moderately liquidated

their portfolio of government securities from January, 1^2$,

to March, 1926, The decrease during this 15 rsonth period#

however, amounted to only |130 million, while discounts increased

#300 million.2 In Movomber, 1925» increases of 1/2 of 1 per

cent were made in discount rates in Boston, Philadelphia,

Cleveland, and San Francisco.3 This possibly indicated a weak

disapproval by the Board of speculative activity,^ but rates

were not increased in New York because of the desire not to

penalize business.5 In January, 1926, rates in New York were

raised to i|. per cent from 3 1/2 per cent,^ A uniform rate of

If per cent then prevailed until the latter part of April,

when rates at New York were lowered again to 3 1/2 per cent

because of a large liquidation of loans,? The decrease came

entirely in loans on s«curities, and the decline which started

^Ibid.. p. 2)4.7.

Statistics, p. 370, Table, 101,

3lbid., p. i|J40, Table, 115•

%ardy, 0£. ctt., p. 8I,

Annual Report, 1925# p» 6.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, I|i40, Table ll5<

"^Annual Report, I926, p, J,



in February and carried through. May, amounted to f300 million

in Hew York,^ To ease the pressure somewhat, the Reserve Sys

tem purchased million of government obligations during

this period.2 Member bank indebtedness, however, did not in

crease during this period of liquidation; Instead, funds re

leased by calling loans were used to reduce member bank

borrowings at the Reserve banks,^

In the next four months, June through September, the

situation was reversed. Loans on securities regained their

losses in the early part of the year and member bank indebt

edness increased by |l6o million, while the Reserve System

decreased its portfolio of government obligations by $100

million.ii- Rates were again raised in Hew York to Ij. per cent^

Thus the Board held rates relatively stable when business

conditions were considered satisfactory,6 and changing the

rates and its open-market operations only in times of excesses

of liquidation.

Gold Plows and Federal Reserve As stated before.

after the embargo on gold was lifted in 1919 ®^3ad the scare

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 171» Table 1|9

^Ibid,, p. 370, Table, 101. 3cf, ibid.

^Ibid.. pp. 139, 370, Tables i}.8, 101.

^Ibld., p. lUl-O, Table 115.

^ardy, o£. clt.. pp. 188-189.



instigated by large gold outflows in the immediate postwar

period, gold began to flow to this country in relatively large

volume. From the end of December, I920, to the end of Decem

ber, 1926, there was a net addition to the United States'

stock of gold of il,lf95 million,^ This large inflow was a

dilemma to the Reserve authorities, since their policy was

partly directed towards creating favorable conditions so as

to aid the major foreign covintries in returning to a gold stan-

dard.*^ To keep rates low in tnis country to enable foreign

countries to conserve tiieir gold ran the danger of a credit

inflation here. To raise the rates to prevent undue credit

expansion in the United States would force raoney market rates

up, increase the cost to business, and create an attractive

market for foreign funds, thus adding to the drain of foreign

gold. The Reserve System chose the former, hoping to keep

gold Imports down and stimulate business activity. This left

the problem of Inflation, but the Reserve authorities hoped

to cope with that when it came.3

As a result of this policy, the gold inflows diminished

every year after I92I, with a net outflow being recorded in

■'•Banking and Monetar?/ Statistics, pp. 536-537» Table 156<

^Burgess, op. clt.. p. 275.
3lbld.. pp. 276-277.

V V .rife-faJifr.



1925»^ th© reason, being that low rates enabled foreign coun

tries to borrow her© on relatively easy terras, in addition to

government loans to foreign eountries of |9»596 million for

til© years. 1917 to 1922*^

In 1925* the Reserve System mad© arrangeiaents with the

bank of England to extend |200 million of credits to enable

England to return to the gold standard,^ This money was avail

able to the Bank of England and could be drawn on when needed,

but was not so used,^ The result, however, was that the Re

serve System could not maintain a rate of interest in this

Country that would defeat the effects of the credits extended.

In attempting to combat inflationary conditions in this coun

try the Board would have had to raise to discount rate. This

would cause call-loan rates, bill rates, etc., to increase,

making this coiintry a good place to invest short-term funds.

As short-term funds flowed to this country, they would carry

gold along with them, increasing the difficulties of the fo

reign coimtrles in returning to the gold standard. Low rates

here, on the other hand, would mean an easy money policy, with

the danger of an Inflation; but that policy would keep call-

loan rates, bill buying rates, etc., low, so the short-term

hhid,, p, Slk fn.

^Ibid., 1926, p, ll|.,

Statistics, pp, 536-537, Table 156,

^Annual Report, 1925, P* 12,



funds would tend to flow out of tills country. Even if the

flow offUnds from the country was not sufficient to cause a

gold outflow (because of an export surplus), the drain of

gold from foreign countries might be stopped, which would

correct some short-term difficulties in their balance of pay

ments* Low interest rates were therefore the result in this

country, and the easy money policy permitted speculation to

continue in the stock exchanges*

Treasury Finance* After the problems of war had disap

peared, the policy of the Treasury was to reduce the Federal

debt* This policy was carried out all through the twenties,

and even through June, 1930. The gross debt, which on June,

1920, had amoiuited to |2ij.,298 million, stood at #19,075 mil

lion at the end of December, I926, and #16,026 million at the

end of 1930*^ The effect of this Treasury policy on the

banking system was probably not very great* Member bank hold

ings of government obligations increased during this period,

and the Reserve banks* portfolio of "governments" fluctuated

with changes in business conditions, with the result that

payment of the debt was probably made to private persons* The

overall effect would then be a cancellation of a government

liability, a shifting of deposits, and a readjustment of bank

reserves, but with a slight decrease in the amount of reserve

Statistics, p* 509# Table li{.6,



money available.

To the extent that banks, including the Reserve bank,

b^ld the redeemed debt, the action would be deflationary, since

an equivalent amotmt of deposits would be canceled with the

retiring of the debt. But the public debt during the twenties

was the basis more for an expansion of bank credit than for a

contraction. If the debt that is retired is held by private

individuals, then there is Just a transfer of deposits from

one private individual to another. But if the amount of the

debt held by private individuals decreases by an amount more

than is retired by the Treasury, then it must gravitate into

the banking system. ^ayraent is made in the form of increased

deposits, thus increasing the amoxint of money In circulation.

1927 to the Stock Market Crash

In February, legislation passed by Congress gave per

petual life to the Reserve System, and thus insured no \in-

planned interruption in the banking system. The Reserve Sys

tem was in no danger of following the First and Second Banks

of the United States into political controversy for its life.

Any opposition to the System would have to be strong and

would have to present for legislative enactment a banking

structure superior to the one in existence.

Included in the McFadden Act—the Act mentioned above—

was the provision for the commercial banks to buy securities



directly from the Treasury, with no stipulation as to the

amount that they could hold. This broke away considerable

from the philosophy of the original Federal Reserve Act, per

mitting the largest part of the money in circulation—demand

deposits—to be based on government bonds. The importance of

this legislation in practice did not take place \mtll the Se

cond World War, but at the time it permitted a monetizing of

the public debt insofar as the reserves of the commercial

banks would permit.

During 1927, durable mantjfacturea and mineral production

fell off slightly, while nondurable manufactures showed a

modest increase during the year,^ Construction contracts

awarded fell off moderately during the first half of the year

and then rose sharply,^ while freight carloadings showed an

almost steady decline throughout the whole year*3 Notwith

standing, member bank loans and Investments increased $1,700

million during the year.^ Of this increase $700 million

represented loans on securities, $100 million in the category

"all other," a $500 million increase in government obligatlona^

^Federal Reserve Chart Book, p. $6, Industrial Production,
2
Ibid., p. 62, Construction Contracts Awarded.

^Ibld., p. 66, Freight Carloadings*

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, li|.0. Table l\B,



and f300 million on other securities.^ The true picture of

speculative activity is not given in those figures, however.

In the category, "all other" loans, commercial loans actually

decreased by $230 million during the year, while there was an

increase in real estate loans of #276 million,2

In the first few months of the year gold imports enabled

banks to reduce their indebtedness to the Reserve banks some

what, but increases in earmarked gold reversed this situation

in May,3 With a decline in business activity in the second

half of the year, the Researve System lowered rates and entered

into active buying In the open market. Although the gold

stock of the United States decreased by $238,9 million in the

last eight months of the year, this decrease was more than

offset by an increase in Reserve bank credit for the same

period of $392 million,^

An easy money policy was instigated with the decline in

business activity and the action was in part influenced by

foreign conditions,5 The Bosird hoped to alleviate a credit

stringency in Europe and assist foreign countries in meeting

credit demands for the autumn exports from this country without

ilbid, ^Annual Report. I927, p, 5*

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 537, Table 156,

^Ibld,. pp. 537, 370, Tables 156, 101.

^Annual Report, I927, p* 10,



causing those countries to depress their exchange rates,^

That this action was effective is shown by the fact that,

although American exports exceeded imports during the latter

part of 1927 and throughout all of 1923, there was an outflow

of gold from September, 1927, throiigh July, 1928,2

At the beginning of I928, however, the easy money policy

was reversed. In an attempt to control inflation all con

tractionary powers of the Board were used. Discount rates,

which had been lowered from per cent to 3 l/2 per cent in

1927, were raised to a unifom l\. per cent by March, 1928,3

The Reserve System's portfolio of government obligations was

decreased by !|300 jsiillion,^ and a policy of direct pressure

was instituted to refuse loans to those banks making call loansj,

accepting stocks as collateral^ High rates, however, drew

gold from all over the world, enabling speculation to contin-

ue.6

As a result of this action, member bank Indebtedness in

creased, but bank credit continued to increase. In the first

six months loans and investments of banks in 101 leading cen

ters increased by |550 million, the bulk of the increase being

^Ibld.

%aixking and Monetary Statistics, p. 537* Table l56,

^IMd,, pp, Table 115, ^Ibld., p. 370, Table 101,

■^Hardy, o£* c^t,, p, 51, ^Ibld,



In loans* Th» basis for this Incroas® in bank orodlt was dis-

oountli^ at tha Hassrr® banks* Meiid^er bank Indebtednass in-

oraassd Tpoia ■ |1|j6S aillion at th© beginning of 1928, to #1,019

kdllion hj the end of June*^ fhus while eredit expansion was

slowed down from the preceding siXHaoaths period, the Heserwe

authorities learned they could not control the sal© of bills

and discounts as they had anticipated.^

Iflth the ccBsing of the crop moring season In late August

and early September, the traditional policy of Increasir^ cre«

dlt to facllit&t® easy moveassnt of the crops was again foUowedj^
The increase in Reserve bank credit occurred entirely in ac

ceptances ptarchas®<31, while changes in Eeserve bank holdings of

govemjmsnt obligation® and bills discounted offset each other

fhi» policy of easing the credit situation, relieved pressure

on the call-loan mrket t©a®«orarlly*^ The average rat© on new

call loans dropped from ?*70 per cent on October 6 to 6*50 per

cent on Hoveaber 2li.»7 But this was a short-lived relief for

the market* A month later the rate had risen to 10*63 per

cent*®

^Banklm^ and Icmetary Statistics* p* lljl,. Table

%bid,, p* 370, Table 101*

%arrl8, og,. elt., p# 101, (Vol. I).

Wrdy, 0£. clt** p. 53* ^Harris, ̂ * olt*. p. 182, (Vdl*I),
6ibid** p. 533. (Vol. 2).

TBanking and Monetary Statistics. p» Ij55, Table 121*/Banking and ̂

^Xbid*



Although the return flow of currency to the banks at the

beginning of the year eased the pressure on call loan rates,

the Board was concerned over the high rates and continued

speculation. In its I929 Annual the Board said that

the rise in security prices and security and brokers* loans

evidenced an absorption of credit into speculative activity

to an "alarming" extent,^ but concern over the cost of credit

to business retarded rate Increases asked for by the Reserve

banks,^ The buying rate for bills was increased in the first

part of the year, however, from 1|. I/2 per cent to 5 3/8 per

cent,3 This put the buying rate above the discount rate with

the result that the gold imports were used to liquidate the

Reserve System's holdings of acceptances, rather than to re

duce Indebtedness .4 In the fourth week of January, disco\ints

rose rapidly and increased with the sale of government securi

ties by the System,5

Alarmed by this increase, the Board sent the following

letter to the Reserve bankss

"The firming tendencies of the money market
which have been In evidence since the beginning of
the year—contrary to the usual trend at this sea
son—make it incumbent upon the Federal Reserve
banks to give constant and close attention to the
situation in order that no influence adverse to
the trade and industry of the country shall be

^Annual Repor-

3ibld,, p,

^Ibid,

1929, pp. 1-2, %bid., p. 2.

^Ibid,



exarcir.ed by the trend in money conditions, be
yond what may develop as inevitable.

"The extraordinary absoi^jtion of ftmds in
speculative security loans which has characterized
the credit movement during the past year or more,
in the judgment of the P'ederal Reserve Board, de
serves particular attention lest it become a deci
sive factor working towards a still further fiming
of money rates to the prejudice of the country's
coTimiercial interests.

"The resources of the FedensilReserve System
are ample for meeting the growth of the country's
commercial needs for credit, provided they are
competently administered and protected against
seepage Into uses not contemplated by the Federal
Reserve Act.

"The Federal Reserve Act does not, in the
opinion of the Federal Reserve Board contemplate
the use of the resources of the Federal Reserve
banks for the creation or the extent!on of spec
ulative credit. A member bank Is not within its
reasonable claims for rediscount facilities at

its Federal Reserve bank when it borrows either
for the purpose of making speculative loans or
for the purpose of maintaining speciilatlve loans.IThe Board has no disposition to assume auth-

to Interfere with the loan practices of mem-
nks so long as they do not involve the Federal
e banks. It has, howe-var, a grave responsi-

Dixizy whenever there Is evidence that member banks
are maintaining speculative security loans with the
aid of Federal Reserve credit. When such la the
case, the Federal Reserve bank becomes either a
contributing or a sustaining factor in the current
volume of speculative security credit. This is not
in harmony with the Intent of the Federal Reserve
Act nor is it conducive to the wholesome operation
of the banking and credit system of the country."!'

Five days later the contents of this letter were made

public. This attempt at moral suasion was nearly a last ditch

^Ibid., pp.



fight against credit flowing to the stock exchanges, Coaimitted

to a policy of accoiumodatlng commerce and business as long as

no excesses were developing along those lines forbad drastic

rate incr|a8es, and open-iiiarket operations were very limited
in the li|ht of the relatively large scale operations carried
on in the middle of 1928,^ Although Goldenweiser criticissed

the Board for believing that they could control a general cre

dit situation by dealing with individual' banks, there was little

course of action left under the circumstances Had the Board,

on the other hand, considered the gerxeral credit situation,

and had not assumed that excesses {inflation) in other sections

of the economy would show up in the Indexes of business, Gold

enweiser 'a criticism would have been appropriate, but late.

As Goldenweiser himself pointed out, the basis for the credit

inflation was largely created in 19214.,^ Also B, II, Anderson,

writing currently with this period, pointed out the dangers

that were developing,^

From Februa3:»y 6, the day before tlxls letter to the Eeserve

banks was made public, to May 29, total loans of raember banks

decreased by only §50 million, while loans on |E5ecurities

Of. Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 370, Table 101,

2cf, Goldenweiser, "Federal Reserve Objectives and Poli
cies: "Wetrospect and Prospect," p, 32l|..

3lbld,

1926
4cf. Chase Bconomlc Bulletin, Vol. VI, No, 3» November 8,



decreased by million,^ A further breakdown shows that

loans to dealers and brokers inside and outside Hew York City

declined by tnllllon with the decrease coming entirely at

New York Clty.^ Thus loans to others on securities Increased

by |250 million, with only #70 million of the Increase coming

at the New York City banks.3 The banks In the money market,

then, were temporarily Influenced by the announcement of the

Board, iaoi»e so than other banks In the country.

In Jime, loans to brokers and dealers In securities In

creased |2$0 million,^ and In July, stock prices advanced
more rapidly than ever,^ Sales of government obligations

were made by the Reserve banks, but the volume sold was small

as their portfolios v/ere nearly depleted after the operations

in 1928. Rates were raised in New York on August 9, from 5

per cent to 6 per cent, but the gesture was futile,^ Money

rates on prime commercial paper of four to six months* matur

ity had varied from 7 per cent to 12 per cent during the same

'•Banking and M

hhid.

Statistics, p. lli2. Table l|.8,

3ibid,, p, 17ii., Table I4.9. Attention should be called to
the fact that of the |700 million decrease in loans to brokers
and dealers in securities in New York City, one-half was the
result of contraction by New York City banks, while the other
half was the result of contraction by banks outside New York
City. Loans to brokers and dealers in securities in New York
City by New York City banks amoimted to |734 laillion on May 29.

^Ibid,, p, ll|2. Table i|.8, {For 101 leading cities.)

■^Hardy, og;, cit., p, 53* ^Ibld., p, 5i|.»



period. An Increase In the cost of credit by 1 per cent

would make no difference to borrowers under the circumstances.

It had been the policy of the Board to maintain their

discount rate lower than the rate on prime commercial paper of

four to six months' maturity but higher thaxi the rat© on prim®

90-day bankers' acceptances. While the Board's action on Au-

gust 9 raised the dlscoiint rate equal to the rate on the

shorter-term paper, any contractionary Influence that it actu

ally had was soon overcome with the rise in the rates on the

shorter-term paper to 6,13 cent on August 17#^

With the coming of the crop moving season, the Board pat

Into effect Its traditional policy of facilitating the move

ment by lowering the buying rat© on acceptances to 5 1/8 per

cent,3 Acceptance holdings of the Heserve banks liasiediately

began to increase, and the increase was more than the season-

nl demand for Reserve bank credit,^ Acceptance holdings of

the Reserve banks increased from million at the end of

July, to #337 million by the end oft October, but this was

nearly offset by a decrease of |i20C^ million in member bank in-

debtedjtiess during the sa^ie period,^

lljanklng and Monetary Statistics, p, 1^56, Table 121,

^Ibld, 3Hardy, o£, p, $l\.*

^Annual Report, 1929* P» 8,
ner gLJjd ^ *l - TYTs » - fciVilftitatlstics, pp, 3TO*371, Table 101.



Bank credit continued to increase. ?&lle from the end of

July to October 23» loans to brokers and dealers on securities

decreased by $11^.0 million, loans to others on securities In

creased by #250 million and "all other" loans Increased by

$300 million.^

In September and October a recession in business and re

ports of smaller corporate earnings weakened the position of

the stock market, British investors lost some confidence

when an important financial institution failed in England,

and they withdrew some funds from the Hew York market|, and on

September 26 the Bank of England raised their rate from 5 1/2

to 6 1/2 per cent to protect their gold reserves. These

events culminated in the stock market break in late October,^

When the break came,the Hew York banks were prepared to

meet the situation,^ While other banks were expanding their

loans on-securities from the end of July through October 23,

Hew York City banks had reduced theirs slightly.^4- In the

last week in August, however, the Hew York banks took over in

vestments and loans of outsiders^ and their loans on securi

ties increased by |1,200 million, and 5/6 of that amotant was

^Ibld., p, llf2. Table I4.8, (For 101 leading cities.)

^Annual Report, 1^2^$ p, 9. 3xbid.

^Cf. Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, lylj.. Table ij.9,
^Annual Report, I929, p. 9,



mBi4m to brokers in Sew York Clty,^ fo help meet the situa

tion, the Seaerve bank of lew York loaned freely and bought

#150 million of govemment obligations in the open market#^
In the four weeks period following the crash Sew York City

banks liquidated |1,200 million of loans to brokers in Sew

York City, while their total loans on seourltles decreased

by nearly the same amount,3

Easy Money and the Early Years

When the market broke, member banks were in debt to the

Heserwe banks rjearly $9^0 million,^ and the Board tmffisdlatsd^y

pursued an easy money policy* Member bank indebtedness was

a wholesoam restraint when bank credit was expanding rapidly,

but with the stock market break it became a pressure for

llquldatton.^ The iJOBsodiate aim was to i^lease that pressure,

^and then provide banks with excess reserve® so as to exercise

a positive pressure for credit expansion.^
The discount rate which had been 6 per cent at the Mew

York Federal Reserve bank in October, I929, was lowered to

% 1/2 per cent by the end of the year, and was further lowered

^Banking, and Monetary Statistic. p» 17i|.» Table

^Annual Report« 1929» P* 10.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p# 17^» Table 1^9.

%bid«. p. 371# Table 101. . Ssurgess, 0£. eit.. p. 28lf.

^Ibld.. p. 2ii.9.



throxigh 1930, mtll It was 2 per cent by the end of the year.^

Other Reserve banks followed the same course of action, and at

the end of 1930» they ranged from 3 to 3 l/2 per cent, with

the lowest rates in effect in Boston and Cleveland,2 The de

cline in rates followed closely the fall in open-aarket rates

on prime bankers* acceptances of maturity, with the

spread between the discount rate and the rate on prime com

mercial paper of four to six months' maturity at times being

more than 1,5 per cent,3

Financial Developments in 1930 and 1931, Purchases of

government obligations, which had begun in the last two months

of 1929, were continued throughout 1930 and 1931* In

crease in the two year period amotanted to nearly |300 million,

and supplemented the gold inflow in enabling member banks to

reduce their indebtedness at the Reserve banks Het gold

imports continued throu^ September, 1931# but there was a

large outflow in October amounting to |337*7 million.^ The

gold stock of the coiantry, however, decreased in these two

months by |700 million because of increases in earmarking and

•'"Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, I4IP., Table ll5^

%bld, 3cf, ibid., p, 456, Table 121,

W, ibid,, p, 371, Table 101, Also ibid., p, 537,
Table 156 and Hardy, op. clt., p, 56,

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, 537# Table 156,

j  < -I .



export.^ This Htovement In gold was the result of loans to

the British Govorniaent and the Bank of England, ajnounting to

t650 33illllon.^ This lai^ge loss of gold lowered the reserve

ratio of the Reserve banks to 6^,1.^ Concern over a lower

reserve ratio; caused rates to be raised in Hew York from

1 1/2 per cent to 3 1/2 per cent within a period of seven

days during the Bilddle of October,^ Other Reserve banks fol-

loweu suit within a matter of days, and the rates went un

changed for the remainder of the year.^

In the first two months of 1930 total loans and invest

ments of member banks In 101 leading cities declined moderate

ly, but throu^ November, 1930, they increased by |1,000

6
million. The situation was reversed in December, and con

tinued through 1931* with a decrease of $2,700 million occur

ring in loans and investments of those member banks,? in

1930 the increase was sustained by large increases in invest

ments, while loans declined. In 1931 the increase in invest

ments of government obligations was not great enough to ofiE^et

Ibid, 2Annual Report. 1931# p. 13•

3lbid.. pp. 58-59.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, j|)|t, Table ll5*
%bid. ^Ibld,. p, li^3. Table i|.8,

TiMd,, pp. ll4.3-ll44» Table i|.8, (For 101 leading cities,)



tiM> ddollae la loans of asarly $2,700 jsilllioa and a #2CK) mil

lion daors&ao la msaber bank investments la seeurltlos other

tMn governments*^

fh© laereas® la loans In the first eleven month® of 1950,

Has refleeted in an increase in tii^^e and demand deposits of

Individuals, With a liquidation of loans In 1951# demand de

posits fell off #600 million in the first ten months, while

time deposits decreased by only $200 million,^ fhese deereas-

ea came about gradually until October, when sharp contraotiona

were made in loans by banks, Currency hoarding also played

its part in the decreases In deposits, Itmey inicirculatlon,

idilch amounted to I4»525 million at the beginning of February,

1951, Increased by more than |1,000 million during the year,3

With depressed business conditions Increases in money in cir

culation can only wtfleet the hoarding of Individuals,

ig to the Crisis, In the first

seven m^mths of 1952, gold exports amounting to |i625«ii. mllllonl^

subjected the bailing eystem to pressures aM the Reserve

System more than offset this decrease by purchases of #1,050

million^ of government obligations in the open market,^ In

^S£* IkM* %bid,, p, IJ44, Table 1^6,
3ibid,, p. 14X2, Table 110. %bid,, p, 537, Table 156,
^Ibld,, p, 571# Table 101,

^Annual Report, 1932, p, 5,



tile last five months of the year the gold flows were reversed

and $177»2 million of gold flowed Into the country.^

Bank credit showed serious declines during the year, al

though contraction was at a slower rate in the second half of

the year, (See Table IV.) Liquidation of credit and efforts

of the banks to remain liquid, as well as solvent, caused

banks to sell their investments on the open market. The con

sequence was a decline in the value of the assets of the banks,

and a further weakening of the banking system, as well as in

tensifying the effect of the depresslon,2 Withdrawals of

currency for hoarding and shifting of deposits among banks

accelerated the crisis,3 spreading bank suspensions and caus

ing a loss of confidence in the banks

After the passage of the Glass—Steagall Act on February

27» 1932, which provided that Reserve banks could use govern

ment obligations as collateral for note issue, the Reserve

System entered into large open-market operations in govomn^nt

securities to help relieve the pressure on banks for liquida

tion, From the end of February to the end of July, the Reserve

banks purchased ^1,070 million of government obligations.^ As

banking and

^Burgess, o£, clt,. p, 39

1933, p. 6.

^Banking and Monetary Sta

SJ£2. Statistics, p, 537, Table 156,

^Annual Report. 1932, p. 9,

L» p. 371, Table 101.



a result of this action, excess reserves of member banks In-

croased by f600 million while indebtedness and bills bought

by th® Resorv® banks decreased by |l4X)0 million,^

Table IVs All Member Banks—Loans and Investments Changes
during 1932.2

(Millions of Dollars)

Member banks in j
Hew York City 3

A

3 an. *

June

Loans and
investments

Loans

Loans to

banks

Loaixs to other

customers

Open-market
loans

Investments

O. S. Govern

ment securities

Other securities

-745

-1,082

-114.

-130

June-

Dec.

-14-3

-iiii

-235

ll other
member banks

Jan.-
Jxme

-1,829

-1,592

-103

-1,4-65

Jtme-

Doc,

-1,14-3

-1,240

-85

-1,127

-307

Although some pressure was lifted by this action, iromber

bank liquidation of loans and investments continued through

out the year, with the exception of banks in Hew York City in

2Annual Report, 1932, p. 6,



the second half of the year» (See Table IV.) A noticeable

feature In the movement of bank credit dvirlng the year is the

fact that investments in governiaent obligations Increased

during the first and second half of the year. This reflect®

the demand for high quality and hi^^ly liquid investments.

In part this is noticeable in open-market loans by banks. The

fact that New fork City banks increased their loans in the

open market in the second half of the year by an amotint great

er than the decline in the first half, shows that banks wore

willing to make loans on idiat they thought was sound security.

The continued decrease throughout the year of loans in the

open market by banks outside New York City probably reflects

a decline in the volume of paper available for purchase due

to the depression, rather than a hesitancy on the part of the

banks to make loans. This is partly borne out by the facts

that rates on prime commercial paper and prims bankers* accep

tances of 90-days maturity declined to very low levels in the

latter part of the year, while rates on loans charged by

banks to customers increased in I932 over 1931,^

While liquidation of bank credit was slowed down in the

second half of 1932, an improvement in business conditions

was not sustained in the last quarter,^ At the beginning of

Ibid,, pp. Tables 121, 12$,

-Annual it 1933# P# Si



1933# the return flow of currency to the banks was far less

than usual, indicating an increase in hoarding; and towards

the end of February there developed some loss of confidence

in the convertability of currency and |320 million in gold

was withdrawn,^ Hoarding was not confined to gold, however,
and between early February and March 1}., Federal Reserve notes

increased by #1,14-30 million.2

To meet this large demand for currency, banks discounted

#l,l6o million in bills and drew down their reserve balances

by #14.00 million, while the Reserve banks purchased #390 mil

lion of bills and |100 million of governinent obligations.3

The increase in note issue and other Reserve bank credit de

creased the reserve ratio of the Reserve banks to 14.5*3 on

March 3*^ To meet the situation, discount rates were raised
at New York and Chicago from 3 1/2 to 1}. 1/2 per cent, and re

serve requirements were suspended by the Board.^ Pressure on

the money markets was evidenced by r» jump in rates on bankers*

acceptances from 1/14. of 1 per cent to 3 3/8 per cent and on

call loans from 1 to I4. per cent.^

By the tiisie this action had been completed, March I4.,

nearly all banks had been closed by state holidays; and on

March 6 a nation-wide bank holiday was proclaimed by the

^Ibid., p. 8.

^Ibid.

%bld. ^ibid.

^Ibid.. p. 9. • ^Ibid.



President. It was hoped^ by this and subsequent action, that

the probXen of bank failures could be attacked# more equitable

treatment given between depositors who were making withdrawals

and those who were not; and a restoration of confidence made

in the banking system.^ Bank action, regulated by the Secre

tary of the Treasury during the holiday, was quite limited.

Banks were permitted to make change; complete settlements not

involving payments in currency; allow access to safety depo

sits; pay out currency for usual wages and salaries; and

accept special trust deposits which were payable on demand,

but which required a reserve of 100 per cent to be held in

cash, in government obligations, or at the Reserve banks.3

The Reserve banks, covered by this proclamation, were

permitted, on March 7, to supply currency, extend credit, and

make transfers required in the normal course of business, pro

vided that the banks infomed the Reserve banks of the, amount

of currency held and the circumstances giving rise to nfeeds

for additional money. Also necessary, before banks could re

ceive accommodations at the Reserve banks, was the require

ment that banks deliver to the Reserve banks all gold and

gold certificates that they held,^ This last provision was
mad© to increase the reserve ratio of the Reserve banks, which

had fallen close to the legal minimum just before the holiday.

^Ibid., p. 10. ^Ibid. 3ibid.. p. 11. %hid.
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CHAPTER II

ESGISLATIVS GHAHGES XI THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT, 1933-1936

The Glass-Steagall Act of February 27, 1932, was the be

ginning of a series of &rmrgencj banking legislation designed

to give immediate relief to the existing difficulties in the

financial, business, and international spheres of the economy.

The Act authorized the Reserve banks to use government securi

ties and collateral behind Federal Reserve notes in place of

the previously required commercial paper. This would assure

the Reserve banks of having sufficient collateral for note

issue.

Other problems, bank failures, currency withdrawals, de

creases in the value of bank assets, gold movements, were as

in^ortant and as immediate. Between the end of December,

1929# and the end of February, 1933, approximately 5^00 banks

had suspended operations, with deposit liabilities totaling
•1

nearly |3*5 billion. As a result of this large number of

bank failures, the President proclaimed a bank holldbiy from

March 6, 1933, through March 9, and later extended it to March

12, In the midst of this holiday Congress enacted the Emer

gency Banking Act and Bank Conservation Act,

lAnnual '< * 1933, P# 3'
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Act and Bank Conservation Act

Gold> The Secretary of the Treasxiry was empowered, if

necessary, "to protect the credit system of the United States"

by requiring all persons, partnerships, associations, and

coi^orations to turn in all gold coin, bullion, and certifi

cates. Payment was to be made in any other currency, at par,

and any expense Incurred was to be borne by the Secretary of

the Treasury,

Conservators, The Comptroller of the Currency, whenever

he deemed it necessary to preserve the assets of any bank,

might appoint a conservator, whose Job was to assume posses

sion of the books and assets of the bank. He was to have the

powers and privlledges given receivers of insolvent national

banks? he was to detemlne the financial position of the

bank and import to the Comptroller of the Currency as to the

practicability of reopening the bank. The Comptroller was

then to either terminate the conservatorshlp or direct the

conservator to divide the banks assets to its creditors on a

"ratable basis,"

Federal Reserve Bank Motes. Any Federal Reserve bank

could, upon deposit with the Secretary of the Treasury of di

rect obligations of the United States, or any notes, drafts,

bills of exchange, or bankers' acceptances acquired under the

provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, receive Federal Reserve

bank notes from the Comptroller and issue them, Th® issue of



notes against direct obligations of the U, S. was to be equal

to the face value of the bonds, but only equal to 90 P®** cent

of the face value of the other collateral, The notes so is

sued were to be direct obligations of the Federal Reserve bank

of issue, in contrast to tne Federal Reserve notes.

Advances to Member Banks, "In exceptional and exigent

circumstances" any Federal Reserve bank was permitted to make

advances to member banks on the member bank's time or demand

note, secured to the satisfaction of the Federal Reserve bank.

The member bank must have no other eligible assets in order

to be accommodated. The interest rate charged was to be 1 per

cent above the highest rate charged by the Reserve bank at the

time the loan was inade,^

Advances to Individuals, Under regulations that the Fed

eral Reserve Board may specify any Federal Reserve bank was

permitted to make advances to any individual, partnership, or

This provision liberalizes an amendment passed on Feb
ruary 27» 1932, Under that amendment a bank having a capital
of no more than 15*000,000 and having no more eligible and
acceptable assets may receive accommodation at any Federal
Reserve bank on its time or demand notes, provided that those
notes are secured to the satisfaction of the Federal Reserve

bank, that such notes bear a rate of interest 1 per cent high
er than the highest rate charged by the Federal Reserve bank,
and subject in each case to the affirmative action of not
less than five members of the Federal Reserve Board,

The largest amount of advances outstanding under this pro
vision was |2li.,it.39 thousand in Jtine, 1933. Thereafter these
advances were rapidly liquidated, and amounted to only 1883
thousand in December, 1937. Banking and Monetary Statistics,
p, 3ij-0, Table 88.



corporation on their promissory note secured by direct obliga

tions of the United States, These notes could not be wade

for a period to exceed 9O days, and the rate of interest was

to be determined by the Federal Reserve banks, subject to the

approval of the Federal Reserve Board,^

Adjustment Act of 1933

Generally, the amendments to the Federal Reserve Act made

by the Agricultural Adjustment Act were of an inflationary

character, ?»fith the country in at the bottom of a depression,-

and the economic thinking leaning more and more towards pump

priming as the road leading to prosperity, pressures for cheap

money were strong.

Open Market Operations, The President was empowered to

direct the Secretary of the Treasury to enter into agreements

with the Federal Reserve Board or with the several Federal

Reserve banks, whereby they would engage in open-market opera

tions, for specified periods, in U, S, government obligations

or in obligations of corporations in which the United States

Is the principal stockholder, and purchase directly and hold

in portfolio, for such periods of time as may be agreed upon.

Treasury bills or other direct obligations of the United States;

^he amount of loans made under this section was at no
time |1 million, and by December, 1937* they were completely
liquidated. Ibid,



tjlie total amount not to exceed ̂ 3 tillion. No suspension of

reserve requirements was required for operations carried on

under this amendment, and no graduated tax on reserve deficien

cies was to be required*

U, S. Notes. In the event that consent was not secured

by the Secretary of the Treasxiry from the Federal Reserve

Board or the Federal Reserve banks, the President was empowered

to issue notes of the United States government for the purpose

of meeting maturing Federal obligations. The obligations so

purchased were to be retired and cancelled, and the aggregate

amount outstanding could not exceed |3 billion*

Weight of tha Gold Dollar. The President, by proclama

tion, was given the power to fix the weight of the gold dollar,

whenever he foxuid it necessary to stabilize domestic prices,

or to protect our foreign commerce from the depreciated effect

of foreign currencies. In no event was the weight of the gold

dollar to be fixed at more than 50 per cent below its then

present weight.

Reserve Requirements. The Federal Reserve Board, upon

the vote of not less than five of its members and with the ap

proval of the President, could declare that an emergency

exists because of credit expansion, and could, during that

emergency, increase or decrease the reserve reqiiirements

against time and demand deposits at its discretion.



Joint Resolution Rel ig to Payments In Gold

Abrogation of the Gold Clause, On June 1933» Congress

declared that contracts calling for payment In gold or In

specific kinds of money was against public policy, as It ob

structed the right of Congress to "coin money and regulate the

value thereof," At the same time all coins and currencies In

circulation were made legal tender, and these monies were to

be accepted In the fulfillment of contract obligations.

of 1211

The Banking Act of 1933 contained a variety of changes

in the laws affecting the banking system. Provisions were

made for the Incorporation and operation of the Federal Depo

sit Insurance Corporation; the payment of Interest on demand

deposits was prohibited; the business of underwriting and the

sal# of securities was required to be divorced from banking,

l.e, the acceptance of deposits; and several important amend

ments were made to the Federal Reserve Act.

Policy Considerations. The directors of the various Re

serve banks were required. In addition to making discounts,

advances, and accommodations for member banks "as may be safely

and reasonably made with due regard for the claims and demands

of other member banks," to maintain sound credit conditions

and to accommodate commerce, industry, and agriculture.



Powers of the board. The Board, at Its discretion, could

suspend a member bank from using the facilities of the Federal

Reserve System whenever that bank is making udue use of bank

credit. The Board was empowered to renew the suspension from

time to time or to terminate the suspension.

P'ederal Open Market Committee. This committee, consist-

ing of one member from each F'ederal Reserve district, was to

coordinate the open-market operations of tiie System and be

guided in its operations by conditions necessary to accommo

date commerce and business and to give due regard to the bear

ing of their operations upon the general credit conditions of

the country.

Gold Reserve Act

Events during the past three years had led to an unstable

situation in the world economy as well as in the domestic ,

economy. Many of the major countries had gone off the gold

standard. There had been flights of capital, first in one di

rection and then in another. From July, 1931# to September,

1932, there had been a net outflow of gold In every month. In

the last half of I932 the situation was reversed. But the

gold outflow began again in March, 1933> and continued throt;gh-

out the year,^ On April 5» t)y an Executive order, the Presi

dent prohibited the hoarding of gold, coin or bullion, and

and Monetary Statistics, p« 537# Table 156#



gold certificates. On March 10 the export of any gold coin,

bullion, or certificates had to be authorized by the Secretary
1

of the Treasury,

Prom that point events moved quickly. On April 18, li

censes to export gold were refused; April 19, licenses were no

longer to be freely granted; and on April 20, exports of gold

was prohibited with specific exceptions, which included gold

previously eaimarked for the account of foreign governments,

foreign central banks, the Bank for International Settlements,

and transactions that the Secretary of the Treasury deemed

necessary to promote the public Interest,

On June 5 gold clauses in contracts were abrogated,^ On

October 25 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was given

the task of buying gold domestically and abroad, the Initial

price being higher than the dollar price in London, The gold

so bought was paid for by 90-day debentures of the K. F, C,,

and the price was raised continuously until it was set at |35

on February 1, 1934,3

Title to the Gold, In January, 193^i with the passage

of the Gold Reserve Act, all gold in the United States became

•^Annual Report, 193lt., p. 2?. Ibid., pp. 28-29.

^Ibid,, p. 29, Cf» also Wesley C, Ballaine, The Problem
of Stable Exchange Rates (Eiigene: Bureau of Business Research,
S^ool of Business Administration, University of Oregon, Augustj
19^4-5), p. 32.



property of the United States Government, to be placed in the

Treasury, The increase in value of gold, if the dollar was

devalued, was to go to the Treasury,

Reserves. The reserves of the Federal Reserve banks were

to be held in the form of gold certificates or in lawful mon

ey, and the Federal Reserve Act was so amended.

Devaluation of the Dollar, The authority given the Pres

ident under the Agricultural Adjustment Act was amended to

permit the President to devalue the dollar up to 6o per cent

of its then present weight. The President was also empowered

to reduce the weight of the silver dollar, so as to maintain

the same relationship between the two metals that then existed.

Silver Purchase Act

Policy, Pour months after the devaluation of the dollar.

Congress passed the Silver Purchase Act, declaring as their

policy that the monetary stock of the United States was here

after to consist of 25 per cent silver.

Purchases, Under this nationalization order the Secre

tary of the Treasury was directed to purchase silver at home

or abroad ", , , .at such rates and at such times and upon

such terms and conditions as ho might deem reasonable and

most advantageous to the public interest, provided, however,

that no purchase should be made at a price in excess of the

monetary value of silver {approximately |1,29 a fine ounce)



and that no purchase of silver situated in the continental

United States on May 1, 193ii-, should be made at a price in

excess of 50 cents per fine ounce."

Securities and Exchange Act

Margin Requirements« The Federal Reserve Board was em-

powered to lower margin requirements set by this act,^ when

it deemed it neceasairy or appropriate for the accommodation

of commerce and industry, having due regard to the general

credit situation of the country. ,The Board was also empowered

to raise margin requirements whenever it deemed it necessary

to prevent the excessive use of credit to finance transactions

in securities.

Banking Act of 1935

Board of Governors. The name of the governing board of

the Federal Reserve System was changed to the Board of Gover

nors, and the number of men to serve on that board was changed

to seven, appointed by the President. The Secretary of the

Treasviry and Cor^troller of the Currency were released from

their duties on the Board.

^The margin requirements set by this act were 55 per cent
of the current market value of the securities or 100 per cent
of the lowest market price of the security during the proceed
ing 56 calender months, but not more than 75 per cent of the
current market price.



Advancea# Any Federal Reserve bank could make advances

fco member banks on their time or demand notes, secured to the

satisfaction of the Reserve bank and having maturities of not

more than four months. The rate of interest was to be 1/2 of

1 per cent higher than the highest discount rate In effect at

the particular Reserve bank at the time the advance was made.

Federal Open Market Committee. This committee was to be

composed of the Board of Governors and five representatives

from the Federal Reserve districts. The purpose of the com

mittee was to decide on an open-market policy for the System

as a whole, and it was mandatory that the various Reserve

banks followed the instructions handed down, decided by the

coBaalttee and adopted by the Board.

Reserve Requirements. By a vote of four of the members

of the Board, It was empowered to change the reserve require

ments of the member banks, on both tlrae and demand deposits,

up to double the requirements so stated in the Federal Re

serve Act, but could not lower them beyond the limits inqjosed

by the Act.

Significance of the Legislation

The first emergency banking legislation in I933 had been

essentially a stopgap measure, attempting to preserve as much
f

of the banking system as possible. The Federal Reserve Sys

tem was not changed to any major degree. Advances to member



banks not having eligible assets was, to be sure, a departure

from the purpose of the act passed in 1913* But those ad

vances could only be made in "exceptional and exigent circtia-

stances," A more radical departure came in 1935* when those

advances could be made at the discretion of the Reserve banks♦

It was an emergency measure and still is, as shown principally

by the use made of that provision. However, the conditions

under which the advance can be made are not clearly set forth.

In the Agricultural Adjustment Act the provision for

raising reserve requirements was, in effect, the recognition
i
1

of a new problem faciii^ the Reserve System, that of excess

reserves. Very little, if any, attention at all was directed

towards excess reserves in the period 19lil.-1929 as evidenced

by the fact that the figures for excess reserves are not avail*
1

able tantil January, I929. It was assumed during that period

that there could not be a problem of excess reserves as banks

kept themselves loaned-up. Whenever banks had unutilized fmds,

they made new loans and/or new investments. Because of the

conditions of indebtedness of the commercial banks to the Re

serve banks prior to I929 perhaps that assumption was Justi

fied.

After the crash and the ensuing liquidation up to 1933

the banks ware cautious in extending accommodations. Conse-

;ary Statistics, op. cit.. p. 372, fn,



cpentlyf ther® w©r© ©xeess reserves, and whether the problem

aetuallj was new or not, it was recognized as being new, Th#

first powers given to the Board were partially guarded by

stating that the increase must irseet with the approval of th®

President and that th© reason for the increase must be an

emergency created by credit expansion#

Whether those restrictions would have cause any practical

difficulty is soExewhat to be doubted, since us© was not mad©

of th© amended power until August l6, 193^- That would have

permitted ample time for discussion of the power and agree-

ment on its use# However, those two restrictions were re

moved by the Banking Act of 1935*

The Banking Act of 1933» also, was essentially an em©r»

gency and an experimental measure# The Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation was of the experimental type. Varia

tions of it had been tried by various states and had failed.

Measures pertaining to national banks appeared to be, to soia®

extent, after thou^ts of the Emergency Banking Act, Also

true were the facts that many of the measures were definit®

extensions of power in controlling "bad" banking practices and

extending the power of some authorities still further.

Essentially the latter was the ease of th© amendiaents to

the Federal Reserve Act. Cases in point are the inclusion of

th© words "to maintain sound credit conditions" into what

might be termed the policy section of th® Federal leserve Actj



th® power given the Board to suspend a member bank from using

the facilities of the System if that bank makes "undue use of

credit;" and the legislative enactment of a Federal Open Mar

ket Committee.
I

In 1923 the Board had, on its own authority, created an

Open Market Committee, for some of the Reserve banks in acting

on their own authority in the open mrket were pvirsuing a

policy independent of the policies of the other Reserve banks.

Changes in open-market operations for one Reserve bank may not

affect the borrowings of member banks in that district, but

those banks in other money centers where t^e purchases or sales

are made. This « makes it evident that open-market

policy should be a System policy,"^ Then, too, the degree of

autonomy of the Reserve banks could make it possible for them

to follow a policy different from that of the Board or of the

majority of the Reserve banks.

Independent action by the Reserve banks was now restricted

to matters relative to their districts, while deoiaions of the

Board in matters of national interest had to be accepted.

With the Banking Act of 1935 and the reorganization of the

Federal Open Market Committee, it was mandatory that the Re

serve banks comply with the decisions handed down in regard to

open-market operations.

;, 1923, p,



The Gold Reserve Act and the Sliver Purchase Act, both of

1934* while amending the Federal Reserve Act in minor ways,

had a great bearing indirectly on the problems to be faced by

the System, The relation of gold flows, excess reserves,

member bank credit, and Reserve credit policies will be dis

cussed later, but suffice it to say here that many of the

problems of the thirties and the early forties arose out of

these acts and subsequent Treasury policies directly connect

ed with these acts.

Of the Banking Act of 1935 the Board said:

Important amendments were made in the Federal
Reserve Act by the Banking Act of 1935 . , • ♦ ,
The act incorporates into law much of the experience
acquired by the System during the more than two
decades of its operation. It reflects a broader
conception of the System's functions in the country's
economic life than existed at the time the System
was established and it defines more clearly and
fixes more firmly the responsibilities of the Board
in Washington and of the regional Reserve banks.
It permanently removes from the operations of the
Federal Reserve banks and the member banks some of
the restrictions which at critical times prevented
them from efficiently rendering the services for
which they were established , , , ,

Those amendments have already been mentioned; advances

to member banks on their time or demand notes; power to

change reserve requirements; and powers of the Federal Open

Market Committee, Those changes are significant for they al

ter the original meaning of the Federal Reserve Act, So too

Annual Report. 1935# PP» 5# 6,



iB the provision regarding the laaintenance of soimd credit

conditions as well as accoinmodating agriculture, commerce and

industry*

Many of the decisions regarding policy action in the

twenties were made with the view of accommodating agriculture,

commerce, and Industry, Concern over increasing the cost of

credit to legitimate business was a major one, and whenever

price inflation was not immediate, the cost of credit to bus

iness was the guiding factor.

This legislation and the Glass-Steagall Act of 1932

shifted the emphasis and the meaning of the act from that of

accommodating legitimate business to that of concerning itself

with the overall credit situation. The two are not distinct

and separate entities, but the policies followed iinder one

theory are completely different than under the other. As

long as excess reserves exist in any large amoimts, regard

less of the process through which they were required, the

commercial loan theory of banking would be under a constant

threat. Any large extension of credit by the banking system

could be accomplished and the Reserve authorities would be

powerless to act.

The other side, which will be called the quantity theory

approach for lack of a better name, recognizes that fact also

and advocates sufficient powers to control the general credit

situation. This would mean that in an inflationary period



brakes would be placed generally on the powers of banks to

expand credit, even though the needs of business were for ad

ditional credit.

The major objection to the commercial loan lies in the

fact tiiat the funds received by the bank and paid out in wages,

as in the earlier example, have an income velocity greater

than one. Technically, if the average income-payments period

is shorter than the period of production, then extensions of

bank credit to business would have an effect on prices great

er than the expected sustaining influence. Returning once

again to the example, if the loans are made to the various

producers in the stages of production, even though one pro

ducer repays the baink loan upon receipt of payment by another,

the total amount of the loan will be outstanding for the en

tire productive process. Since the average income velocity

Is slightly over 2, a productive process Icaoger than six

months would raise the value of the income velocity,!

If it is assumed that the coal producer must pay wages

out of past earnings and that the increase in credit is made

by a jobber, the result la not so obvious nor is it so cer

tain, The coal producer has increased his production or has

maintained it at the same rate on the basis of certain

rough measure of Income velocity can be made by divid
ing currency outside banks plus the Federal Reserve figure for
adjusted demand deposits into national income.
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ber, If this Is an increase in production and increases the

producer's wage bill more than he had anticipated, then the

producer will utilize heretofore idle money or new money. In

either case, the result is the same. Utilizing idle funds

{which have an income velocity of zero) will increase the

value of income velocity and therefore tend to exert an up

ward pressure on prices if the incoxae-payments period is

shorter than the period of production, or sustain prices if

it is not.

If this is not an increase in production and the amount

of wages paid to the coal miners requires no increase in mcney

or the utilization of idle deposits, prices may or laay not

increase. The same analysis must then be applied to each of

the producers in the process of production. It is only then

that it can be determined whether there will be an upward

pressure on prices, even though the first coal producer financed

the production out of circulating capital, |
I

Throughout the above analysis has assumed that inventories

and wages paid to coal miners have been kept constant. If

either is increased, there will be a tendency for prices to

increase, unless offset by a fall in the marginal propensity

to spend,^

This would be caused by an increase in savings (idle
balances), which would decrease income velocity.



A second objection made by Cnrrle^ la that when this

theory is applied to the central bank, it Is irrational, Itaen

a central bank discounts a note arising from the member bank's

lending to the coal producer to pay wages, or to the Jobber

to move the coal along the stages of production, the central

bank creates a deposit for the member bank that will permit a

multiple expansion of credit. In an upswing, when the amoimt

of business is increasing and there is an increased demand

for bank credit, the short juaturity date of the note causes

no difficulties, for the bank will have a siifflcient quantity

of the notes to increase its reserves at the central bank.

Since the member bank expends credit for purposes other than

on short-term commercial paper, the amount of credit outstand

ing may bear no relationship to the needs of business. This

creates an additional pressure on prices which would otherwise

not be there,

A third objection is based on the degree of shiftability

of assets. Banks are not as concerned with degree of frequen

cy with which loans are repaid as they are with the possibility

of realizing on the loans in an emergency. Since securities

have a market they can be sold and the funds received almost

immediately. On the other hand, business loans cannot be

called in as quickly as may be needed. This criticism does

Cf, Currie, Supply and Control of Money in the United
States (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1^31577 Chapter If,



not apply to a general emergency, however, for the loss of

value of the securities would exert a heavy pressure on the

banks to hold the securities. In an emergency nothing is

.really liquid except money, and only then if there is not a

runaway inflation. In the latter case money is the least

desired, and the alternatives, those things which can be

purchased with money, are hoarded.

It is on the recognition of the above that the complete

break with the original purpose of the Federal Reserve Act

was made. Of course, the now theory Is a dangerous one, and

at times it invites manipulation of the money supply. But as

long as the government and the Reserve System recognize this

and not attempt panaceas by means of monetary policy, there

Is less danger and more control.



CHAPTER III

DEPRESSION YEARS: 1933-1941

The measures adopted during the banking holiday and the

statement by the President had, to a<»ae extent, restored the

confidence of the people in the banking system. As a result,

a large voltune of currency was deposited in the banks as soon

as they were reopened. Money in circulation, idaich reached a

peak of about 7#5 billion in early March, declined #1,25 bil

lion during the remainder of the month, and had declined by
1

about |2,0 billion by the end of August,

This return flow of currency into the banking situation

eased matters, but the situation was still critical. The Sec

retary of the Treasury was allowing those banks that had been

found safe to reopen, and the Federal Reserve banks were allowed

to reopen on March 11, No bank, however, could pay out gold or

furnish currency for hoarding,^ By April 12, there were still

1|.,200 member and noni-member banks on the restricted list, hav

ing deposits of nearly I4*0 billion,^

The continued reopening of the banks by the Secretary of

the Treasury made the situation easier. By the end of June

'■Annual 1933» p. 14. ^Ibld, ^Ibid,, p. 23,



there was $2,5 billion tied up in closed banks, but by the end

of the year that amount was decreased by 50 per cent and the

number of closed banks was 1,900.^ During 193l|. the number of

bank failures was greatly reduced, being only 57 with #36, 937,

000 of deposits,^

The rate policy, which was of a contractionary nature

early in March,3 was directed towards easing the situation in

April, and for the remainder of the year. The New York Re

serve bank lowered its rates from 3 1/2 per cent to 3 per cent

on April 7, to 2 1/2 per cent on May 26, to 2 per cent on Octo

ber 20, and to 1 l/2 per cent on February 2, 193l|., Other Re

serve banks likewise lowered their rates,^ and the buying rate
on short-temn prime bankers• acceptances was gradually lowered

to 1/2 of 1 per cent on October 20, 1933. A further policy of

monetary ease was shown In the open market operations in gov

ernment securities, From March, 1933, to the end of the year

the System purchased about ^600 million of government securi

ties,-^ This was offset to a small extent by the liquidation
of $70 million of member bank indebtedness,^

"■Ibid. ^Annual Report, I93I1., p, 25«
3•^The rates for eligible paper were raised from 2 1/2 per

cent to 3 1/2 per cent by the New York and Chicago Reserve
banks on March 3, and March 1|., respectively. The rates were
then 3 1/2 per cent for all the Reserve banks. Banking; and
Monetary Statistics. 0£. cit^. p. i4l|.l. Table 11^,

p. 31^.3, Table 91, ^Ibid., p, 31^.0, Table 88.



Gold movements during I933 showed a net outflow of #173.3

million, and the increase in eannarklng during the year left

the gold stock of the United States #231,3 million lower than

at the beginning.^ This gold movement showed an abrupt rever

sal of trend in February, I93I1. The effect of this gold move

ment in 1933, is not noticeable in member bank excess reserves

except for the period of the bank holiday and the two months

following. The decrease in member bank reserves during that

period is due more, however, to the hoarding of currency than

to the outflow of gold. Also, excess reserves of member banks

began to increase after May, 1933, until they were #766 mil

lion at the end of December.2 This increase reflected, in

the most part, the return flow of currency from hoarding to

the Reserve banks and open-market purchases by the Board,^

After the nationalization of gold and the Presidential

proclamation devaluing the dollar in January, 193l|., gold in

flows increased and reached unprecedented amounts. The deval

uation of the dollar caused a premium to be put on foreign

currencies and a discouragement to American purchases abroad,^

After the Silver Purchase Act this gold flow was temporarily

halted, but the gold Inflow begain again in October when thape

^Ibld., p. 537, Table 156. 2ibid.. p. 37I, Table 101,

3Annual Report. 1933, P» I6,

Wd,, 193]^, p, 7,



was a large surplus of merchandise exports.'^

The increase in the value of the gold stock of the United

States after the revaluation amounted to t2;,800 million, and

was consigned to the Secretary of the Treasury for use as a

stabilization fund. This gold was at first hold by the Treas

ury, but later in l^^k- some of it was transfered to the

Treasury's account in the Reserve banks and spent. This had

2
the effect of increasing the reserves of member banks, as well

as the gold reserves of the System. This policy was discon

tinued and the Stabilization Fund was held sterile from the

banking system.

Use of Traditional Credit Control Instruments

The instilments of credit control relied on exclusively

during the twenties found little use during the period after

1933• During 1933 both the use of open-market operations and

the discount rate had been made to build up excess reserves of

the member banks, ease conditions in the open market, and to

encourage banks to adopt liberal lending and investment poli

cies to facilitate business roeovei^.3

After October, 1933» there was no significant change in

the portfolio of government securities held by the Reserve

^Ibld», pp. 8, 9»

3ibid.. 1933, p. 20.

^Ibid., p. 6,



System, In 1937 some purchases were made, but the total amount

acquired during the year was only $13^ million,^ In 1937*

whereas little transactions were made in the open market, a

shift of emphasis of the purpose of open-market operations was

made. From 1933 to 1937 the Board's inactiveness in using the

discount rate and open-market operations as control measures

centers on two things: the state of business activity in the

nation and large excess reserves of the banks and the conse

quent fear of inflation. While business activity was depressed,

the Board did not wish to pursue any deflationary measures to

reduce the excess reserves of the banks, nor did it wish to

attempt to stimulate business by further open-market opera

tions, The Board feared that an increase in the money supply

would lead to upward pressures on prices with no correspond

ing Increase in production.

In the twenties the emphasis had been on the Indebtedness

of member banks to the Reserve banks; in the thirties that

ea^hasis changed to the effect of open-market operations on

the excess reserves of member banks; in 1937 the emphasis

made was an effort to prevent a disorderly capital market,

including that for government securities,^

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 31^.3, Table 91.

^Ibid., 1937* pp. 213, 2lif.



As & resxilt, partly, of the low money rates In the open

market and partly as a consequence of the easy money policy,

if it could be called that, the discount rates were progres

sively lowered in all districts during this period, as well as

buying rates on prime bankers' acceptances and rates on ad*

vances to xaember banks on their time and demand notes. The

ezcess reserves of member banks were the dominate cause of the

easy conditions in the money market, and they in turn were

caused by the large inflow of gold from abroad.

The policy of the Board, while particularly desirous to

lend its efforts to the country's recovery,^ was mainly that
2

of watch and wait. The Board was well aware of the large ex

cess reserves of the member banks and the enormous amoxmt of

credit that could be built upon those esxess reserves, but the

Board was afraid to undertake any positive open-market opera

tions to reduce those reserves, as that action in the past had

meant a restraining influence.

The Problem of Excess Reserves

As was noted before, in the twenties the major emphasis

by the Board of Governors was placed on member bank indebted

ness and little, if any, attention was paid to excess reserves.

If they existed. Under that theory there could be any amount

Annual L, 193^, p. 3. %bid.. pp, 223-225.



of indebtedness and the money stream expanding or contracting#

In 1929» with inflation in the stock market and in real estate

rapidly increasing, the Federal Reserve System began collect

ing statistics on the excess reserves or member banks. In

1931 the Reserve authorities began to pay more attention to

member bank balances in the Reserve banks than their Indebted-

1
ness to those banks.

Immediately after the stock market crash in I929 the Sys

tem began an easy money policy with a view to aiding as orderly

a liquidation as possible. Both discount rates were lowered,

and government securities were purchased in the open market,

This policy continued to March 30, I93O, when increased activ

ity on the stock market and frequent banking disturbances

brought it to a halt,^ In the first eight months of I93I the

Federal Reserve banks were again cautious because of banking

failures and discouraging reports from Central Europe,3 But
I

from August to October of that year, when $$00 million in gold

was exported to Europe and the frightened TJ, S. piiblic with

drew an additional million, the Reserve banks; offset this

withdrawal of gold by increasing Reserve bank credit by $1,100

million,^

S, E# Harris, Twenty Years of Federal Reserve
vol, 2, p, 62ij..

^Ibid,. p. 622.

^bid,, p, 629.
^Ibid.. pp, 622-623.



Th© open-market policy of the Board, buying government

securities to decrease member bank indebtedness and to create

excess reserves for those banks, did not improve the situation

to a very great extent* Early in 1932 banks began to show

excess reserves, but they were cautious in their us© of them,

and preferred to hold them in anticipation of trouble.^ In

the middle of 1932, however, there was a gold Inflow and a

decrease in hoarding* Member bank indebtedness was small,

and this gold inflow and dishoarding enabled member banks to

build up their excess reserves to $$7$ million by the end of

the year*2

Gold Movements. After the crash in I929 gold was still

flowing into this country, and there was little change in gold

held in this country under earmark. In 1931, with unsettled

conditions abroad, there was an increasing amount of gold

being held under earmark, but in only one month, October, was

there a not outflow, amounting to $337 million* For the year

as a whole gold under earmark increased by $333*3 million,^

In 1932, with unsettled conditions in this country, due pri

marily to the depression, bank failures, and the foreign sit

uation, $623.It- million of gold was withdrawn in the firs't

seven months. This was offset to some axtent by the releasing

^Ibid., p, 62ij., ^Annual Report. 1933* P* 20*

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, $36, Table 1^6*



of million of gold from earmark In, the same period. In

the last five months of the year there was a net inflow of

gold of $177*2 million and the release from earmarking contin

uing in greater amounts. The net outflow of gold for the year,

$ifi|.6*2 million, was more than offset by the decrease in the

amount of gold earmarked of |i|.57*6 million,^

In the first two months of 1933 there was an inflow of

gold amounting to $137"il. million, continuing the trend of the

last five months of 1932, The Increase in earmarked gold in

those two months, however, was nearly double the gold inflow.

In the midst of the banking holiday the export of any gold

coin, bullion, or certificates had to be authorized by the

Secretary of the Treasury, The fear of losing the gold re

serves of the country brought an order prohibiting the hoard

ing of gold coin, bullion, or certificates, and on April 20

all gold exports were prohibited, with the exceptions of ex

ports to foreign governments, foreign central banks, the Bank

for International Settlements, and transactions deemed neces

sary by the Secretary of the Treasury to promote the public

interest,^

^Ibld, These figures for earmarked gold are the sum of
the column, "Earmarked Gold," and are adjusted for changes in
earmarked gold held abroad by the Federal Reserve banks amount
ing to $72,6 million. See Ibid,, p. 538» fn, 1.

^Annual Report, 1933» P* 28.



Table V: Gold Flows and Earmarked Gold, 1933"1937*^

J anuary
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

1933

128,5
8.9

-13.1
-10.0

-21.1

-83.9
-80.4
-56.7
-32.4

{Millions of Dollars)

Net Gold Import

-9.1

1934

-2,8
452.6
237.3
54.7
33.6
63.7
52.3
37.2
-18,7
10.8
120.9
92.1

1935

149.4
122.8
13.0
148.6
i4o. 0'
230.4
16.2
46.0
156.7
315.3
210.5
190.0

1936

45.6
-16.6
5.5
28.1

170.0
277.8
15.4
67.5
171.8
218.8
75.8
57^0

J anuary
February
March

Earmarked Gold

Increase {-) or Decrease

1933

-91.5
'I78.3
•100.1

33.7
22.1

sl'.f
79.5
k9.i

11.8

193I1

12.2

68.7
-.8
-1.1

.5
1.0
.6

-1.1
2.4
.3
-.1
.1

1935

1.1
.2

-.7
-2.3
-1.5
1.0

1.0

-1.9

1936

-1.7
-9.5
1.0

-.2
-3.2
.24.8
2.3

-11.9
•28.8
-11.3
3.0

-.7

From larch through December, 1933» the amount of gold ex

ported nearly reached the proportions exported in the first

Statistics, p. 537, Table 156.



■

five months of 1932, This export of |310 million reduced the

gold stock of the cotmtry to |l4.,036 million.^ The release
from earmarking during this period, as well as the amount of

gold held under earmark at* the end of this period, was a re

sult of exporting under Treasury licensing and not of a shift

ing of funds from earmark to the capital market.

The gold exports continued for only one month in 193i}-»

and after the Presidential proclamation on January 31, devalu-

ing the dollar, gold inflows began in unprecedented proportions.

As a result of the devaluation the value of the gold stock in

creased from 14,033 million at the end of January to |7>438

million at the end of February, with the total net inflow for

the year amounting to $1,133*7 million,^ In the latter pairfc

of the year, as a result of the silver purchases by the Treasu

ry, there was a small gold export. This was only temporary,

however, as the export surplus in October reversed the flow,4
This export surplus, which increased in volume after the

devaluation of the dollar, and particularly in the fall of

1934, continued throughout 1935* a lesser volume. Prom

^Danking and Monetary Statistics, p. 357* Table 1^6,

^Ibid.

%he increase resulting from the appreciation of the gold
stock was #2,985 million. The difference, then, is accounted
for by gold imports during the month of February,

^Annual Report, 1934# PP* 8-9,



Febiniary, 1934# throu^ December, 1935# the export surplus

amounted to approxlmatelj |700 million,^ fhe gold Inflow in

1935f which zw»aohed #1,739*0 by the end of December, was in

the main financed by a return flow of funds that had been

transferred abroad In 1933* political conditions abroad, par

ticularly In France, caused flights of capital, and large

foreign purchases of American securities This large capi

tal flow continued throughout I936 and was the principal fac

tor in the Increase in the gold stock of the United States,

as the export surplus araounted to only #59 ailllon#^

Money in Girculation. After the crash of the stock mar

ket deposits were withdrawn in currency which was mostly not

redeposlted in other banks, and this withdrawal of currency

broke out in a fresh movement with each new wave of bank

failures,^ Between January, I930, and the end of December,
1932, currency in circulation had Increased by approximately

#1,100 million# The increase la the withdrawals of bills of

large denominations was particularly groat, indicating that

most of the withdrawals were for purposes of hoardings#^

This wltMrawal of currency, which reached its peak In

March, 1933» declined steadily to the autumn months, and then

Ibid.. 1935, p. 8,

1936, p, 4.

^Ibld,, 5, ,

PP* 0-9

W3# k*



Increased again in response to the crop moving season. In

the amount of money in circulation showed little change

as a vsftiole, but there was a shifting of the composition of

the currency outstanding that indicated a reduction of hoard

ing.^ ¥i/hereas the demand for currency of smaller denominations

increased, bill denominations of |20 and over decreased by

$122 million during the year. However, this redaction In the

amount of hoarded money still left a substantial amount not in

active use,^ The increase in circulation of the bills of

smaller denominations, on the ether hand, reflected increas

ing wage payments and retail trade and the use of cash rather

than checks, because of the tax on checks and the increased

charges on checking accounts,3

Table VI: Money in Circulation, Monthly, 1933-1937.^
(Millions of Dollars)

1933

5,358
6,258
6,033
5,716

w5,3ll3
5,325
5,363

kid
5,519

1931^

5,28q
5,35h

5,3oo

5,357
5,373
5,317

m
5.ii53
5,5%
5,536

1935

m
m
5,?%
5,568
5,518
5,629
5,683
5,713
5,8%
5,882

1936

m
5,877
5,686

6,162
6,227
6,267
6,531
6,%6
6,51|3

^Ibid,, 193il.,- Pf 16. %bid. 3lbid.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, I4.I2, Table 110,



In 1935 and 1936 the growth in the amoiint of money in cir

culation continued and notes of all denominations increased.

This reflected a variety of factors at work in the economy.

The increased need for cash was felt both by an increase in

wage payrolls as well as by people in commxjnities where bank

failures had left them without convenient banking facilities.

Many state and local bodies held funds in cash rather than put

them in banks because of the low interest rates. The Increase

in charges on checking accounts and the tax on checks were

other factors.^ Some of the increase in the larger denomina

tions in 1936 can be explained by the isuance of adjusted

service certificates to veterans and the subsequent cashing of

a portion of these bonds. This is especially noticeable in

June of 1936 when the increase in currency was much larger than

the seasonal growth,^

Reserve Bank Credit. As has been noted before, open-market

operations in government securities by the Reserve System in

1933 was directed towards helping to relieve the stress under

which the banking system was operating. Every month in 1933

purchases were made, the total for the year being approximately

^700 million. After 1933» however, open-market operations in

government securities played far from an active role. The

^Ibid.. 1935, pp. 2if-27, and ibid.. 1936, pp. 27-29.

^Ibid., 1936, p. 26.



f ^

Reserve authorities were aware of the excess reserves of the

member banks, and at first they did not want to take away

those reserves for fear of retarding the process of recovery.

Consequently their attitude was of a watch and wait naturp,

as is borne out by the System*s holdings of government securi

ties, and by discounts and purchases of bills. (See Table '^IL)

Table VII: Federal Reserve Bank Holdings of Government
Securities and Bills, Monthly, 1933-1937*

January
February
March

April

June

July
Augus t
September
October

November

December

Government Securities®

1933

1»763
1,860
1,838
1,837
1,390
1,998
2,023
2,129
2,277
2,i|21
2,i|32
2,14.37

I93I4.

2,k3i4

kdi
2,k31
2,k30
2,k32
2,k32
2,11.32
2,k31
2,k30
2,k30
2,k30

Bills Discounted^

1935 1936

2,k30 2,k30
2,14.30 2,k30
2,k37 2,k30
2,k30 2,k30
2,1430 2,430
2,k33 2,k30
2,k30 2,k30
2,1432 2,1430
2,1430 2,k30
2,k30 2,k30
2.1430 2,k30
2.1431 2,1430

Bills Bought^

1933 19314- 1935 1936 1933 I93I4 1935 1936

January 2^5 101 8
February 307 70 6
March 999 7
April 429 43 8
May 339 3b 7

'  32 113 6
102 87 6
379 I40 52|o 16 I

^Baidclng and Monetary Statistics, p. 3k3, Table 9I,

bAnnual Report, 193b, p, bk. Table 2.



Part B (continued)

Bills Discounted Bills Bought

1933 19314- 1935 1936 1933 193I4- 1935 1936

June 250 28 8 6 12
July 170 23 7 3 16
August 159 21 7 0 8
September 138 22 10 8 7
October HQ 12 8 7 7
November llij. 18 7 0 15
December 117 10 0 7 101

The second part of Table VII bears out that watch and wait

policy of the Board and the fact that member banks were acquir

ing large excess reserves. Both bills discounted and bills

bought show some activity in 1933 and 193ii., especially in 1933,

The large amoxmt, relatively speaking, of bills bought in

December, 1933* is the result of Reserve bank policy of supply

ing bank credit in the latter part of the year for seasonal

buying and crop movement. As an indication of the need of this

action, attention is called to the trend in bills discounted in

the latter part of 1933* In a period of the year when the

normal demand for bank credit is usually the greatest, banks

were liquidating their indebtedness at the Federal Reserve

banks•

That brings to the fore the problem that was to face the

Board, Shortly after a crisis the banks of the coiintry were

practically able to stand on their own feet and free themselves

from the necessity of meeting the normal credit strain by bor

rowing at the central bank.



Treasury Finance, In contrast to the period from I92O

through 1930 when there was an excess of receipts over expend

itures for each year, the decade of the thirties showed a

continual deficit. Proa I933 through 1936 the deficit amounted

to tl2,i|.39 million^ and the total gross debt outstanding in

creased from |20,802 to |3l4.,Ij.07 million,^

This large increase in the public debt was, in part, re

sponsible for the growth in deposits of the member banks, but

not for the large increase in reserves. If the Treasury

borrowed money from non-bank Investors, there would be no

effect on the banking system as a whole as regards deposits

and reserves. There would be some shifting of deposits and

reserves required as a readjustment took place because of

Treasury spending, but no change in the volume of deposits,

as savings were being utilized by the Treasury. On the other

hand, if new bank credit was created as a result of the banks'

buying the bonds, either directly from the Treasury or from

non-bank investors, new deposits would be created. These new

deposits would be equal In amount to bank purchases of govern

ment bonds. Total required reserves would be increased, but

there would be no change in the volume of reserve money avail

able.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, op. cit,, p. 513, Table

>

'Ibid., p, 509# Table 11^.6,



A part of the growth In deposits and reserves was provid

ed by the Reserve banks in 1933, as was noted before, by tlistp

purchases in the open market of government securities. This

amo'onted, however, to only $700 million. Other Reserve bank

credit was also not responsible for this growth as bills dis

counted and bills bought fell to low figures during the years

193ii--1937.

The Acquisition of Excess Reserves, As has been pointed

out, the open-market policy ceased being active, for the pur

pose of this discussion, in October, 1933, (See Table VII,)

Since Treasury borrowing from the public and the banks, ex

cluding the Reserve banks, cannot create reserves, the cause

of the growth of the reserves must be sought in gold and

silver movements, and in money in circulation,^ Of the three,

gold was by far the most important. The silver movements

during the years 1931^-1937 amounted to only |602 million,2

while net gold imports for the same period were #3,989,4 mil

lion, (See Table V,) Thus total reserves, which grew from

#2,588 at the end of December, 1933, to #6,665 at the end of

December, 1936 {See Table VIII,) could almost have been sup

ported by the net inflow of gold alone.

Another possible way is a reduction in the general fund
balance of the Treasury held in the Federal Reserve banks.
This is immediately ruled out for that balance was small in
December, I929, and has steadily increased since that date.
Ibid,, p. 515, Table l5l.

^Annual 1936, p, 5.
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"All Other" Loans®

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

1933

5,902
?,8i9
L982

5,014
5,050
5,075
5,088
5,156
5,273
5,318
5,188

1934

5,058
5,030
4,980
4,995
4,870
4,821
4,
4,848
3,319®
3,373
3,323
3,269

1935

3,197
3,235
3.282
3,298
3.283
3,280,
3,263
3,248

3,368
3,387
3,404

1936

'M
3,392
3,499
3,531
3,597

til
4,013
4,042
4,192

Member Bank Reserves« From I929 until 1933 excess re

serves had been small, but during 1933, especially in the

last five months, excess reserves increased at a fast rate.

The policy of the Board after the stock market crash was an

easy money policy to help the banks liquidate their indebted

ness at the Reserve banks, and in 1931, when their indebted

ness was at a low level, the Board enabled member banks to

acquire excess reserves, hoping that member banks would make

new loans.

This policy, however, was not successful as all loans

made by member banks fell off during this period and, in fact,

did not show any consistent texidency to increase until 1936,^

Thus, generally speaking, the Reserve banks are more successful

®Report form changed September 5, 1934* Before that date
loans on real estate were included in that classification.

llbid.. pp. 143-153, Table 48.



in contracting credit than expanding credit. Kie adoption of

an easy money policy, while opening a way for the expansion

of credit, cannot force that expansion, A fall in the interest

rate of 3 oi* il- P®r cent is not a sufficient inducement for

banks to expand their loans when the possibility of repaymait

is seriously doubted on the new loans, and the repayment is

difficult to secure on the old loans.

The numerous bank failures during the years 1930-1933

had left the banks cautious in their lending policies. At

times there had been waves of hoarding started, and in order

for the banks to stay open, they had to keep their assets as

liquid as possible. As mentioned before, it was for this

reason that the excess reserves of the banks were held intact,

and that banks were using those reserves only utoen they

thought the reserves were more than sufficient to meet any

situation that arose. This action resulted in the banks in

vesting in highly liquid government securities. Thus while

all loans made by the member banks declined from $16,300 mil

lion in January, I929# to |8,lif8 million in December, 1935*

while their portfolios of government securities increased

from |3»079 million to million for the same period.^

As the excess reserves of the member banks began to reach

unprecedented volume, the decline of bank credit, excluding

''Banking and Monetary Statistics, pp, Table I|.8,



government obligations, was slowed down but not stopped. In

the last four months of 193^^- In 1935 "all other" loans,

l,e, loans to customers, were maintained at a fairly constant

level (See Table VIII,) as were loans on securities and on

real estate,^ This period was the trough of the decline In

loans which started in I929, and I936 saw an expansion in

bank credit along all lines.

After the decrease in excess reserves during the months

of the banking crisis, excess reserves grew rapidly from the

middle of 1933 to 1936, (See Table VIII.) In the spring of

1936 in creased Treasury deposits in the Reserve banks low-

ered excess reserves; but with Treasury expenditures they

increased at a fast rate until the end of July,

The sudden decrease in excess reserves in August and Sep

tember was the result of the increase in reserve requirements

to 19 1/2, 15, and 12 1/2 per cent for demand deposits for

central reserve cities, reserve cities, and country banks re

spectively, and Ij. 1/2 per cent for time deposits in all pla

ces,^ This increase in reserve requirements, authorized by
the Banking Act of 1935* absorbed about |1,500 million of the

^Ibid,, pp, 1I4.8-I5I, Table

^Cf,, ibid., P-, 514, Table 1^0.

^Annual Report, 1936, p« 11,



excess reserves of the member banks

These reserves, said the Board of Governors, were

.... superfluous for prospective needs of com
merce, industry, and agriculture, and, if permit
ted to become the basis of a multiple expansion
of bank credit, might have resulted in an injur
ious credit expansion,2

And further:

While there was no evidence of actual exces

sive expansion in bank loans, the excess reserves
provided the basis for such an expansion and it
was considered far better to sterilize a part of
the superfluous reserves while they were still un
used than to permit a credit structure to be
erected upon them and then withdraw the foundation
of the structure,3

This action was not without support. In November, 1935*

and reiterated in February, 1936, the Federal Advisory

Council said:

The Council believes that there have now been some

considerable evidences of recovery in business, of
an increase in prices generally, and particularly
in the securities markets of the country, with the
possibility, at least, that a too rapid advance of
security prices could easily develops into a new
wave of speculation such as proceeded the market
collapse of I929. The constant pressure of the
very large excess reserves of member banks creat
ing a plethora of the available supply of bank
credit has a very distinct tendency to foster and
encourage speculative activity, increase prices,
and raise the living cost of the population. The
Coiincil believes that, even with the practically

^The decrease in the excess reserves shown on Table VIII
was only $1,050 million, but total reserves also increased
during this two month period by a little over fl^OO million,

^Annual Report, 1936, p. li{., 3lbid.



complete elimination of excess reserves * the
banking system of the country would still be pre
pared and ardently desirous of meeting any and all
legitimate and proper demand for bankcredit, and
the Council is strongly of the opinion that, in
order.to obviate the probability of an undue and
dangerous credit inflation, it is desirable from
every point of view to eliminate or at least
greatly reduce the excess reserves now being car
ried in the system,^

Of the means by which to reduce the excess reserves the

Council differed from the Board, believing open-market opera

tions were more,desirable because of the

.  . . , Indisputable fact that so long as Gov
ernment bonds are held under the ownership of the
System, either the currency of the country or the
reserves of member banks to a corresponding ex
tent, are dependent entirely upon a Government ^
obligation. The world history of currency and
banking has demonstrated the dangers inherent in
such a system or policy

The Council also recommended the use of open-market ope

rations in place of changing the reserve requirements, because

of the flexibility and ease of the former method in contrast

to the rigidity of the latter.3

The Covuacil's objection to the use of the powers granted

the Board by the Banking Act of 1935 was, therefore, a matter

of basic conflict between two ideas. The Council, while stat

ing their beliefs from the diametrically opposite point of

View, believed a sound banking system could only be built on

commercial and buslnes needs for credit. The Board's decision

to raise reserve requirements, however, did not necessarily

^Ibid., p. 237. ^Ibld., p. 238. 3ibid.



mean it believed the other to be invalid, but thought it more

expedient and not as dangerous as it was stated. Had the

Board reduced excess reserves by open-market operations by

the same amoxmt as was done by raising reserve requirements,

the System's portfolio of government securities would have

been decreased by 6o per cent, leaving the System approximate

ly |1 ,000 million of government securities and the banks |1,852

million of excess reserves.^ To get a firmer control over

those reserves the Board would have had to raise the reserve

percentage. By raising the reserve requirements first, the

Board would then be able to completely eliminate the remain

ing excess reserves, if necessary, by open-market operations

alone. Their policy then, as the Council stated, could be

flexible, varying from day to day if deemed necessairy.

Said the Board on this matter:

,  , , . With excess reserves reduced to a manageable
figure, the Reserve System would bo in a position
to take prompt action to bring about current ad
justments of the reserve positions of member banks
to credit needs by employing the more flexible in
strument of open-market operations to ease or
tighten conditions in the money laarket.^

This policy also had the support of the Treasury, for on

December 21, 1935» a complementary policy was followed by

sterilizing gold imports from the banking system. The original

^See Tables VII and VIII.

P
Annual 1937, P. 5.



f  Vll. ^

method had been for the treasury to pay for the ̂ old by Treas

ury check and replenishing their balance at the Reserve banks

by the issuance of gold certificates, backed by the newly

acquired gold, the new policy was to set the gold aside into

an inactive gold fund and replenish its balances at the Re-

sezrre banks by transferring deposits from member banks to that

fund In the Reserve banks or by borrowing In the open market.

The increase in the reseirres of the member banks acquired

by depositing the Treasury checks at the Federal Reserve banks,

would be taken away by subsequent Treasury action. The net

effect on the banking system as a whole would be to alter the

distribution of the wserves among the banks,^ Of the exist*

Ing reserves of the banking system there would bo no change.

to Increased Reserve Requ^ The excess

reserves held by member banks before the increase were widely

distributed, and all but a small number of the a»mbcr banks

had more than sufficient excess reserves or balances with

other banks to meet the Increase, Of the 6,367 member banks

on January I3, 1937» there were only I97 that did not have

sufficient funds to meet this increase,^ This clearly Indicates
that the strength in the banking system was not concentrated

in small groups or In particular sections of the country. The

banking system was strong, and its strength, even after the

"Ibid,. 1937, p, 1|.,



increase in reserve requirements, was a long range problem ,

as well as an immediate one, that the Board was facing,

A Further Increase. The Board, in reviewing the condi

tions in the banking system, decided early in January, 1937,

to raise reserve requirements to the full extent permitted

under law. This increase was to be made in two installments,

50 per cent of the increase to take place on March 1, and

the other $0 per cent to take effect on May The reasons

prompting the Board in making these additional increases in

reserve requirements were identical with those given for the

increase on August 16, 1936,^

Member bank excess reserves which had reached t2,0if6

million by the end of December, 193^, were gradually reduced

by this increase in reserve requirements until they were

|750 million by the end of August, 1937* (See Table IX.)

Excess reserves were then at their lowest level since Septem

ber, 1933» (See Table VIII.) Member bank adjustments to

this Increase in reserve requirements was accomplished with

little borrowing at the Reserve banks. Borrowings, which

during the first four months of the year were aroxind $3 mil

lion, increased to #36 million by the end of August.3 Mot

all of that increase In indebtedness can be attributed to the

^Ibld.. p. 5.

•^Banking and !

^Ibid.

Statistics, p. 155» Table



adjustment to Increased reserve requirements, however. There

is a normal increase in credit demands during the late siun-

mer, carrying through the rest of the year, for harvesting

and moving crops. These borrowings fell off after August, and

reached a level of #10 million by the end of December,^

Table IX: Member Bank Reserves and Holdings of Government
Securities, Monthly, 1937*

(Millions of Dollars)

January
February
March

April
May
J\me

July
August
September
October

November

December

Total
Reserves®^

6,716
6,7^

6,8211.

6,878
6,814.5
6,701

Excess

Reserves®

2,093
2,152
1,371
1,552

876
750
900

1,0)^3
1,1014.
1,071

Holdings of Gov-
ernment Securities"

10,1^93
10,330
10,008
9,628
9,483
9,515
9,5-38
9,389
9,199
9,o56
9,097
9,159

The major factor In the adjustment of member banks to the

increase in reserve requirements was their reduction of ap

proximately #700 million in government securities from Febru

ary through May, Banks in New York City reduced their hold

ings of long-term bonds, in part to meet the increase in

Ijbid.

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 396, Table 105.

^Ibid,, p, 154, Table 48*



reserve requirements and in part to meet withdrawals by other

banks As a result of this, the System increased its hold

ings of long-term government bonds and reduced their holdings

of Treasury notes and bills. The net result of these opera

tions was to leave the System's portfolio of government

securities \inchanged, while the maturities were shifted.^ TMs

was carried on at a time when the yield for government bonds

was rising,3 and had the effect of giving partial support to

the bond market.

On April 1|. the policy, which shifted emphasis from the

effect of open-market operations on member bank reserves to

maintaining orderly conditions in the money market, was an

nounced by the Federal Open Market Committee, It released

this statement:

With a view (1) to exerting its influence
towards orderly conditions in the money market and
(2) to facilitating the orderly adjustment of mem
ber banks to the increased reserve requirements
effective May 1, 1937* the Open Market Committee
of the Federal Reserve System is prepared to make
open-market purchases of United States Government
securities for the account of the Federal Reserve

banks in such amoxuits and at such times as may be
desirable

Immediately after that announcement the System purchased

196 million of Treasury bonds, and |6l million of Treasury

^Annual Reportj 1937» P* 6.

*Ibid. ^Ibid.



bills, while disposing of |62 million of Treasury notes,^
This action further supported government bond prices, and thffilr

decline was arrested in early April,2

Table X: Gold Flows and Treasury Finance, Monthly, 1937*

(Millions of Dollars)

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

Net
Gold

Import^

121.3
120.3

215.8
155. if
262.0

Iif5.5
90.5
22.1
18.0

General

Fund

Balance'

1,726
1,539
1,826
1,702

1,754
2,553
2,639
2,902
2,860
2,676
2,608
2,973

Inactive

Gold

Account"

127
205
343
586
758

1,087
1,213
1,335
1,209
1,271
1,243
1,228

Gross

Debt®

3if,502
34,801
34,728
34,941

36,425
36,716
37,045

36,956
37,094
37,279

Total 1,585.4

Gold Movements. Gold imports continued on a larger

volume in 1937 than in 1936^ and showed a net import for each

month during the year, (See Table X.) The new Treasury

policy on the treatment of incoming gold by sterilizing it

from the banking system is shown in Table X. Not all new

'•Banking and

-Ibid,

Statistics, p, 537, Table 156.

a-Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 537, Table 156.

^Ibid,, p. 515, Table l5l. ®Ibid., p. 510, Table l46.



gold that reached this countrj plus that domestically produced

was so sterilized, however. As an offset to the gold imports

there was an addition of |i200.1|. to the amount held under ear

mark,^ and ^1,101 million was sterilized by the Treasury, (See

Table X.) The gold imports for the year amounted to |1,585*1+.

million and domestic production ̂ 11+3*9 million,2 This leaves

an increment of approximately

the banking system,3

million that entered into

While the Treasury's policy of sterilizing incoming gold

from the banking system did not contract excess reserves, it

did not allow them to expand, and other Treasury action during

the year was not aimed at contracting excess reserves. The

excess of $371+ million of receipts over expenditures in gov

ernment trust accountsl+ was not deflationary as the fund were

deposited In commercial banks and not in the Reserve banks

Treasury deposits in the Reserve banks fluctuated during the

year as a result of tax collections, but the trend in the

balance was slightly downward, indicating an increase in

'•Sanking and

-Ibid,

Statistics, p. 537, Table 156,

3These figures do not take into account any gold that
might have been imported directly by the Federal Reserve banks.
Any such amount would be entered as "imported gold," but not
entered under "sterilized gold" or "earmarked gold,"

^Banking and Monetary Statistics. p, 513» Table 150,
^Ibld,. p* 515, Table l5l.



reserve funds available to banks rather than a decrease.

The principal causes of the gold movements to the United

States during 1937 was the shifting of foreign short-term

fimds. In the spring speculation in certain commodity markets

in the United States created a situation favorable to rumors

that the price of American gold might be reduced. Also during

this time there were substantial sales of Russian gold being

made on the London market when a second rumor was abroad that

the bullion market depended largely on American purchases.

Concomitant with this some American banks, purchasing gold in

London, questioned whether they could sell gold to the Treas

ury at #35 and curtailed purchases to such-an extent that the

price of gold in London fell to a discount from the American

price.^ "This abnormal behavior of the market was a factor

In starting widespread discussion of the outlook for gold.

Gold dishoarding rose in volume, and floating money began to

gravitate to the United States, carrying gold with it."3 That

this large gold import during the first 6 months of the year

was mainly due to short-term money being transferred to the

United States, is partly borne out by the fact that there was

a small import surplus during that tlme.^

llbid.

3lbid.

^Annual Report, 1937* P«

^Survey of Current Business, U. S. Department of Commerce
(Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, March, I938)#
p. 77.



After the gold scare had come to an end In early July,

foreign balances ceased to move to the United States, and In

the fall, when stock prices had declined sharply and the bus--

iness recession had begun, private balances began to leave.

The French situation had Improved and French capital was flow

ing back,^ This return flow of funds would have taken gold

from this coxmtry, but the seasonal movement of exports

created a surplus of $361 million in the last four months of

the year,^

Business Conditions in 1937, At the first of the year

there was increased activity in the production of consiuaer

and durable goods. Capital expenditures by manufacturers

were increasing rapidly, and there had been some revival in

residential construction. Employment was expanding and wage

payments were rising even more rapidly, due partly to a re

duction in part-time work and partly to an increase in hourly

wage rates. Prices of securities were high and the yield on

government and corporate bonds were at exceptionally low

levels, and the capital issues of corporations were large,^

In the second quarter of the year, however, there was

evidence of buying in excess of consumer demands and that the

•'•Annual Report. 1937, pp. I7-I8,

^Survey of Current Business. March, I938, p, 77,

3Annual Report, 1937* p» 1.



rise in prices and costs were endangering the recovery from

the depression. Industrial output continued high during the

suimner, reflecting mainly the filling of orders previously

received. Advance buying by industry fell off in April, how

ever, and in the summer increases in the production of cotton

and grains caused a fall in their prices,^

In the last quarter of the year the failure of anticipat

ed consumer demand to materialize and the fall in some prices

started a liquidation of inventories. This was accompanied

by a decrease in industrial production and private construc

tion with a consequent decline in employment and payrolls.^

The decrease in consumer incomes led to a curtailment of pur

chases of consumer durable goods, while the demand for con

sumer non-durable goods was maintained,^

Policy Actions of the Board. With the increase In the

uncertainty of business prospects in the summer, the Board

examined the reserve positions of the member banks and said

that

.... the volume of fxinds for purposes of lending
and investment was adequate in all classes of banks;
that there was a continued increase in the banks'
lending for business purposes, and that liquidation
by banks of their Government securities had prac- f ■ '
tlcally ceased,^

^Ibid.. p. 8.

3lbld.. pp. 9-10.

•Ibid.

%bid.. pp. 9-10.



On August 20 the discount rates for Chicago and Atlanta

for commercial and agricultural paper were lowered to 1 l/2

per cent. This was done to assist the harvesting of crops

and to alleviate the autinanal drain of currency and credit to

country banks and was in line with the Board's self-expressed

policy of monetary ease,^

Excess reserves, ■»diich had been decreased earlier in the

year by an increase in reserve requirements, had fallen in

early August to nearly $700 million, and were below $50 mil»»

lion at New York City banks. To avoid increases in money

rates and contraction of loans or the liquidation of bank

holdings of government securities, the Board asked the Secre

tary of the Treasury to release $300 million from the inactive

gold account. At the same time the Board announced that it

stood ready to purchase govex-nment securities to meet the

seasonal demand expected for currency and credit,^ As a con
sequence of the release of gold, excess reserves increased

to $1,071 by the end of December, and excess reserves at New

York City, where the effect of the gold was immediately felt,

rose to |ij-00 million. This action by the Treasury was sup

plemented to a minor extent by the System's purchase of $38

million of government securities in November,3

^Ibid., p. 20k*
3ibid., pp. 9-10.

•Ibid., p. 9,



Criticism of the Board. With the Increase In reseirwe

requirements in the spring of 1937# the Board stated that mon

etary restraints were not a proper remedy for the current

situation and that the policy of monetary ease would contiiuaa.^

E. A. Goldenwelser, then Director of the Research Division of

the Board of Governors, said. In a post-analysis of the per

iod that even though raising the reserve requirements was a

minor restraining action, the main thing Is that It was a

restraining one.^ He continued:

The action was Interpreted as a restraint and has
gone down on record as one of the Important ele
ments ushering in the serious reaction of 1937 and'
1938» This interpretation Is not justified by the
facts, but the lesson to be learned from this Is
that central banking action should not always be
simple and easily explainable, A restraining
action should not be taken with reliance on explan
atory statements to indicate that no restraint was
intended. The market will place Its own Interpre
tation on the action and this interpretation may
make the action more restrictive than statistics
alone would Indicate. The psychological effect of
central bank action , . , « should not be confused
with verbiage,3

Financial Conditions to 19lil

Business Conditions. The sharp decline In Industrial

production and In prices In the fall of 1937 was arrested in

A. Goldenwelser, "Federal Reserve Objectives and
Policies, Retrospect and Prospect," p. 326,

^Ibld.



the middle of 1938 only In industrial production. Wholesale

prices fell continually throughout 1938, and their trend was

not reversed until the auttnan of 1939*^ Th® prices of agrl-

cultural products suffered the worst decline, since harvests

were abundant and there was a large surplus on hand at a time

when both domestic and foreign demand decreased,^
Inventories of finished consumer goods, which had been in

creased during the early part of 1937, were gradually liquidat

ed during this period by purchases of consumer goods at a

level substantially higher than the production of those goods

The trends of employment and wages and salaries followed

closely that of industrial production, a trend to be expected.

At the end of 1933 total employment had recovered approxi

mately one quarter of the decline that took place in the lat

ter part of 1937, while wages and salaries had recovered one-

half of its fall for the some period,^

Industrial production, after its partial recovery in the

second half of 1938, again turned downward in the spring of

1939.^ This recession was short-lived for war scares and

^Federal Reserve Charts Book, Wholesale prices, p. 35}
Industrial Production, p.

^Ibid. p. 35» ^Annual Report, 1938, p. 25* P*

5^6deral Reserve Chart Book, Employment, p. 50j Wages and
Salaries, p.

^Ibld., p. Ip..



particularly the outbreak of the war in September brought an

immediate wave of buying. This buying wave, while including

the retail market for a short time, was mainly concentrated

in the commodities and securities markets, and Industrial

materials and products nottraded on the commodity exchanges,^
The effect of this buying wave caused a sharp increase in

price,^

This buying wave soon spent itself,3 and industrial pro

duction fell off again in the first four months of 19)4.0,^

Prices, however, held their gain made in the fall of 1939,

and in the second half of the year with the increase in pro

duction to supply domestic and foreign needs of war they

showed a further tendency to Increase.5 With the increase

in industrial production came a rise in employment and payr

rolls. Payrolls increased faster than did employment,

however, due to the overtime pay in the defense plants, as

well as for some scattered wage increases.^

^Annual Report, 1939# P« I8.
2Federal Reserve Chart Book, p, 3^.

3lbid., p. 18.

%'ederal Reserve Chart Book, p. IpL.
^Ibid., Industrial production, p. I4I; wholesale prices,

P# 35.

6Annual Report, I9I4-O, p. 15.



Gold Movements ̂ The repatriation of foreign capital that

had begtin with fall in the prices of stocks and the recession

in 1937 continued during the first half of 1938* The export

surplus of the United States was increasing at this time also,"

and the German move into Austria in the spring of 1938 brought

about llj-O million of gold a month during the months, March to

July.2 With an export surplus of about |100 million during

the first four months and the traiisfer of funds to this coun

try for safekeeping, there was a net gold inflow amounting to

1305.8 million in the first six months. (See Table XI.)

Prom August, 1938, through December, 19k-0, the huge gold

flows to the United States were mainly the results of war

scares auid the outbreak of the war itself. With the Czecho-

alovakian crisis in August, 1938, gold began to flow to this

country in unprecedented quantities, totaling in the last

five months, |l,667,6 million. This movement was accelerated

in the next two years, and the total net imports in those

three years exceeded the gold stock of the United States at

the beginning of 1938.^

With the outbreak of the war in September, 1939*

exodus of private capital from abroad continued, and many

^Federal Reserve Chart Book, p. 81,

^Annual Report, 1938, p. 28,

^For total gold stock of the United States see
and Monetary Statistics, p. 537, Table 158,



foreign cotintries shipped gold to this country to build up

balances,

lember Bank That the large increase in member

bank reserves, nearly a 100 per cent increase, during the

yearal\ 1938-19l|lj, was almost entirely due to the inflow of gold

is seen in Table XI. While there was some Increase in the

Federal Reserve System's holdings of government securities,

principally in 1939* it *®^s small, and the net effect over

the three years was a contraction of credit of some fij-OO rail-

lion by the Reserve authorities. (See Table XI.)

Table XIt Gold Movements, Federal Reserve Holdings of Govern
ment Securities and Member Bank Reserves, Monthly, 1938-
19ip..

(Millions of Dollars)

Jantiary
February
March

April

Net Gold Import

1938 1939 I9k0

2.1
8.0

^2.9
71.1
52.8

156.3
223.3
365.t
605.8
1429.14.

236 .k
201 .k
k59.8
2k9.9
k35.1

Federal Reserve Bank

Holdings of Govern
ment Securitlesb

1938 1939 19^1-0

2,56k
2,56k
2,580
2»g6k
2,56k

2,56k
2,571
2,56k

2,k77
2»kT7
2,k75
2,k67
2,k77

%rora September, I939 to April, 19kO, the British Empire
and France shipped nearly |l,500 million in gold to the "nited
States, Annual Report, I9k0, p. I7.

banking and Monetary Statistics, p. 537# Takle 156.

^Ibid., p. 3k3» Table 9I.



Table XI (continued)

June
July
August
September
October
November

December

Net Sold Import

1938 1939 1914-0

55.3
63.8
166.0
520.9
562.4
177.8
240.5

240.4
278.6
259.9
326.1
69.7
168,0

1163.0
520.0
351.6
334.1
326.0
330.1

Federal Reserve Bank

Holdings of Govern
ment Securities

1938 1939 1940

2,564

I'Ml

2.551
2,488
2,426
2,804
2,736
2.552
2,484

2,466
2,448
2,436
2,434
2,333

2,184

Total 1973.6 3574.1 4744.6

Total Reserves of

Member Banks®
Excess Reserves of

Member Banks®

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

7.183
7,230
7,326
7,469
7,587
7,878
8,169
8,119
8,195
8,546
8,727
8,745

9,029
8,925
9,021
9,624
9.997
10,085
10,321
10,659
11,443
11,862
11,668
11,473

11,985
12,215
12,362
12,703
13,086
13,596
13,735
13,408
13,643
14,043
14,131
i4,o49

1,^0^
1.524
2,071
2.525
2,762
3,026
2,955
2,920
3,143
3,276
3,226

3,484
3,373
3,432
3,926
4,212
4,246
4,402
4,607
5,198
5,490
5,259
5,001

5,464
5,626
5,734
6,003
6,280
6,696
6,752

6,582
6,864
6,830
6,646

The general fund balance of the Treasury, which decreased

#1,000 million during this period,^ played an active role in

enabling banks to increase their reserves. The Inactive

gold account of the Treasury, inaugurated in December, I936,

°Ibid., p. 396, Table 104.

^Banking and Monetary StatistlcSi pp. 5l5-5l6, Table l5l<



wfts discontinued in Aprllf Those gold cz^dlts, which

had swelled the general fund balance during 1937# ®^sid the

first three months of 1938, were transferred to the working

balance of the general f\ind, and thus boc&imj available for

use by member banks for reserves# This inactive gold account

totaled 11,183 million at the end of March 1938. Those ere*

dlts were placed with the fieoerve banks and remained there

until spent by the Treasury. While Treasury balances In

special depositories showed some Increase la I938 over 1937#

It appears that this increase oaaae frcai the deposit of tax

receipts in the ooimaerclal banks Instead of transfers from the

Reserve banks to cosmaercial banks.^ Deposits of the Treasury

In the Reserve banks which amounted to #l68 million at the

beginning of 1933 rose to #4.05 million at the end of 19ifO#8

Ctmsidering the three year- period as a whole, releasing the

gold from the inactive account made approxlB»tely |900 million

available for reserves#

Excess z^eserves showed an even more startling Increase

than did total reserves. The factors causing the increase in

total reserves are wholly causative factors increasing excess

resei^es, also# In addition to gold flows and Treasury action

^Iblde, p# $1$, Table l^l#

^Banking and Monetary Btatlstics, pp« fable 151«

3ibid#j p# 518, Table l5l.



the Board lowered reserve requirements on April l6, 1938# to

12, 17 1/2, and 22 3/4 per'cent for country, reserve city, and

central reserve city banks, respectively, and to 5 per cent on

time deposits.^ In explanation of this act the Board saidt

This action had been agreed upon by the members of
the Board as a part of the program announced by the
President of the United States on April 14, 1938,
for the encouragement of business recovery. Although
there had been excess reserves in amounts considered
ample to meet all probable needs of agriculture,
commerce, and business, the volume of business ac
tivity had declined with such rapidity as to produce
Injurious deflationary effects upon commodity prices,
the capital market, and industry generally. In
these circumstances and in view of the other steps
nroposed to be taken in the Government's program for
encouraging business recovery, the Board dec'ded
that a reduction in reserve requirements of member
banks might be helpful, as a part of a concerted
effort by the Goveironent to carry out the purpose of
this program, by assuring the continued availability
of ample ftinds for meeting business requirements and
thereby preventing injurious credit contraction.

This action was estimated to free %7$0 million of re

serves of the member banks,3 but the effect of this on the

lending activity of member banks does not show up in the sta

tistics on bank credit. Total loans continued to decline.

(See Table XII•) Loans on real estate, on open-market paper,

and to others than brokers for purchasing or carrying securi

ties changed little during 1938, while loans to brokers and

commercial, agriculture, and industrial loans declined.^

^Annual

^Annual

and M

, 1938, p. 73.

., 1938, pp. 73-74* hbld., p# 73*
onetary Statistics, p. l58» Table 48*



In the light of conditions existing at the tliae the lower

ing of reserve requirements took place, it seems that the action

was unnecessary. The liquidation was taking place was order

ly, and, in fact, the liquidation of government securities by

the banks had ceased on March 30,^ This meant that the banks

were certain that their reserve position was satisfactory, and

they were not attempting any widespread contraction of credit.

A large part of the decrease in commercial credit was undoubt

edly due to the decrease in production, and tha^ the liqulda-
I

tion of loans was "noimial" in the face of curta|lled production.

In defense of its action taken in lowering the reserve

requirements, the Board said it did not want to convey the

impression that it favored a hold-the-line policy at a time

when the government was inaugurating an expansionist policy.

This could have created an unfavorable attitude in banking

circles, and have caused them to be more cautious in their

lending policies. In a recovery movement, v/hen the central

bank's actions greatly influence the trend of credit, a policy

that attempts to counterbalance, to some extent, that of the

government's, may affect a cautious attitude on the part of

the member banks. If not open hostility by the government and

the people.

In retrospect this action by the Board was certainly \m-

necessary, for Industrial production In^roved in the latter

■Ibid,



half of the year, and the large gold flows from Europe raised

excess reserves of member banks to $3,226 million by the end

of the year# Excess reserves then Increased continually, ex

cept for certain times when the seasonal demand for c redit

reduced them temporarily, and reached |i6,6i^6 million at the

end of December, 19^0, an amount greater than the required re

serves for May, 191^.0. {See Table XI#)

Deposits« The growth in demand deposits was no less

spectacular than the growth in reserves# (See Table XII#) The

voliime of demand deposits in 1938» even though they were the

largest on record,^ continued to grow with the large gold im

ports. Time deposits, on the other hand, showed little increase

in this period# Hext to gold Imports the important factor con

tributing to this increase In demand deposits was the growth

in member bank holdings of government securities, direct and

guaranteed. This growth in the three year period amounted to

$3,189 million. (See Table XII.)

The Money Market. Money rates and bond yields, which had

been declining almost steadily since 1929,^ rose sharply with

the commencement of the war in Europe.3 With this fall in the

price of government bonds the Federal Reserve System, through

the open market, bought them freely

1^. ibid., pp. 132-162, Table 1^.8.

^Annual Report, I9I4-O, p. 56, Table I9.

3lbid., 1939, p. 2.



,  . , . with a view to cushioning the decline and
exerting an influence against disorganization in
the capital market. It was not the System's ob
jective to hold Government security prices at any
given level but to prevent them from falling so
rapidly as to result in panicky conditions in the
market.^

Table XII: Deposits and Member Bank Credit of Reporting Banks
in 101 Leading Cities, Monthly, 1938-I94J-*

(Millions of Dollars)

January
February
March

Member Bank Holdings of
Government Securities®-

1938 1939 19^^-0

Total Loans of Reporting
Member Banks®-

1938 1939

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November
December

9,2ii.9
9»315
9,131
9,13^
9,331+
9,317
9,270
9,3i+8
9,823
9,766
9,811
9.899

9,919
10,069
10,213
10,238
10,329
10,302
10,657
10,802
10,693
10,798
11,032
11,136

ll,2k3
11,281
11,288
11,339
ll,k6o
11,503
11,728
11,994
11,897
11,908
12,192
12,438

8,604

8,334
8,213
8,215
8,268
8,282
8,319
8,465

Demand

14,433 16,034 18,946
14,509 16,042 19,210
14,360 16,032 19,344

5,191
5,218
5,220

8,338
8,197
8,241
8,127
8,091

1:11^
8,179
8,322
3,421
8,573
8,802

1940

8,587
8,520
8,604
8,646

81494

8,653
8,852
9,083
9,309

Member Bank Deposits

Time

5,161 5,057
5,170 5,067
4,976^ 5,133

^Ibld.

®-Sanklng and Monetary Statistics, pp. 156-162, Table 48*

^Prior to March, 1939, time deposits of states and politic
cal subdivisions had been included with time deposits of indi
viduals, partnerships, corporations, etc.



Table XII (continued)

April

Demand

1938 1939 l9ko

June

July
August
September
October

November

December

4,579
lij-,932
15,021
15,116
15,377
15,088
15,825
16,087

l6,i|.55
16,796
17,182
17,366
17,717
18,209
lB,5ll
l8,7i4-2
18,862

19,515
19,971
20,51^2
20,81+7
20,878
21,011
21,lil+2
21,890
22,299

5,21k
5,198
5,193
5,200
5,152
5,12li
5,120

Time

1938 1939 19kO

k,98k
il-,996
5,006
5,021
5,016
5,oko
5,062
5,ol|.3

5,li}.7
5,119
5,127
5,iiA
5,155
5,175
5,180
5,187
5,189

In stating more fully its reasons for the purchases of

government securities at this time, tiie Board said:

In undertaking large-scale open-market operations in
September, 1939, the System was guided princit)ally
by the following considerations:

(1) By helping to maintain orderly conditions
in the market for United States Government securities
the System can exert a steadying influence on the
entire capital market, which is an essential part of
the country's economic machinery, and disorganization
in which would be a serious obstacle to the progress
of economic recovery. The market for United States
Government securities is the only part of the capital
market in which the System is authorized by law to
operate, and Government securities occupy a vital
place in that market,

(2) The System also has a measure of responsi
bility for safeguarding the large United States
Government portfolio of the member banks from unneces-
saz»lly wide and violent fluctuations in px-ice* The
System does not and cannot guarantee any current
prices of Government obligations, nor does it under
take to preserve for member banks such profits as
they may have on their Government securities, or to
protect them against losses in this account. The
Governiaent security mrket, however, has become in
recent years the principal part of the money market,
and member banks are in the habit of adjusting their
cash positions through sales and purchases of United
States Government securities. This practice has



arisen partly because of a shrinkage in the avail
ability of other liquid assets, such as Street loans
and bankers' acceptances, which in earlier years were
in mch larger voluiue and were the medium through
which banks were likely to adjust their positions.
In the enhanced importance of the Government port
folio to member banks, the System sees an additional
reason for exerting its influence against undue dis
turbances in Government security prices

Whereas the Board has definitely said that it did not

plan to support the price for goverjament securities, the facts

that the Board did take upon itself to prevent disorderly con

ditions in the market for government securities and "a measure

of responsibility for safeguarding the large United States

Government security portfolio of the member banks from un

necessarily wide and violent fluctuations in price," made it

evident that various support levels would be maintained in

case of necessity. In other words, the Board, in case of a

large wave of selling of government securities and a consequent

tendency for their price to fall, would be ian active buyer and

the banks, if they so chose, could dispose of their govern

ment securities with small loss. This step, then, left little

change In policy necessary in the Board's cooperation with the

Treasury in financing the war in the forties.

After the initial shock of the war was over, the prices

of government securities increased,^ As a result of this a

part of the System's portfolio of government securities, which

^Ibid., pp« 5-6,

^Ibld., p. 2.



had reached a high point of |2,8oii. million in September, 1939,

was gradually liquidated until its holdings were f2,l8ij. million

at the end of December, 1914-0, (See Table XI,)

The open-market policy begun in the latter part of 1933,

that of holding the System's portfolio constant, changed in

1939, with the change in emphasis to the System's effect on

the money market. Prom I933 to 1939* the constant portfolio

policy was defended on the groiinds that

so long as business recovery was Incomplete and
there was no evidence of over-expansion of credit,
there was no occassion for a reduction in the
System's open-market holdings. On the other hand,
there was no occasion to increase the portfolio
materially so long as excess reserves were abund
ant and growing bank deposits were in unusually
large volume, and interest rates were low,^

With the large excess reserves and bank deposits came a

steady, downward pressure on the yields of short-term govern

ment securities, and at times the System had difficulty in

replacing the maturing bills in its portfolio. The yearly

average rate on new issues of Treasury bills offered had fallen

from .iili-? per cent in 1937 to ,023 per cent in 1939, and to

,0114. per cent in 19140,^ The rates, of course, varied within

the year, and in I939 they were close, in the first four months

of the year, to a no yield basisj while in January, March, Octo

ber, and December, 19^40, they were sold on a negative yield

^Ibld,, pp# 2-3,

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 1460, Table 122.



basis,^ Because of the difficulty of replacing maturing bills

the Board decided . that it would serve no useful pur

pose to continue full replacement of maturing bills, the supply

of which is not always equal to market demand," As a direct

result of this policy action, the System's holdings of bills

was gradually reduced xmtil they were entirely liquidated by

December 6, 19i|-5»^

The change in emphasis in open-market policy meant that

a substantial holding of short term sec^irities in the System's

portfolio was no longer as important as formerly. The hold-

iiigs of securities with short maturities could be allowed to

run off and the System would be exerting a deflationary pres

sure on the money market without actively engaging in opera

tions in the market,^ Ifthereas the effect on member bank

reserves and on the market would be the same in either case,

the former method would be a passive policy, designed to

attract less attention.

Since the system's activity in the government securities

market effects not only the price of the particular issue in

which it deals but also the whole of the government securities

marketj individual maturities became less important when the

emphasis was on orderly conditions in the government securities

^Ibid,

^Ibid,

Annual Report, 1939» P»

%bid,, pp, 9-10*



mrket."** If a particular lasue la being bought by the System

la the market, the effect of this buying will give support to

the other issues held by investors because of the relation

ship between rates and maturities of the securities. If the

demand for a particular issue is so strong that a significant

differential in yield is created between different maturities,

there would be a relative rise in the yields of the other

maturities. There would then be a tendency for a shifting of

maturities by investors, or for new funds to enter the market

to purclmse the securities with the higher yields. Thus the

system, being an active bu:,fcr in the government securities

market, would Influence the entire market, as well as the

particular Issue in which it was dealing.

Powers of the Board to Deal with a Credit Inflation. As

was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the early policies

of the Board, that is, to 1937, had been made with a view to

first eliminating laember bank Indebtedness at the Reserve

banks and then create excess reserves for them, so as to en

courage the member banks to Increase their loans, Th© latter

was accomplished, however, ty the large gold flows, and even

after the 100 per cent increase In reserve requirements that

took place between August l6, 193^, and May 1, 1937, the mem

ber banks still had |750 million of excess reserves, (See

Table IX,) These excess reserves were easily controllable.

^Ibid,



though, for the System's portfolio of government securities

was maintained at approximately |2,^00 million throughout 1937*^

After 1937, member bank excess reseirves grew at a rapid

pace, (See Table XI.) The lowering of reserve requirements

in March, I938, and the discontinuance by the Treasury Depart

ment of its gold sterilization policy were directly responsible

for this growth, as well as an attempt to speed up business

recovery with cheap money. This latter consideration, which

meant close cooperation by the Board with the Treasury,

prompted the Board not to ask for additional powers to deal

with the potential credit inflation that could be brought

about by utilization of excess reserves by the banking system,^

In 1938 the Board recognized that its powers were insufficient

to control the banks' excess reserves, but because of business

conditions, only called attention to that fact in its Annual

Report,^

With the large inflows of gold that entered this country

in 1939 and I9I4.O, excess reserves of member banks grew to

over ^6,oOO million, (See Table XI,) To control these excess

reserves the Board could raise reserve requirements by a little

ovor li}. per cent and absorb approximately |l,O0O million of

the excess, and it could completely liquidate its portfolio of

^Banking and Monetary Statistics, p, 3i|-3» Table 91*

^Annual Report, 1938, pp, 21-22,

80 AO r* 00 ̂



government securities, which was |2,li|.8 million at the end of

(See Table XI«) In contracting reserves to the fullest

extent of its power the Board would be able to absorb less

than one-half of the excess reserves of the member banks♦ The

Board had lost control over credit expansion, and in case of

a business recession, it could not put member banks in a more

liquid condition, which would increase the banks' desire to

lend,

This situation brought recommendation both from the

Board and the Federal AdvisoiT- Council, The Council, early

in I9I4.O, urged the discontinuance of purchases of foreign sil
ver because of its effect on bank reserves, and later in the

year (October 8) discussed the method of financing the defense

program,^ The Council recommended that future issues of gov
ernment securities be kept out of the hands of the banking

system by fixing the terms of sale and the maturities of the

securities in such a way as to discourage commercial bank

purchases of them,^ In doing this existing deposits would be
utilized, and a monetization by the banks of the increase in

the public debt would not take place.

Recommendations to deal more effectively with the poten

tial threat of a run-away inflation were submitted to Congress

on December 31i by the Board, the Presidents of the

'•Annual

-Ibid.

19ifO, p, 67.



Federal Reserve banks, and tb.e Federal Advisory Council,^ The

five-point program presented to Congress touched upon aspects

of credit control that were beyond the jurisdiction of the

Board, The legislative changes in the Federal Reserve Act the

Board recommended were (1) to Increase the statutory reserve

requirements to 26, 20, ll|., and 6 for demand deposits of cen

tral reserve city banks, reserve city banks, and country banks,

and for tl^e deposits, respectively; (2) place responsibility

of changing reserve requirements with the Federal Open Market

Committee and empower that committee to raise reserve require

ments to double those under (1) above; (3) authorize the Fed

eral Open Market Committee to change reserve requirements for

one category of banks without changing the requirements for

all categories; and (I4.) make reserve requirements applicable

to all banks receiving demand deposits, whether or not they

are members of the Federal Reserve System,

This proposed change In quantitative measure to control

the excess reserves of member and non-member banks alike

would have been more than sufficient. Of the tli].,0ij.9 million

of member banks* reserves at the end of December, I9I4.O, $7,1403

million were required, while |6,614.6 million were excess,^

With a doubling of reserve requirements to 52, I4O, 28, and 12

^Printed in Annual Report, 19ib-0» PP» 68-70. Also Federal
Reserve Bulletin, January, I9I4I•nm, January,

and Monetary Statistics, p, 39^* Table 105<



per cent inember banks would have to depend on Reserve bank

credit of approximately #3*200 million to meet the increase,^

Even though the Board would then have complete control over

member bank reserves, that position might be held only for a

comparatively short time# The gold flows and the monetization

of silver purchased abroad could easily reverse the situation

for the Board once again# If gold continued to flow into the

United States as it did in 19ij.O (See Table XI#), member banks

could have eliminated, in all probability, any indebtedness

at the Reserve banks, caused by the raising of reserve re

quirements to $2,1^0, 28, and 12 per cent.

It is for these reasons that the Board also recommended

a sterilization of gold imports, cessation of further mone

tization of foreign purchases of silver, and other sources of

potential increase in excess reserves,2 in the event the

gold and silver were to be Insulated from the banking system,

the Board recommended that those credits should not be

The required reserves of #7,ij-03 million at the end of
December, 194-0, are based on reserve requirements of 22 3/4*
17 1/2, 12, and 5 per cent in effect at that time. To have
increased reserve requirements to 26, 20, li^., and 6 per cent
would reauire approximately #1,200 million. See Annual Report,
191^1, p. 7.

^Annual Report, 19^0, p# 69# The other sources of poten
tial increase in the excess reserves of member banks given in
the report were the right of the President to issue |300 mil
lion of greenbacks, the power to issue Silver Certificates
against seigniorage collected on previous purchases of silver,
the power of the President to devalue the dollar, and the use
of the Stabilization fund in any way which would affect excess
reserves of member banks# Ibid#



released withoufe consulting the Federal Open Market Committee,

As pertains to other aspects of Treasury and credit

policy, the report recommended that in the future the financ

ing of government expenditures should be done through utiliz

ing existing deposits and without recourse to the banks.

Thus it would be the aim to use idle money instead of creat

ing new money through the banks.

The effect of either method, however, would be the same

on the general credit situation, for it would be placing in

the hands of people, holding idle bank deposits, government

securities, while their deposits would be passed on to other

persons to use. This would mean the same pressure on prices

that would come from an increase In bank credit. From the

standpoint of quantitative control measures, however, much

more significance is attached to this proposal. It is far

easier, considering control measures divorced from politics,

to contract credit if the velocity of that credit Is high,

than to contract credit if the velocity is low, A smaller

amount of transactions would have to take place in the open

market In the first instance than in the latter. The quanti-t

tative control of credit by the central banking authorities

would be more simple to complete, and their operations would

not have to be on such a large scale.

llbid.



Tii0 main remedy to the problem of inflation was contained

in the last of the five points recommended in the reportj that

of raising more revenue from taxation as the national income-

increased, *This will be essential if monetary responsibility

is to be discharged effectively."^ The cause of the difficulty

of gold movements could be dealt with by increasing reserve

requirements to an amount necessai^ to render their effects

neutral, but a continued deficit by the government cannot be

combated in that fashion. If the deficit is to continue at

full employment, the pressures on prices will be large, and

the rate of increase will depend on Ihe amount of the deficit.

The larger the deficit, the greater the pressure on prices.

Said the report!

•  • . , there cannot be any question that whenever
the country approaches a condition of full utiliza
tion of its economic capacity, with appropriate
consideration of both employment and production,
the budget should be balanced.^

That would leave room for any degree of deflationary

fiscal policy when the couiitry neared full employment. The

authors of the report recognized that, and left the question

of necessary fiscal action to the responsible authorities.

The report brought attention to the immediate danger of

inflation and the conditions favorable to it from the general

^"Special Report to Congress," printed in Annual
I9I4-O, p. 69.

%bld.



monetary and fiscal points of view. The recommendation that

Treasury finance be directed towards the utilization of exist

ing deposits instead of further monetization of the debt is

Immaterial as far as the overall pressures on prices are con

cerned, but important from the standpoint of quantitative

control measures. While the authority asked for by the Board

was strong, the conditions at that time called for definite

control over the excess reserves and over the pressure on
%

prices. An enactment of legislation authorizing the Board to

increase reserve requirements by a lesser amount would have

been sufficient if the gold would be sterilized. The events

of the following war years, however, threw the emphasis frcmi

the control of excess reserves to that of providing the banks

with sufficient reserves to help finance the war effort.

^  V,i
.  -Wh



CHAPTER IV

WAR FINANCE

During 19iA the proposed changes in the Federal Reserve

Act in a special report at the end of 19ii.O had not been

enacted into law. The inflation problem and the control over

excess reserves was eased somewhat by the increase in reserve

requirements which took effect on November 1, and the author

ity granted the Board on August 9> tjy Presidential executive

order, to regulate consumer installment credit. The purpose

of regulation W, the conditions under iitolch installment credit

was to be regulated, was to dampen the demsind for certain

goods that were in limited quantity because of the diversion

of materials and workers from producing those goods to nation-

al defense production. To a large extent this prevented

persons from consuming more than their income. This curtail

ment of demand on "listed" articles, those of which there was

^Annual Report, 19ip-# PP« 8-9• "Persons and agencies
subject to regulation W Include all who are engaged in the
business of making extensions of consumer installment credit,
or discounting or purchasing installment paper, including
installment sellers of the listed articles, whether dealers,
stores, mail order houses, or others; sales finance companies;
banks, including Morris Plan and other industrial banks;
personal finance or 'small loan' companies and credit unions;
and building or savings ahd loan associations," Ibid., p, 9,



a short supply eased considerably the upward pressure on some

prices,

Excess reserves, which were high at the beginning of the

year, were reduced by a large expansion in all phases of bank

activity and by an increase in reserve requirements,^ Total

loans and investments which stood at $25»66l million at the

beginning of I9I4.I increased to #30,053 million by the end of

the year.2 Demand deposits increased |l,lj.00 million during

the same period while time deposits fell off slightly.3 Money

in circulation increased by $2,600 million,^ while the increase

in reserve requirements absorbed approximately #1,200 million

of excess reserves.*^

These developments were largely the result of the war

and the defense program of the United States,^ Wages and

salaries showed an increase of #12,120 million^ which result

ed laainly from increased employment and retail trade.® The

effect of these various changes decreased excess reserves by

#3»300 million during the year, while total reserves declined

^Ibid,, pp. 6-7,
2Banking and Monetary Statistics, p. 162, Table 1^8.

%bid.. p. iiJL3, Table 110.
^Annual Report, igi^l, p. 7. ^IWd., 19lA» P. 8,•  •^Annual

TNational Income Supplement to
July, 19i}.7, p. 19, Table 1.

8Annual Report. 19liJl, p. 8.

of Current Business.



by |l»^00 million. The factors accounting for the decrease

in total reserves were the increase in money in circulation

of $2,550 million and a f26o million growth in Treasury

deposits at the Reserve banks,^

Outbreak of War, Upon entrance of the United States into

war in December, 1941» the Board made its position clear in

regard to the general policies it would follow by issuing the

following statement:

"The financial and banking mechanism of the
country is today in a stronger position to meet any
emergency than ever before,

"The existing supply of f\mds and of bank re
serves is fully adequate to meet all present and
prospective needs of the Government and of private
activity. The Federal Reserve System has powers
to add to these resources to whatever extent may
be required in the future,

"The System is prepared to use its powers to
assure that an ample supply of funds is available
at all times for financing the war effort and to
exert its influence towards maintaining conditions
in the United States Government security market
that are satisfactory from the standpoint of the
Government's requirements,

"Continuing the policy ifeich was announced
following the outbreak of the war in Europe, Fed
eral Reserve banks stand ready to advance funds
on United States Government securities at par to
all banks,"2

In the same report the Board stated that during the war

emergency the financial needs of the government were

Banking and Statistics, pp. 413» 5l6, Tables

'Annual ,, 1941, p. 1»



exceptional,^ and the efforts of the Reserve system would

therefore be directed towards successful Treasury financing,

while little heed would be paid to the potential inflationary

threat. This was certainly a matter of expediency, and it

previewed the policies that would be followed by both the

Treasury and the Reserve system.

While it is certainly not likely that the war could have

been financed out of the already existing funds, the policy

as stated by the Board could mean a step just as far in the

other direction, and unless a policy of that sort was used

with discretion, taking full account of the inflationary pres

sures that would exist at the end of the war emergency, full

■controls in all fields would be needed to prevent a rtin-away

inflation.

While it must be admitted that the policy would complete

ly subordinate the Reserve system to the desires of the Treas
ury, it was a step that could not be avertod. The exigencies
of war finance dictated the policy, but careful administration

by the Board and intelligent debt management by the Treasury
could keep the policy from making an impossible situation in

the economy.

The Board also recognized the dangers of inflationary

conditions and aided the government in carrying out its

various rationing programs, as well as regulating consumer

^Ibid., p, 1,



credit. This recognition of possible inflationary troubles

did not touch the money markets, the government securities

market, nor deal with any quantitative control device. Since

the credit policy had to encourage the purchase of govern

ment securities, direct controls were Instigated to combat

possible inflation,

Bill ̂ U3 Rate and 3n, With the announce

ment of the Treasury's financing program in May, 19ij-2, the

Board established a bill buying rate of 3/8 of one per cent,

giving the seller an option to repurchase the same bills sold

at the same rate.^ This action, carried out in April, was

meant to stabilize the bill market, effect a broader distri

bution of the bills, and to enable banks to promptly adjust

their reserves to changing conditions.^ This action also

monetized the bills, for the only difference between debt and

money is that debt has no fixed price in terms of the unit of
»

account, while money does. Banks could then use these bills

as secondary reserves, and there would be no incentive for

the banks to keep large excess reserves when they could be

Invested at a rate of interest. That the action was infla

tionary cannot be doubted, and It was in line with Treasury

finance of inflating a little to help pay for the war.

-^Annual

%bid.

it ^9^2, p. II4-.



A policy statement Issued by the Ccaaptroller of the

Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the

Board of Governors, and the Executive Committee of the Nation

al Association of Supervisors of State Banks, urging banks to

use Treasury bills in that manner was made in November, 191^2.

It follows:

"'1. There will be no deterrents in examina
tion or supervisory policy to investment by banks
in Government securities of all types, except those
securities made specifically ineligible for bank
investment by the terras of their issue,

"*2. In connection with Government financing,
individual subscribers relying on anticipated in
come may wish to augment their subscriptions by
temporary borrowings from banks. Such loans will
not be subject to criticism but should be on a
short-terra or amortization basis fully repayable
within periods not exceeding six months.

''*3« Banks will not be criticized for uti
lizing their idle funds as far as possible in
making such investments and loans and availing
themselves of the prlviledge of temporarily
borrowing from or selling Treasury bills to the
Federal Reserve Banks when necessary to restore
their required reserve positions,"'!

This bill , was adopted as a way out of the dif

ficulty caused by the failure, real or apparent, of the other

methods of making reserves available,"^ The other avenues

open to the Reserve authorities would have been to allow mem

ber banks to become indebted to the Reserve banks or to lower

reserve requirements. In the twenties there had been a

^Ibld,, p. 21,
2
Charles R, Whittlesey, Principles and Practices of Money

and Banking (New York: MacMlllan, 19i|.5), p, liJLl,



tradition tuilt up against borrowing from the Reserve banks,

and this tradition was a barrier to large-scale bank borrow

ing, The latter, changes in reserve requirements, was viewed

.  . . with general disapproval, partly by lack of familiar

ity with the device and partly by a belief that high require

ments would make easier the control of credit after the war,"^

Interest Rate Pattern, While some Inflation by sale of

governmenf securities to the banking system was necessary, the

major objective of the Treasury in Its financing policy was

to derive as much of Its funds as possible from current in

come, both by taxation and by encouraging savings,^ This

meant that as few securities as possible would be sold to the

banks and that private purchases would be encouraged. To

accomplish this end a number of different kinds of securities

were offered to the public, some of them being Ineligible for

bank purchase. Securities eligible for bank purchase were

bonds maturing In ten years or less and bearing an Interest

rate of not more than 2 per cent.3 Since ftmds could not be

raised quickly enough from taxation and borrowing from non-

bank investors. Federal Reserve authorities . endeav

ored to Induce banks to make more complete use of their

existing reserves and also supplied them with reserves as

^Ibld.,

3lbid., p, 10.

^Annual 19^1-2, p, 9*



they aeeded to purchase govermsient securities,^

After the establishment of the bill buying rate by the

Board it became the joint aim of the Treasury and the Board

to maintain the existing pattern of interest rate on govern-

raent securities,*^ In doing this prompt buying of securities

was encouraged by investors who might have waited for higher

interest rates; a strong and active market was assured for

government securities at interest rates known in advance; and

the amount of earnings of bank and other investors was kept .

down with the resultant lower debt charges,3 Fixing the

yield :^ate on the government securities was the same thing as

fixing their price, since the latter is the capitalized value

of the yield. This would permit banks to invest, as well as

any other private citizen or corporation, in these securities

without hesitation. Sterile excess reserves could be used to

purchase the securities and in turn those securities could be

sold on a ready market if the banks* reserve position needed

strengthening. This policy by the Board to aid the Treasury

in its financing could permit the monetizing of the entire

marketable debt if the holders of the debt so desired. Thus

the banking system was encouraged, as well as permitted, to

^Ibid,. p, 9. Tbid,

^Woodlief Thomas and Ralph A, Young, "Problems of Postwar
Monetary Policy," in Federal Reserve Policy, Board of Govern
ors of the Federal Reserve System, Postwar Economic Studies,
No. 8 {Washington: November, 19ii.7)» P» 91. Cf. also Annual
Report. 19l|^, p, 9. —



expand tiielr holdings of government securities while the Re

serve System supplied the necessary reserves by maintaining a

rate pattern,^ The maintenance of the interest rate pattern,
which was the result of the large gold flows of the thirties

and the so-called easy money policy of the Board and the

Treasury department, pegged the price of government securities.

While the interest rates, which were in effect at this time,

were to be held relatively constant, the Board necessarily

had to be large purchasers of the short maturities. Treasury

bills and certificates, because of the differential in rates

between short and long-term securities. As long as the price

of long-term securities was maintained, they were the best

investment. Their price, as they were maturing, increased,

for they were then priced to yield the lower interest rates

of short-term securities, ^ince all securities were equally

liquid and there was almost no risk attached, demand was

concentrated on the longer-term issues, leaving to the Reserve

2
banks the market for the short-term issues.

Upward pressures on the prices of long-term government

securities would have the tendency to lower not only the yield

of the outstanding securities but also to lower the long-term

interest rate. Capital values which had already been inflated

^Ibid., p, 9i|.,

^Gf. Karl Bopp, "Three Decades of Federal Reserve Policy,"
Federal Reserve Policy, p, 20,



by the fall in the long->term and short-term interest rates

would have been Inflated more if the rate was allowed to fall

again, ^.lis would add to the Inflationary pressures of war

finance and force tighter supervision of the economy. Earnings,

too, of Institutions other than banks would fall to low levels

if the long-term rate continued to fall. This would mean an

increase in the price of their service, or, in the case of en

dowed institutions, would find it increasingly difficult to

operate at all.

Further inducements to banks to Invest their e^ccess re

serves ixi government securities came in the form of changes

in regulation D of the Board and changes in the Federal Reserve

Act, In 19ij2 deficiencies in reserve balances of member banks

in all central reserve and reserve cities were to be computed

on the basis of average net deposit balances with the Reserve

banks covering weekly periods,^ Before regulation D had been

amended, reserves had to be computed on a semi-weekly basis.

The result of this was to make banks keep large reserves on

hand at the Reserve banks to meet the wide fluctuations In

reserves caused by war financing. Under the newly amended

regulation the period for computing reserves was lengthened, al

lowing banks "greater flexibility in adjusting their reserve

positions to meet the situation, and escaping penalty charges

Annual

%bid.

., 191^2, p, 86.



fov deficient reserves# This in effect pea^mitted an expansion

of deposits and was analogous to lowering the reserve require

ments •

On April 13, 19ii.3, deposits of the United States govern- >

laent, arising out of subscriptions to government securities,

were exempt from reserve requirements#^ This released a

large amount of reserves for member bank use. These excess

reserves were the largest during the war loan drives when

banks merely effected a transfer from the accoimt of private

individuals to that of tae government, instead of transferring

the money to the Reserve banks or maintaining reserves be

hind government deposits kept in the bank. These temporary

excess reserves could be used to purchase short-term govern

ment or other securities in the market# When the government

spent the money, it was first transferred to the Reserve

banks and then returned to the money streata# Tixia transfer

of funds caused deficiencies in member bank reserves, which

were replaced by banks' disposing of securities which they

had previously purchased# The money, then, gradually was re

turned to the banks in the form of private deposits, leaving

the banks substantially in the same position as before the

transfer of funds, but with larger earnings due to Interest

^The Federal Reserve Act as Amended bo Hovember 1, lQij.6,
(Compiled under the direction o? the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System in the office of its general
comsel). Section 19# paragraph llj., p# 102,



payments during the period their excess reserves v/ere invest

ed in securities.

The use of this emergency measure made the effect of

Treasury finance, during the periods of large borrowings, be

felt but slightly.

The alternative method would have been for the Reserve

banks to supply the needed funds to the market in these periods.

With the Reserve banks committed to supporting the prices of

government securities they would have had to enter the market

and give It support, or the Treasury could not have been

successful in its borrowings at low interest rates. This

method would have resulted in the Reserve banks increasing

their portfolio of government securities to enable the com

mercial banks to extend credit to its customers for purchas

ing the securities and/or to transfer the necessary funds to

the government's account in the Reserve banks,^

Treasury Finance and Bank Credit

With the large expenditures by the Treasury, first for

defense measures in 19^0, and then for war purposes, there was

a heavy, upward pressure on prices. Government purchases of

goods and services, which had been Increasing during the

Another alternative would have been for the Reserve
banks to have forced the member banks to increase their indebt
edness to the Reserve banks in order to meet the credit strain.
Objections to this have been mentioned earlier.



thirties because of the make-work policies of the government,

jumped tremendously in 19^4^ and subsequent war years. Govern

ment purchases of goods and services in 19^4- (See Table XIII.)

exceeded the gross national product for 1939*^

Table XIII: Government Purchases of Goods and Services, Year
ly, 1933-19^4-7.^

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
193S
1939

7,958
9,750
9,886

11,71^3
11,590
12,750
13,068

(Millions of Dollars)

1914-0
1914.1
1942
1943
1954

13,933
24,704
Hi'?
96,575
83,118
30,654

With wages and salaries of individuals increasing the com

petition to buy the diminished amount of goods left for pri

vate consiunption exerted strong pressures on prices. To

combat this various anti-inflationary measures were adopted

by the government. Consumer credit controls which were put

into effect in 194l were strengthened. The emergency Price

Control Act, passed in January, 1942, imposed price and wage

controls on the economy,! while the policy of the Treasuiy

was to stimulate now savings by the issuance of new types of

iNational Income Supplement to
p, 19, Table 2,

%bid.

!Annual Report, 1942, P. 4.

yj of Current Business,
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securities to meet the needs of various investors. Taxes

were Increased so as to pay for as much of the war cost as

possible out of current income, therefore exerting a down

ward pressure on prices and easing the possible inflationary

dangers after the ending of the war.

The Treasury's policy of utilizing existing funds by

offering securities that would meet the needs of all classes

of investors exerted a deflationary force, in so far as new

savings were stimulated by the purchase of the securities.

Previously idle funds that were made active by Treasury bor

rowing had the same effect as the creation of new money. In

the latter case, however, "the subsequent problem of control

ling the supply of money is not aggravated when existing funds

are used as it is when additional deposits are created through
p

the sale of securities to the banks,"

The quant5-tative control over money in circulation

would be easier if velocity of money were allowed to increase

than if the physical volume of money were allowed to increase.

In the former case a reduction In the supply of money with a

high velocity Would exert a more deflationary effect than a

reduction of money in circulation with a lower velocity,

which would be the case if banks were the purchasers of the

securities•

^Ibid,, 191^2, p, 5# ^Ibid,. p. 27.



The types of securities offered to the public and the

policy of the Board In supporting the prices of government

securities, however, did not follow either of the two methods

shown above. While new savings were stimulated by the sale

of savings bonds to Individuals, permitting the encashment of

these bonds on demand olrciomvented one of the ultimate pur

poses for which they were Issued, that of diminishing the

pressure on prices In the post-war period. Those bonds, and

in fact all government securities, by reason of the System'

supporting the market, took on a feature of "near money,"

They were similar to savings deposits In that they could not

be spent as such, but they could be converted to money at the

holder's option,^

In cooperating with the Treasury In the war bond drives,

the Reserve System used all of Its powers to provide adequate

funds to the banks to purchase government securities. Even

though the stated purpose was to sell securities to non-bank

investors at first, banks were also encouraged to buy. The

amount of funds held by private investors was not sufficient

for the carrying on of the war effort, and banks were allowed

to participate in the First and Second War Loans, as well as

to purchase residual amounts not subscribed to by non-bank

investors In other war loans.

^Series E, F, and O bonds could not be cashed tintil an
initial period of sixty days had passed.



The early encouragement of cosmerclal banks to take part

in Treasury financing plans took the form of not only moral

suasioni such as the statement issiied Jointly by the Comp

troller of the Currency, the , D, I, C., the Board of Gover

nors, and the Executive Committee of the National Association

of Supervisors of State Banks, and pegging the price of gov

ernment securities, but also the form of a preferential rate

on notes secured by government seciirlties, as well as a

lowering of reserve requirements for central reserve cities.

The discount rate changes which came in February, March,

and April, 19i|^, made a uniform l/2 of 1 per cent rate for

advances to member banks secured by government securities,

maturing or callable within a year,^ To partially offset th®

advantage given short-term securities, rates on other ad

vances and discounts were similarly lowered. Rates on

advances secured government obligations which matured in mor®

than one year were lowered to 1 per cent at all banks, and

rates on advances to member banks without eligible securities

were lowered to 1 l/2 per cent. Rates on all other loans and

advances were lowered, with the exception of the buying rate

on Treasury bills, which remained at 3/8 of 1 per cent,^

This action was taken to encourage banks to keep their

government securities and borrow from the Reserve banks in

^Annual 19^2, p. fabl® 10, %bid,



times of necessity. Although the Reserve authorities had

tindertaken the task of supplying necessary funds to the banks,

the fimds so supplied were to the banking system as a whole.

Individual banks might find their reserve position Impaired

by the transfer of funds by the Treasury and attempt to build

up their reserves by the sale of government securities on the

1  ••
market. Also, "reductions In the discount rates . • « ,

might have some Influence in causing member banks to make

fuller use of their existing reserves for war financing, as

they would have the assurance that. If necessary, they could

replenish their reserves by borrowing from the Federal Reserve

banks at low rates,"^

The lowering of reserve requirements at the central re

serve city banks In the fall of 19i4-2 from 26 to 20 per cent

was necessary to enable those banks to have sufficient funds

to meet the credit strain of war finance. The New York banks

lost deposits slightly during and this adverse clearance,

coupled with an Increase In their Investments, left them with

little, If any, excess reserves,^ Chicago banks, on the

other hand, gained deposits, but Increased their loans and

Investments faster and had a decline In their excess reserves,^

The Importance of these two centers In the government

^Ibld., p, 88, -Ibid,

^Ibld., p, 19« Cf. also. Federal Reserve Bulletin, Decem
ber, 19^27 P» 1217.

^bld.

'W



securities market made necessa3?y this reduction in reserve

requirements. The reason that the decrease in reserve re-»

quirements was made applicable to only the central reserve

cities was that other banks were gaining excess reserve due

to the movement of funds from these centers by Treasury dis

bursements, The banks in these two centers were heavy buyers

of government securities, and when the funds were used by the

Treasury, the adverse clearance due to expenditures elsewhere

in the co\int3?y lowered their reserves,^

Bank Credit in 19li2. While total loans declined in 1942»

investments of member banks increased by about $11,000 mil

lion,^ This large Increase in investments, coupled with an

increase of |i}.|,000 million of money Inclrculation, put a

heavy drain on member bank reserves, ^oth member bank total

and excess reserves declined almost steadily during the first

nine months of the year. Reserve bank credit, which Increased

hy |l,300 million during this period, offset somewhat this

drain in reserves, caused mainly by an increase of money la

circulation. The increase of money in circulation, which

causes a decrease of almost dollar for dollar of member bank

reserves, was the greatest in the second half of the year.

Deposits, on the other hand, showed their largest increase

In the first seven months of 19ii^# before the First War Loan

'Ibid. -Ibid.

Federal Reserve Bulletin.



drive# (See Cixart I.) Member bank investments were the major

cause of the increase of t3»300 million increase in demand

deposits, This growth would have been larger had not money in

circulation also increased# '-^'his movement upward in credit

and deposits was accentuated in the fall of the year with the

First War Loan drive.

War Loan Drives# With the entrance of the United States

into the war the need for larger expenditures was immediate

and the method of financing those expenditures was an enormous

task# Taxes could not raise the funds quickly enough, so re

sort to borrowing was a foregone necessity# At first the

money was borrowed in the most expidltioiis manner, utilizing

both private savings and bank credit. As the financing pro

gressed, bank credit and deposits increased greatly, and there

was an attempt to raise funds without relying on bank invest

ors. Excluding the banks from direct purchases from the

Treasury, only meant that the banks turned to the government

securities market to invest their funds#

In the First and Second War Loan drives the Treasury

sold |31»500 million of securities, of which about |29,300

million were marketable issues. In these two drives the com

mercial banks were allowed to participate, and their allot

ment was #10,167 million,^ which represented about 3^ P®^ cent

of the total marketable issues sold. In the Third War Loan

^Treasury Bulletin.





the commercial banks were excluded, but lamiedlately after the

drive the banks were allowed to purchase |3,207 raillion in

securities,^

In the rest of the drives the banks were excluded, and

the total amount raised from all sources during the War Loan

drives Three through Seven amounted to |10ij.,250 million,^ In

the later drives an attempt was made to increase the sale of

non-marketable securities (Series E, P, and G Savings bonds

and Series G tax notes), but the total amount of those securi

ties sold in all the bond drives was only |24»500 million,

which represented 18 per cent of the total.^

Reserve Bank Participation in the Drives. Although the

Reserve banks were forbidden by law to deal directly with the

Treasury In purchasing government securities,^ the aid given
the drives by them indirectly mainly accounted for the suc

cess of the drives. Their support of the government securi

ties market and the supplying of reserves to the banks

actually meant the Reserve banks supplied the funds indirectly

to the Treasury, The Reserve banks also acted as agents of

^Ibld,, October, 19lf3, p, 8. treasury Bulletin,

^Ibld., figures exclude the Victory loan.

March, 19l|2, the Reserve banks could purchase special
one-day Treasury notes directly from the Treasury; the total
amount to be held at any one time could not exceed #5^000
million. This was done to enable the Treasury to keep a small
er balance at tho Reserve banks.





the government, distributing the bonds to the public through

the banks and security brokers.

Member Bank Credit During the Drives, The trend of the

major Items of commercial bank credit were vej^- much affected

by Treasury finance, as is to be ejcpocted, but there was very

little change in industrial, agricultural, commercial, and

real estate loans during the period of the war bond drives,^

Loans to brokers and others for the purpose of carrying

government securities show the effects of the war bond drives,

as does the change in holdings of government securities by

commercial banks, {See Table XIV,)

Table XIV; Changes in Ownership of Government Securities by
Commercial Banks, Monthly, 19)41-19^7*2

(Million of Dollars)

19)41 19I42 19)43 19¥i- 19)4^ 19)46

January
Febimary
March

April
May
Jxine

July
August
September
October

November

December

k.7B
ko

-360
573
lb§
679

Il28
675
-570
1,361
1,073
1,395
1,909
l,b9d
2,158
2,377
1,398

1,522
368
668

kj^
■Si
1,793

967
3,029

-1,1402

1,62)4
Km

-713

-kll
)i.872

.1430
.1,063

-20^
1.120

862

-76
102

1,110 -
-750 -
-928 -

1,852

5,9h^
2,222
1,593
3,010
1,120

9,056
7,009
1,017
2,563

iFederal Reserve Bulletin,

^Computed from data given in the Treasury Bulletin on
ownership of the public debt. Underlined figures show dates
of the seven war loan drives and the victory loan. For fig
ures on commercial bank holdings of government securities,
by class of securities, see the appendix.



Omitting the period to the first war toond drive In l^k2,

the general trend was that banks were large purchasers of

securities during the bond drives; and immediately after the

drive, in order to adjust their reserve position, they dis

posed of some of their holdings. The adjusting of their

portfolio meant, in nearly every case, the disposing of Treas

ury bills. This la true in periods when bank holdings were

increasing. Bills were sold by the banks to enable them to

acquire longer maturities. Only seldom did the banks sell

the 7/3 of 1 per cent certificates for this purpose. While

bill holdings of the banks began to decline in January, 19li5»

bank holdings of certificates continued to increase through

the Victory loan, in the last two months of the year.

That the banks increased, their holdings of government

securities during the war loan drives shows that the Treasury

policy of excluding banks from the drives made them persistent

buyers of those secToritles they were eligible to hold,^
"Roll-over" operations became common. Individuals and in

stitutions who were able to subscribe to the war loans,

sold securities on the market that were bank eligible. These

securities were sold at a premi\am as they were priced to

yield lov;er rates because of their maturity, -^'hls meazit that

the banks, in purchasing those securities, were indirectly

^Karl Bopp, op, cit., p, 22.

• ... .



financing the war loans.

Whereas banks were excluded from the war bond drives after

the Second War loan, the banks were able to purchase securities

directly from the Treasury by bidding for the weekly offer

ings of Treasury bills, and after the Third War loan the

banks were offered |3,207 million of goveimment securities

directly from the Treasury.^ The early encouragement by the

Board for banks to buy residual amounts of government securi

ties that had to be issued in excess of those taken by other

investorsWnd to buy securities not held by other investors^*

was continued throughout the bond drives# As "roll-over"

operations, or "playing the pattern of rates" as it was some

times called, became more frequent banks became large holders

of longer-terra issues, while the Reserve System's holdings of

bills and certificates Increased, task of the Reserve

authorities was to supply the banks with sufficient funds to

cariy out those purposes, as well as supplying banks with

reserves to meet the increase of cxirrency in circulation#

The main pattern of Reserve bank credit was to supply

commercial banks with excess reserves when needed, while

leaving those banks with sufficient excess reserves so as to

^Ibld, ^Annual Report# 19^44# P» 3»

^Treasury Bulletin, October, 1943» P« 8#

^Annual Report, 1943* P* 12. ^Ibtd#, 1944» P* 3«



cause no strain in the money market# Excess reserves of mem

ber banks,which had been above #2,000 million in most of the

months of 19i|2, were gradually lowered in 1914-3» and during

the latter part of 1914-3» and throughout 19144 and 194^# the

excess reserves were below $1,000 million, except in periods

of government financing.^

While commercial banks were buyers of securities that

other investors would not buy or hold, the Reserve banks were

buyers of securities that banks and security brokers would

not hold or could not sell.^ Consequently the banks sold

to the Reserve System the shorter-term securities on which

the interest rate was the lowest, whenever the banks needed

to adjust their reserve position, and kept the higher-yield

ing, longer-term securities. Because of this strong market

for the longer-term securities, the Reseinre System holdings

of government bonds declined steadily, as the Reserve

authorities attempted to maintain a relatively stable price

for them. (See Chart II.)

Since the Reserve authorities took it upon themselves to

supply the banks with needed reserves, the increases in their

portfolio came during, or Just before, banks buying in the

Igee Table XIX, Appendix, p, 216

^Cf. Annual Report, 1944» Pl 4* Also Table , Appendix,
on Federal Reserve holdings of bills and certificates and
total holdings of government securities by the Reserve System,



market. The initiative in the buyii^ was out of the hands of

the Reserve banks, as banks would not offer the securities for

sale until other demands on their reserves forced them to

liquidate a part of their holdings.

Demand deposits showed a pattern substantially similar

to excess reserves and Reserve bank holdings of government

securities, ^he increases came in periods after the bond

drives and showed substantial gains over the periods before

the drives. The increases in excess reserves as a result of

transferring private deposits to the government's account en

abled banks to temporarily expand their holdings of securities,

but the influx of deposits back to private acco\mts increased

the required reserves of the banks, forcing them to adjust

their reserve position, (See Table XV,) Loans to brokers

and others for the purpose of buying or holding securities,

while following the same pattern of the other bank credit and

reserve items, tended to offset the decline in deposits

caused by the purchase of government securities. While for

any one particular period of time, a deposit arising out of a

loan, whereby government securities were immediately purchased

and the deposit transferred to the government's account in the

Resejrve banks, the effect on total deposits would bo nil

^The terra, deposits, as used here, corresponds with the
Federal Reserve classification, "demand deposits, adjusted."
This classification excludes interbank and government deposits?.



But, when monthly changes over a period of time are shown,

the effect is noticed, due to the fact that the loan is usual

ly outstanding for a longer period of time than the government

would hold the money inactive in its account.

Table XV: Changes in Member Bank Excess Reserves, Demand
Deposits, and Reserve Svstern's Holdings of Government
Securities, Monthly, 19[i.2-19i|-6.*

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September

October
November

December

19if2

262
-378
lOii-

-386
-305
-12I4.

-232

13
-i^.53

(Million of Dollars)

Excess Reserves

19I1.3

56
-iW
361

19Mt-

-3^
-163

I9i^5

9F
-113

-368
-8

-93

J anuary
February
March

April
May
June

Demand Deposits

I|.66

1,039
1.^71

802

i»^ig
-1,032

^For data from which these tables were computed, see
Appendix, pp. 213-217.



July
August
September

October

•November

December

Ilk
6ifO

1,001

Table XV (continued)

Demand Deposits

999

-8112

•2,356■2,356

-3,013
trm
l,ii.69

751
2,037

1»^95 -II22S

1,195

-2,^1
Reserve System*s Holdings
of Government Securities

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September

October
November
December

1,100

-220

"M
•233
980

958
901

-169

1,195

m
-210

14.81

1,1:^3
830

i,iS
760

1*150

-123
788
828

When the government released the money from its account,^
this increase in demand deposits would offset, by the amount

of the original loan, any transfer of money to the Government's

account by the purchase of securities by others.

■"•This assumes that the deposit trill not be used to retire
a part of the debt held by banks, including the Reserve banks.



Amendments to the Federal Reserve Act

In February, the Board asked the Banking and Cur

rency Committees of the House and Senate for an indefinite

extension of the provision in the Federal Reserve Act permit

ting the use of government securities as collateral for Fed

eral Reserve notes and that the reserve requirements behind

deposits in the Reserve banks and their note issue be lowered

to a uniform 25 per cent#

The Board said that no useful purpose would be sei*ved if

that provision should be allowed to elapse# The alternative

way for the ReserVe System to secure other eligible assets

for use as collateral behind the note issue would be for the

System to dispose of siifficient government securities, so

that banks would be forced to borrow from the Reserve banks#

Member bank promissory notes, secured by government securi

ties would then be eligible as collateral for the note issue

"No public interest would be served, but in
the process the market for United States Govern
ment war obligations would be disrupted at a time
when the Treasury must still raise vast sums to
finance the war.^

"Furthermore, if the banks borrowed, they
would borrow on their promissory notes secured by
Government securities. Consequently, what would
be back of the notes would still be United States
Government securities but with an endorsement by
a member bank# Surely an obligation of the

'■Annual ;, 19l4}-» V* ■Ibid,



United States Government is not Improved in credit
standing by endorsement of some member bfink,"f

The request for an indefinite extension of this authority

recognized that the part played in the money market by govern

ment securities was important, and like the support prices

given government securities,2 the importance would remain a

permanent fixture as long as the government debt was large.

The need for new funds and the refunding of the debt as it

matured was not just a war-time problem. Refunding problems

would play a major part in Treasury policy as long as the debt

was largo, and the use of government securities as collateral

behind Federal Reserve note issue meant that the Reserve Sys

tem could adjust its holdings of those securities with regard

only to conditions in the U. S. government security market.

To force the Reserve System to dispose of government securities

to secure other eligible assets for use as collateral behind

the note issue, might, in times of market weakness, cause a

sharp drop in the price of those securities. This would not

only cause difficulties with any refunding operations being

carried on by the Treasury at tae time, but also would cause

a loss to be absorbed by banks—a paper loss if the banks did

not have to dispose of their security holdings, but a real

loss if they did.

^Ibid.. p. 57. 'Ibid,



Reserve Ratios> The conditions that arose from the war

and its financing caused a decline in the reserve ratio from

90.8 at the end of January, 19k2, to 1^-8, by the end of Feb

ruary, 194.5.^ In recommending that the reserve requirements

be lowered to 25 per cent for both types of liabilities the

Board believed that the requirements would then be sufficient

to meet all foreseen contingencies, as well as eliminate the

distinction between the two different types of liabilities

that were interchangeable at the will of the owners,^

This large and rapid decline of the reserve ratio was a

result of the growth member bank deposits in the Reserve

banks and of currency in circulation, ^ince Federal Reserve

policy was coordinated closely with Treasury policy, the de

cline in the reserve ratio had not caused any concern until .

it fell close to the legal minimum.

In certain Reserve banks their reserve ratios would have

gone far below the legal minimum had not there been a shiftirag

of government securities among the Reserve banks,3 Changing

the participation of the Reserve banks in the system's port

folio permitted the Reserve banks to supply the necessary

federal Reserve Bulletin. This is not a legal ratio as
It combines deposit and note liabilities. The ratio was 35
per cent and IpO per cent respectively, for the two liabilities

"Annual ;, 19l|4» P* ^0*

^Ibid., p, 59.



reserves to the member banks freely without being penalized

for reserve deficiencies which would have forced those Reserve

banks to increase their discount rates.

The alternatives to the legislative lowering of the re

serve requirements would be for the Reserve banks to issue

Federal Reserve bank notes, as they require no gold reserves,

or the Board could suspend the reserve requirements under

authority of Section 11 (c) of the Federal Reserve Act,^ Both

of these measures are emergency ones, however. The authority

of the Reserve banks to Issue Federal Reserve bank notes in

their present form expired with the passing of the war period,

while the latter can be done for periods of 30 days, renewable

at 15 day intervals, but requires a progressive interest rate

penalty which is to be added to the discoxmt rate,2 "At a

time like the present, when discount rate charges must fit

into the general rate policy adopted for war financingj this

would not be the best procedure,"^

This legislation was passed in June, 19l^-5» enabling the

Reserve System to continue to carry out their policies in the

same manner as before.

^Federal Reserve Act as Amended to November 1, lQi|.6, p,
33. Cf, al3o,""AnnuaT Report, 19i44*""p» 59*

^Annual Report, 19l|4» P* 59*

^I>,id,, pp. 59-60.



CHAPTER V

POSTWAR CREDIT PROBLEMS

Financial Conditiona In 1914-6

With the ending of the war, government expenditures de

clined sharply. Expenditures for war purposes, which had

been running at an annual rate of |8d,700 million In the

second quarter of had decreased to ti}.9»500 million by
1

the end of the year. Expenditures for war purposes contin

ued to decrease all during 1946, and were being made at an

annual rate of |15»800 million in the fourth quarter of the

year,2 while actual expenditures for war purposes amounted to

million,^ This large reduction In government expend

itures meant that the Inflationary pressures would be greatly

lessened with a decline In the budgetary deficit* That defi

cit, which had amounted to $43*700 millions In 194.5*

duced to #3*500 millions during 1946*^

^National Income Supplement to
ness, July 1947* Table 43* P* 50.

of Current Busi-

^Ibld,

^Annual

^Ibld*, Table 42* P* 49*

L* 1946* P* 11»



The general fund balance of the Treasury, which had been

built up from the proceeds of the Victory loan at the end of

1945* T"®® reduced by about |23»000 million during 1946, In

cancelling an equal amount of the debt#^ This reduction In

debt was aalnly that hold by the ccMaercial banks, while

#4»500 million of government securities held by the Researve

bank were retired,^

ComMerotal bank holdings of government securities, which

reached a peak in February, 194^» declined sharply during the

rest of the year due to the retireiaent of the debt by the

Treasury, (See Table XVI.) Of the |l8,30O milll on reduction

In the commercial banks* portfolios, about $12,000 million^

represented sales to the Reserve banks to adjust their re

serve positions necessitated by the retirement of an equal

amount of government securities held by the Reserve banks.

The remainder of the decline in their holdings was necessary

because of the increase of money In circulation and in de

posits, demand and time.

The relative stability of the Reserve System's portfolio

bears this out, because with low excess reserves banks were

not In any position to meet these large deaiaxida on them

caused by Treasury finance, Increases in deposits and money

In circulation. As In the previous years, the banks adjusted

their rosei^ve positions by the sale of short-term secui'itles

^Ibid.. pp, 1-2, ^Ibld.. p. 2, hhid., p. 13.



to the Reserve banks. Whereas the total holdings of the Re

serve banks of government securities changed little during the

year, their holdings of bills and certificates increased by

$1,300 iiillion.

Bank Credit. Although there was a decline in bank credit

in I9I4.6, it was solely the result of Treasury finance and

came in commercial bank holdings of government securities.

Total loans, on the other hand, increased by $1,14.00 million,

reflecting a combination of increased production and specu

lation. {See Table XVI.) Loans to brokers and othersIbr the

purpose of carrying United States government securities de

clined by $2,8114. million during the year, while loans for

commercial, agricultural, and industrial purposes and on real

estate increased $3fi4-96 million.^

While industrial production, as a whole, had declined

from 19l4.5» to sharp decline in government war purchases,

the production of goods for civilian use had increased by

nearly 100 per cent,^ This rise in production partly reflects

price rises, which, after the lapse of price controls in July,

1914.6, were quite pronounced in some industries, especially

farm products,^ The large accumulation of liquid savings

during the war years, the lapse of price controls and ration

ing, and the pent-up war demand for goods were, in general.

Ipederal Reserve Bulletin,

3lbld., p. 29.

-Annual I9I4.6, p. 26.

•• ' 11, V, 1
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Table XVI: Bank Credit and Related Items, Monthly, 19li.6.^

(Millions of Dollars)

JuneFeb. March April MayJan,

Demand

deposits 37 #614.8 37,665 37,386 37,1412 38,502 39,592

Time

deposits 9,372 9,14-82 9,567 9»632 9,769 9,910

Total loans

of member
banks 15,367 15,1142 15,3140 15,128 1I4899 114,812

Reserve

bank hold

ings of
government
securities 23,297 22,972 22,9714 22,3014 22,983 23,385

Reserve

bank hold

ings of bills
and certif

icates 20,9145 20,652 20,6314 19,8714 20,3141 20,882

Total re

serves of
member

banks 15,681 15,555 15,395 Ii4»l457 15,669 15,910

Excess

reserves l,06l 836 867995 8301,039

Member bank
holdings of
government
securities 8l4,2i4l 814,726 78,7814 81,006 79,1413 76,103

Other Reserve

bank credit 60I 57I4 600598705 988

Money in cir
culation 28,158 27,91414 27,913 27,923 27,978 28,1140

Federal Reserve Bulletin,



Table XVI (continued)

July A\ag. Sept, Oct. Nov. Dec,

Demand

deposits 39#282

Time

deposits 9*985

Total loans

of member
banlss li}., 878

Reserve bank
holdings of
government
securities 23*633

Member bank

total re

serves 15*993.

39,155 39,578 39,i^5 39,751 ii-0*370

10,066 10,093 io,i5ii. 10,175 10,191

lk»992. 15,318 15,685 l6,i^50 16,763

23,606 23,866 23,608 23,682 23,350

15,867 15,975 16,111 16,131 16,139

Excess

reserves

Member bank
holdings of
government
securities 7J4-,983

Other re

serve bank

credit 532

Reserve bank

holdings of
bills and
certifi

cates 22,282

Money in
circula

tion 28,281

73,511 63,855 70,86)4. 69,014.7 66,14.8)4.

22,256 22,515 22,162 22,093 22,2i4JL

28,352 28,1|.78 26,588 28,727 28,997



responsible for this upward pressure on prices.

The powers of the Board to deal with this situation were

very limited, being confined to bank credit, and certain

qualitative controls. The situation with regards to bank

credit was that the power of the Board to deal with the situa

tion was practically nil. In the field of consumer credit and

margin requirements on stocks the Board relaxed their high

war-time requirements. The margins for carrying stocks were

reduced from 100 to 75 pei* cent. The former margin had been

put into effect at the beginning of February, I9I4-6, but was

lowered in the summer, due to a decline in stock prices.

Consumer credit regulation was relaxed likewise during the

year, and was applicable, at the end of the year, to only

twelve major, durable consumer goods. The decision to take

this step was set forth in a release for publication on

November, 16; it stated:

"The issue as to whether regulation should or
should not be continued in any form is a subject
of sharp controversy among various groups affected
by it. The Board feels that the issue should be
decided by the Congress and that the present re
vision is an appropriate means of bringing before
the Congress the question of whether the Executive
Order should be vacated or whether authority for
such regulation should be continued by specific
legislation."^

The amendment to Regulation W released many "listed"

articles and exempted charge accounts and single-payment

^Ibid., p. 99.



loans from regulation.^ Although this still restricted credit

purchases on some goods that were in short supply, the release

of charge accounts from regulation had the effect of increas

ing the demand for goods that were themselves in relatively

short supply, food products for Instance, As mentioned before,

prices of farm products showed the largest Increase in 19^^^,

and the release of charge accotints from regulation would in

crease to pressure on these prices, as well as on the prices

of other goods,

A restrictive measure in I9I16 was the discontinuance of

the preferential discount rate on notes secured by government

securities maturing within 12 months,^ The preferential

rate which had been made to assist banks during the war loan

drives was no longer needed, as the problem was the amount

of government securities held by the banks and not the need

for as easy methods of Treasury finance as had heretofore

existed. With Inflation a problem the raising of the rate

from 1/2 of 1 per cent to 1 per cent would make it less ad

vantageous for banks to borrow from the Resei*ve banks.

The net effect of this would be to force the banks to

use one type of Reserve bank credit in the place of another.

It would seem that forcing banks to utilize their own re

sources in place of borrowings at the Reserve banks, the

•Ibid, •Ibid,, p, 3»



Reserve authorities attempted to maintain the tradition

against borrowing except In cases of emergencies. Whereas

there was no reason to believe that the banks would make tin-

due use of borrowings, maintaining the tradition against bor

rowing might serve as a useful tool in the future.

Loss of Control over Credit by the Board

Quantitative Powers of the Board to Control Credit, The

original purpose of the Federal Reserve System was to furnish

an elastic currency to meet the needs of business,and the

supply of currency was to be based on commercial paper drawn

to finance certain steps In the production of goods. With

the upheaval pf the banking system In the early thirties, de

pression legislation was passed that permitted the money

supply of the country to be based on government debt. As the

money supply came to rest more on the government debt, and

that debt grew larger and assumed an ever increasing role in

the securities markets, a change In emphasis was made on

open-market operations by the Open Market Committee, Main

tenance of orderly conditions in the government security

market became a prime consideration In open-market operations.

With the maintenance of a fixed rate pattern during the

war period, the tying of the money supply to the government

debt became a permanent feature of our banking system. The



reaction of a money supply tied to the public debt changed

materially from the earlier *elastic currency" concept. Where

as the needs of business were to determine the amount of money

in circulation in the latter case, increasing in times of high

business activity and decreasing in times of business reces

sion, tying the money supply to the debt will probably mean a

greater constancy as to amount.

The volume of federal debt, in contrast with
the volume of commercial paper or bank loans, has
shown the following characteristics; it increased
greatly in time of war and business depression;
it decreased during the period of prosperity in
the Twenties; it showed fewer and smaller fluctu
ations in relative amount. The Infei^nce is clear
that a deposit structure tied primarily to Govern
ment debt, if this proves to be the case, will be
have differently from one tied primarily to bus
iness, or to business and personal, debt,^

This msans that the quantitative controls possessed by

the Board must be great enough to control the amount oit credit

at all times. Loss of controls in an extreme expansion of

bank credit will mean a permanent loss as

a decline in business activity will not automatical
ly reduce the volume of Federal debt held by the
banks and thus deposits are no longer subjected to
the same, autoraatlc contraction in this period of
falling business,^

^C, R, Whittlesey, "Problems of Our Domestic Money and
Banlclng System," American Economic Review, Vol. 3^> No, 1,
Part 2, March, 19ij4, p,'~2li.'H^

%bid,i pp, 2l|.8«2ii.9»



Th© original powers given the Board by the Federal Re

serve Act were th© discount rate and open-mrket operations#

By the use of th© discount rat© It was believed that effective

control could be had over credit, A rise In th© rate would b©

an Increase In th© cost of credit and, therefore there would

bo less funds of th© Reserve banks used, A decrease In the

rate would have the opposite effect.

Open-market operations were first thought of as some

thing separate from th© discount rat© as a control policy.

An aim of the Act was to establish a bill market in the United

States comparable to that of Europe, and giving the Reserve

System the power to buy certain bills in the open market——

types of bills being defined in the Act—was a method of en

couraging the establishment of the bill market, as well as

enable the Reserve banks to purchase earning assets.

In the early twenties it was found that th© two measures

coixld be complementary. Si© discount rate could have no

effect if member banks did not borrow from th© Reserve banks;

and it was found that if the Reserve banks attes^ted to in

crease their earning assets by open-market purchases, member

bank Indebtedness at the Reserve banks was reduced. Con

versely, when the Reserve authorities wanted to reduce member

bank reserves by the sale of bills in the open market, member

banks increased their indebtedness at th© Reserve banks.

This Inverse relationship between member bank borrowings and



the open-market operations of the System established a coordi

nated use of the two different powers•

With the granting of an unfettered power to Increase Po-

serve requirements by 100 per cent in 1935# the Board was

given a power nftilch could directly affect member bank reserves,

without first dealing in the open market or waiting for banks

to borrow. This new, direct power could be used independently

or be coordinated with the other two. If a contractionary

policy was needed the three could be used together, or, as In

1937» reserve requirements could be raised, while the other

policies were used to affect an orderly adjustiaent of reserves

to meet the new requirements.

Increased reserve requirements to exert gene
ral pressure combined with discount policyi^i bill
policy, and open-market operations to relieve the
pressure in the Government securities market,
thou^ apparently contradictory, may Instead
.... be complementa]?y.^

These powers of the Board are general in nature and deal

with the banking system as a whole. Discount rates, while of

a general nature, only affect those banks that are forced to

borrow at the Reserve banks. Thus, as in 1937 when reserve

requirements were raised, the nature of the restrictive action

may be to only combat some unhealthy elements in the credit

structure while the overall policy of the System is that of

%arl Bopp, "Central Banking at the Crossroads," Ameri
can EoonoBiic Review, larch, 19i}4» p. 275.

■> L I." a •'



easing credit♦ Raising reserve requlreaents when hanks have

large excess reserves laaj not mean a contracting ot bank

credit for the majority of banks; but, still using 1957 as

an example, i«hen the country has not recovej^ed from a depres

sion, any contractionary action may be dangerous to the re

covery of business. At such tirises the "apparently contra

dictory" measures can be used to facilitate an orderly

adjustment in reserves without exerting undue contraction tm

bank credit*

Individual banks, by reason of lower discount rate,

would find it easier to meet the increase in reserve require

ments by borrowing at the Reserve banks without increasing

the cost of credit to their customers. An easier bill policy

and the purchasing of securities in the open market by the

Reserve System might supply those banks with the necessary

reserves without recourse to boi^powlng and without losing any

control over the amoiint of member bank reserves.

If, however, the excess reseirves of member banks are so

large that an enormous increase in credit cannot be stopped

by the use of these credit control measures, the Boai^ has

lost its control over credit, This situation existed at the

end of the thirties, when the large gold flows to this coun

try left banks with excess reserves larger than the Reserve

System^s portfolio of government securities, and staen reserve

requirements were almost at their maximum.



: -

This problem of c<»itrol was eased somewhat with a large

expansion of bank credit and money in circulation In 19^»

but the excess reserves were still too large to be controlled

by open-market operations of the System* With the entry of

the United States into the war, and the support of govern

ment security prices by the Board, the loss of control became

increasingly serious, and a new problem of liquid asset hold

ings by the public became as serious as the potential expan

sion of coamwrcial bank credit.

Treasury Plnance, fftiile the initial goal of the Treasury

during the war period was to raise the required funds as quick

ly as possible, banks were not encouraged to buy government

secixritles after the Third War loan. It was hoped that the

majority of the securities offered would be purchased and

held by private investors out of savings or current income.

This, however, did not prove to be the case. Because of the

interest rate pattern maintained by the Federal Beeerve Sys

tem, longer-term issues increased in price as they approached

maturity. This premium on the longer-term issues was an in

ducement for the owners to sell them and subscribe to new

issues at par.

These securities that were sold on the market were

eligible for banks to purchase if the remaining life of the

securities was tmder 10 year. Banks sacrificed no liquidity

In purchasing these longer-term securities because of the

policy of the of the System to purchase government securities



offered to them at a stated rate*

The effect of this was that just before or during the

m&v loan drives uwtay securities were offered for sale on the

open market »o that the investors could purchase new issues.

Because banks did not have to carry reseiures behind govern

ment deposits that arose from the purchase of government

sec^lrltieSf the baxiks had large amoimts of excess reserves

during the war loan drives and were able to buy government

securities* When the Treasury deposits were spent and re

turned to private owners, the banks adjusted their reserve

position by the sale of short-terra securities to the Reserve

System, Though the banks were directly excluded from purchas

ing securities from the Treasury and the sales made during the

bond drives were to private Investors, indirectly the banks

were supplying the credit necessary for the success of the

drives,

A second problem to confront the monetary authorities

that arose out of the war was the extreme liquidity of the

public*s holdings of government securities. The marketable

Issues were, of course, supported by the Reserve System, but

the non-marketable secxirities, of which the principal one is

the Series E savings bond, were equally liquid# A signifi

cant feature of thsm was that they could be cashed at the

option of the holder after a sixty-day period. These security

holdings by the public could start an upward pressure on



prices that would be out of the hands of the monetajry authori

ties. The Reserve authorities, concentrating on the control

of bank credit expansion, could be defeated in their efforts

If a large wave of buying, flneuiced by the cashing and sale

of privately held securities, took place. Further monetlsa-

tlon of the debt, from whatever source, could create a runa

way Inflation.

The Board said In 19^5 that

in retrospect It is evident that more vigorous
policies siiould have been adopted In order to
raise more of the cost of the war through taxa
tion and to restrict bank purchases of Governiaent
securities. If fewer securities which were eli
gible for bank purchase either at the time of
Issue or later had been offered, the wartime ex
pansion of bank credit would not have been as
excessive and the postwar problem of preventing
further monetlzatlon of the debt might have been
avoided,^

With the large debt outstanding the problem of Treasury

finance, as well as the largo holdings by the banking system,

would make It impossible for the Board to cease its policy

of maintaining the prices of government securities. Retention

of this policy and the fact that the commercial banks held

#66,14.84 million of government securities at the end of 19i4^i

puts the problem of debt management in an iE^)ortant place in

determining the policies of the monetary authorities.

Budget surpluses or deficits, retirement of securities,

and the refunding of that part of the maturing debt that

^Annual Report, p. 11.



eajojiot b® retired will haw® an iwportaiife effect mi the eutpply

and emtrol of credit# A flscel policy timt Igaoree the

«ff@ot Treaaury finance on bank credit could feed an In

flation or perolpitate a depreesion# Refunding polleie*

ehouXd not only atteo^t to x^plaee b&.nk laeld eecuritlee wltli

non-narketable eeouritiae held by private Indlwldualef but

also ehould attej^t to iaam aecuritiee of a t.|pe different

from the demand boM«» Series I| r* and d* Ixperience and

Icnowledge of the banking system haa shown that retirement of

seourlties held by the eonerolal banks and the Federal Re-

eerwe banke oxerte a deflationary affect on the eeono^f while

inoreaeing the amount held by thoee institutions has the op-

poelte effect# llie refunding of book held securities and

their sale to private investoxui will have to be done without

ifuiireot eredlt being eupplied by the bahksi otherwise the

purpose is defeated#^
fs\

Intoroet Hates > *li® inter®®t ret® pattern sfaich was

adopted by the Reserve system mid tiie freaaiiry department at

the outbreak of the war same into existemie as the result of

t^ large gold Imports during tl^ thirties# fhle inflow en

larged exeees roservee and depressed interest mtes to the

^Further cone1derations with respect to types of securi
ties the Treasury should issue will be discussed in conaectton
with proposals to give the Board power to regain the control
over credit*,



lowest In tli© history of the Reserve system.^ The mlntenanee

of the rate pattern during the war, because of the spread In

rates between maturities and their equal liquidity, caused a

shifting from short-term to long-tem securities by banks#

Early in the war the Board said that

public policy with regard to long-tem interest
rates should be a part of a program to achieve
continuous full utilization of the country's
material and human resources# It should be
formed with reference to the fact that after the
war this country will be the greatest creditor
nation in the world and that in creditor coun
tries, according to past experience, the interest
rate on long-term capital is likely to be low#

Over the years a low cost of money to borrow
ers oa long-term should tend to promote increased
eu^loyment by encouraging capital outlays In both
old and new enterprises# It would facilitate the
task of refunding the public debt and safeguard
the value of Government security holdings of the
millions of individuals, educational institutions,
trusts, banks, insurance companies, and other
Investors, who have placed tens of billions of
dollars in Government bonds to help finance the
war, 2

These early considerations for low interest rates after

the war gave way to Increasing concern over the downward

pressure on long-term rates because of their depressing effect

on earnings of those same institutions and their help in
3

feeding Inflation. This problem of low interest rates had to

reconcile two opposing ideas; restricting the monetization of

^-Tables on money rates, Banking and

^Annual Report, 1914-3» P* 19 •

^Ibtd.. 1945, p. 7.

:a.vj Statistics,



th© debt oii the one hand, Mill© safeguarding the value of

government securities and keeping the cost of th© debt low«^

To restrict the aonetizatlon of the debt a rise in the

Interest rate would seem to be a step in th© right direction.

Aside from the effect on th© outstanding securities and on

Treasury finance, ttie Board said that there was no aasuranc#

that a rise in short-term interest rates from 7/8 of 1 per

cent to 1 l/ii per cent would stop the monetization of the

debt and , even less reason to suppose that it would

be of value in combating inflationary dangers . . . •

These objections to raising short-term interest rates

in l^k$ gave way to considerations of checking the monetiza

tion of the debt and credit inflation in 19^1-8• While acknow

ledging th© fact that increases in short-term interest rates

would not solve the problem, the Board said that " a read

justment of short-term rates and the introduction of some

flexibility into rate policy would provide some check to

further bank shifting and credit expansion • , « • The

Board said further that increases In short-term rates as an

inducement for banks to retain their goveamiment securities

would not prevent banks from selling those securities to make

loans to customers at higher interest rates. "There is no

^Ibid.. l^k$, p. 7.

3ibid,, 191^.6, p. 6#

Tbld.



assuranoe that this co\ild bo prevented except by permitting

interest rates to rise to a point that wotxid unstabilize and

perhaps demoralize the entire government securities.market,"^

Effective regulation of bank credit expan
sion in the future can be assured only by providing
for a more direct way of decreasing the ability of
banks to shift at will their holdings of Govern
ment securities to the Reserve System and then to
engage in excessive credit expansion.^

The Board felt, then, that the problem of credit control

could not be solved by utilizing the powers it already pos

sessed, but that additional powers were needed. There were

various considerations that the Board must heed in formulat-

ing any plan for the control of bank credit, and with present

powers the Board was stopped at almost every turn by considera

tions for Treasury finance, credit inflation, or earnings of

certain institutions In the coiintry.

Proposals for Board to Re^in Control

over Credit

Treasury Refunding: Policies. While not strictly applic

able to increasing the powers of the Board, refunding poli

cies of the Treasury, however, can make the task of credit

control easier or more difflcxilt. Replacing bank held matur

ing securities with privately held new issues, decreases the

amount of further monetization of the debt that the banks

^Ibid, %bid,



c

could affect# The sales of these securities, if paid for out

of current incoin©, i.e# new savings, would exert a deflation

ary effect on the economy# Federal debt in the hands of t^

banks would be reduced, as well as bank deposits#

The Board recoisaaended that the securities Issued in the

refunding process be Ineligible for bank purchase and carry

provisions that would penalise the holder if the bonds were

cashed before maturity#^ The bonds should bo of a type such

as the Series E bonds, payable on demand, but at a discount

if cashed before maturity This * would assure

eligible investors of an opportunity for investment of savings

funds and . the investor would be guaran-*

teed against risk of price fluctuations in case of llqtiida-

tion before maturity were necessary#"^

Under present conditions, if additional issues of long-

term marketable securities were sold, it would be an induce

ment for Investors to sell a part of their present holdings

of goverruaent securities to purchase the new ones# This

would allow the banks to further monetise a portion of the

debt, by selling short-term issues to the Reserve banks to

finance purchases of the bonds on the market.^

3-Ibld## l^kSf P» lll^.

3lbld.

%bld#

%bld., 19ii.6, p# 7



Iseulng securities that were non-marketable and eashabl©

before maturity or at a penalty would be an inducement to

some investors to hold them until maturity# It seeimif however,

that the laajor provision would be non-marketable character of

the securities# lliat In itself would prevent the banks from

purchasing them# Loss of income does not seem important, for

they would be held unless there was a more profitable invest

ment for the funds# The bonds would be cashed and the funds

used for other investment or consumption, if the need should

arise, for the amount of discount would be taken Into account

In deciding if other uses were to be made of the funds#

This policy, also, would have very little effect, if used

by itself, without granting the Board additional power over

credit# If attempts were made to get investors to hold the

securities until maturity by this penalty method and prices

were allowed to increase by reason of bank credit expansion,

the price rises would lessen the effect of the penalty, and

perhaps make it insignificant# Attempts to issue non-market

able, non-demand obligations would fit in with the general

problem more, but there would be a major problem in selling

that type of security. Waves of buying when goods wore in

short supply could not be accentuated by using funds acquired

by cashing the savings bonds# The penalty provision seems to

give little supplementary help to the non-marketable quality

of the bonds, which would be issued \inder this proposal.



Treasury Balances and iSxcesa Heserves^ It haa been sug

gested tiiat the Treasury cculd alleviate the situation by

carrying on certain of its operatloiis with a direct view of ■

influencing member bank reserves.^

Tlie Treasury, wiiose powers to control excess re
serves equal if they do not exceed those of the
Federal Reserve authorities, may. . • • regulate
the volume of excess reserves by varying the slae
of the balance which It carries with the Federal
Reserve banks.^

The major ways the Treasury can reduce member bank re

serves are: a transfer of deposits from member banks to the

Reserve banks} sales of securities on the market whereby the

money received is deposited in the Reserve banks; steriliz

ing gold and silver purchases by selling securities on the

market equal to the purchases of gold and silver}^ deposit

of tax receipts in the Reserve banks; receipt of funds for

trust accounts^and, considering government securities owned

by the member banks as excess reserves, which seems proper.

^Edward C. Simmons, "Treasury Deposits and Excess Re
serves," Journal of Political EconomY. Vol. liS. Mo. 3. June.
19i|.0, pp. 325-31^-3.

%bid.. p. 326,

^While this does not decrease member bank reserves, it
does prevent the gold and silver purchases from increasing
their reserves.

^ince the Treasury acts as a bank for the various govern
ment trust accounts, receipt of money to be held for the
account of these trust funds would decrease member bank re
serves. Simmons, o£. clt.. p. 328.



retiring bank held securities, including the Reserve banks,

by using funds obtained from the sale of securities to non-

bank investors or from taxation. The reverse of these opera

tions would increase member bank reserves.

Action by the Treasury to affect member bank reserves

deliberately would necessitate a large balance in the general

ftmd that would not be justified for normal fiscal reasons.

This would increase the size of the public debt and therefore

the Interest charge on the debt. Simmons recognizes that

Treasury borrowing In the market to enable It to control

excess reserves might meet a wave of criticism from the pub*

lie idio would be taxed to pay for this **unnecessary" expense,

but says that "certainly, the cost of borrowing fimds in

order to immobilize excess reserves ou^t not to be the de

ciding factor in matters of monetary Policy."^

Since this article was written, the situation has changed

considerably. Excess reserves amoiuated to #5,001 million at

the end of 1939J raeiaber banks held |ll,l86 million of govern-

ment securities; Reserve bank credit in the form of govern

ment securities amounted to only million; and the

Reserve authorities had not tkken on the task of supporting

the price of government securities, although the ei^asis of

open-market policy was on orderly ooiiditions in the govern

ment aeouritiea market. In 19i|j6 the situation was more critical

^Ibid.. p. 3ij2.



Excoss reserves amoimted to only $$62 million^ but member

banks held |66,l|81f million of government securities, almost

all of i^ich were as liquid as excess reserves oecause of the

support given by the Reserve System to the government security

market. Reserve bank holdings of government securities had

increased greatly, amounting to #23*3^0 million, but could be

Increased or decreased only with regard to conditions in the

govenaiaent securities market. In addition to these factors,

the monetary authorities were concerned over the selling of

securities by private investors to the banking system-

further monetizing the national debt.

In the light of these conditions attempted control over

member bank excess reserves by the Treasury by varying the

amount of deposits held in the Reserve banks would seem to

have little promise of alleviating the situation. The govem-

ment securities in the hands of the banking system would de

feat any action on the part of the Treasury to control bank

eredit expansion. Any withdrawal of funda by the Treasury

from the commercial banks would only mean a shifting of

govemu^nt securities to the Reserve banks.

While it may be true that this action could have been

effective at the end of 1939* the problems confronting mone

tary authorities at the end of 19i}-6 made it an impossibility.

Also there would be no useful purpose served if the

Treasury was forced to sell securities on the market to in

fluence bank reserves and then build up its balances in the
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permitted to pay interest on their deposits,^ Besorwe bank

eredlt would be increased by an amount equal to their purchas

es of government securities, but would be insulated from the

market as long as the high reserve requirements would be in

effects

Reserve Plan, fhis would entail an increase

In reserve requirements as under the first plan, but would

permit the reserves to be held in the form of short-term

governnwnt securities, bills or certificates, or in the form

of cash, as the banks so chose. This would still enable banks

to hold their earning assets but would insulate them from the

market•

Continued support of the government securities market

could still be maintained without fear of a large monetlza-

tion of the public debt by the banks. It would also "•  • « «

result in stability of Intei^st yields on short-term Govern

ment securities, and therefore of the cost of the public

debt.

PrcM the standpoint of credit control and the problem of

banks' shifting their holdings of securities from short- to

long-term maturities, this plan would permit banks to hold

%oodlief Thomas and Ralph A, Yoimg, o£». cit., p, llij.,
Cf» also Committee for Economic Developement, Jobs and
Markets (New York: McGraw-Hill, 19i|j6), P* llij*

^Annual Report. 19l|5» P* 8.



Bubatantial amounts of short-tena securities# while limiting

their ability to sell them to the Reserve banks# Then, too,

it wo^ild put short-temn government securities in a preferred

market position over other short-term paper and #

thus permit Interest rates on Government securities to be

stabilized, while allowing fluctuations in other rates.

This would not restrict the possibility of credit expansion

for the banks would still be free to sell the longer-term

government securities to the Reserve banks to adjust their

reserve position when they expanded credit.^

It would be expected, however, because of the increase

in required reserves due to the imposition of the secondary

reserve reqxiirements, the commercial banks would have left

only small amounts of long-term government securities. These

long-term securities would then occupy the place that the

short-term securities did during the war years. When the

banks had expanded credit, and therefore deposits, these

long-term Issues would be sold to adjust their reseirve posi

tion at the Reserve banks. The whole of these operations

would mean a shifting back to shorter-term assets by the

banking system, which, however, would not mean an increase in

the liquidity of banks.

^Thomas and Young, op. cit», p. Il5«

•Ibid.

V  '



Issuaxic© of >clal Reserve Bonds« This proposal, which

is very alxollar to the preceding on® in several respects,

would Impose higher reserve requirements on banks, those re

serves to be hold In the fom of special resexnr® bonds issued

toy the Treasury,^ Congress would enact legislation pearrait-

ting a minimum amount of these bonds to toe issued, and the

available volume of the bonds would bo controlled by the

Board of Governors

These bonds would be redeemable on demand by the Reserve

banks, so the banks holding them would be free from any risk.

Banks wovild be allowed to accept deposits which were not

backed by the reserve bonds if a 100 per cent reserve were

maintained,^ In effect these bonds wo\ild be exchanged for

the marketable government securities now held by the banking

system, and because of the limited marketableness of the

special bonds and the higher reserve reqiiirements, the banks*

power to monetise the public debt would be greatly lessened

or eliminated.^ To the monetary authorities this

,  • • • would greatly reduce both the costs of
withdrawing support and the dangers of continu
ing support (of the Government security market).
If there were a drop in the bond market it
would not ^peril either bank solvency or bank
liquidity.^

^See Lawrence H, Seltzer, "The problem of Our Excessive
Banking Reserves.". Journal of American Statistical Association,
Vol. 35# March, l9l}.o.

%bid., p. 33, 3ibld.. p. 33.

^f. Jobs and Markets, p. 92. ^Ibid.



The effects of this are quite similar to the Secoadajry

Reserve plan in that government securities now held by the

banks would, la the main, be Insulated from the market} mone-

tlzation of the debt would b® restricted} and the multiple

expansion of bank credit would be ctirtailed by a higher re

serve ratio. The cost of debt service to the Treasury would

remain low, as the Interest rate on these special bonds could

be held low enough to give banks sufficient earnings so that

they could continue to provide the free services that they

now offer. Prom the standpoint of the Treasury these bonds

would be a quasi-permanent part of the debt, remaining so as
1

long as the legislation was in effect.

Discussion of the I* All proposals have the

common feature of requiring an increase in reserve require

ments, but making this applicable to members of the Federal

Reserve system would penalise member banks, make membership

in the system less attractive, and exclude an important

sector of deposits and holdings of government securities.^

This would be difficult from the standpoint of legislative

enactment for non-member banks would bring pressure against

the bill.

^Lawrence H, Seltzer, 0£, cit., p. 33.

^Cf« Jobs and Markets. p» 931 Seltzer, op;, cit.. p. 29}
and Thomas and Young, op. cit,, p. 113.



While member banks of the System hold 85 P©r cent of all

the deposits,^ exeraptins less than 1/7 of the deposits of the

country from the increase in reserve require'^^ents might defeat

the purpose of the increase. Control over excess reserves and

bank holdings of government securities is a means of control

ling inflationary pressures in the ecomomy. Control over the

major part of possible bank credit expansion may not be

enough, coupled with the large liquid holdings of the publio

in the form of savings bonds as well as deposits.

Any plan to increase reserve requirements and therefore

restrict the use of bank credit to feed inflation may be

defeated by that fact, fo leave the door open for an increase

in bank credit means adding an additional threat to a runaway

Inflation,

These th3?ee plans, while reducing the ratio of multiple

credit expansion of Reserve bank deposits, treat the bankiis^

system as a unity. The increase in reserve requirements

fall , with uneven severity upon individual banks.

Some banks would be able to meet the Increase in reserve re

quirements with little difficulty because of their large

holdings of government securities, while other banks would

■•Annual 19^^, P» pO •

^Howard S. Ellis, "Central and Commercial Banking in
Fostwar Finance," in gconoaic Reconstruetion. ed, by Seymowa?
E. Harris, McGraw-Hill,"' p. 22ii..'



have to borrow hoavily from the Reserve banks. Subsequently,

these banks would have to restrict their credit to repay

their borrowings at the Reserve banks. Since it is unlikely

that the banks that had to borrow could attract deposits from

other banks and thus ease the adjustment of their reserve

positions, it is possible that they would have to contract

credit by a larger amount than their borrowings at the Re*

serve banks.

If, however, the customer borrower repays the Indebted

bank, financed by credit from a different bank, the burden

would be shifted to another bank and the increased resei»ve

requirements necessary to back the new loan v/ould be met by

the sale of government securities or from excess reserves.

It should be noted that the bank making the loan would not do

so if it must borrow from the Reserve banks.^ Assiuaing that

the reserve requirements were increased to $0 per cent and

that the customer borrowers from the bank were not able to

acquire new credits from different banks, the bank borrowing

from the Reserve bank would have to contract credit equal to

^This assumes that the tradition against borrowing from
the central bank to extend new credits will be upheld. If a
tendency towards this was started, a new problem of increas
ing the discount rate would exist. To what extent the Re
serve authorities would feel free to increase the discount
rate and disturb the existing rate pattern, and therefore the
cost of debt service to the Treasury, would be pure conjecture.
In all probability all existing credit policies would be
changed.



twice til® amount it borrowed to repay its borrowings at the

Reserve bank. This, then, would penalize the bank In two ways:

(1) it would have to pay an interest charge for the money

borrowed from the Reserve banks or a charge for the reserve

deficiency; and (2) it would have to contract credit double

the amount of its borrowing or reserve deficiency with the

z*estilt that there would be a greater loss of earning assets.

Waiving the penalty for reserve deficiency, as suggested

by the Research Staff of the C, E. D,,^ during the period of
adjustment of reserve positions, would only partially compen

sate for the unequalness among banks of a straight increase

in reserve requirements. The loss of income from other earn—

Ing assets would still result la inequality,®'

The Secondary Reserve plan, as opposed to the Security

Reserve plan, would permit banks that did not have sufficient

amounts of short-term government securities to hold their re

serves in the form of balances with the Reserve banks. This

has definite advantages over the Issuance of the special re

serve bonds in sufficient quantity for reserve purposes. To

issue the special bonds in excess of the short-term securities

now held by the banks would mean an increase in the public

J-Joba and Markets, p, 95*

Sproposals which circumvent this objection will be dis
cussed later.



debt with, ajs iiicp©ase in th® s©rvic® costj an ©xpanslon o£

bank aredit, and an increase in bank reserves• If the aeney

acqnlred froa the sal© of th® special bonds over the amount

necessary to cancel the securities the banks would exchange

for the new bonds was used for the retirement of privately

held debt, the first objection would disappear, but the other

two would rexaain.

For every dollar of private debt that was retired bank

deposits or money in circulation would increase proportionate

ly# A new possible pressure on prices would exist# In ad

dition, if the money for debt retirement was deposited in the

banks by private persons, reserves of the banking system

would be Increased and the increase in reserve requirements

made less effective by that amount# fo give banks the alter

native of keeping 100 per cent reserves in place of the re

serve bonds :por new deposits would almost assure that the

reserve bonds would be in large deixmnd, and that government

securities in the hands of the banking system would ultimate

ly be Increased instead of decreased#!

To circximvent this, the amounts of the special bonds

which the banks could hold coxild be controlled by the Reserve

Board, as provided by Seltzer# By doing so the Board could

^  fboiaas and Young, a£. cit#, p# 115# fhl® analysis
follows along the lines suggested in their article#



effectively control the expansion of credit by not offering

more bonds to the banks, forcing thea to maintain 100 per cent

reserves behind further increases in deposits# Varying the

terias on which the banks could buy the bonds would not seem

to be very effective, as the banks would attempt to invest

any excess reserves in the interest-bearing bonds, even if the

bonds bore no interest yield as long as the reserve requlre-

saents in bonds were less than 100 per cent#

A flexible control over bank earnings fro?a government

securities could be initiated by this plan# By varying the

terms of sale, whenever an easing of bank credit was deemed

advisable, yields on those securities could be increased or

decreased with the resultant change in bank earnings. Where

as the primary consideration woiild be the control of bank

credit, the cost of debt service and bank earnings could be

made secondary considerations.

These plans, then, could effectively stop bank credit

expansion and the monetization of the debt if the Inereased

requirements were high enough. It would not be necessary to

absorb all the government securities, as the need for bank

credit to finance business would still be present# The

tightening of the money market to such a degree might pro

duce the opposite effect desired; Instead of preventing fur

ther Inflation, interest rates could be forced upward and a

general contraction of credit begun#



CQlllng Resery# Plan* In eontrast to the tiiree previous

plans tals contemplates an additional reserve for increases

in bank deposits* Under this there would be no change in re

serves against existing deposits except as some banks gained

deposits at the expense of others,^ while new deposits, re

sulting from loans, would bear high reserve requirements*

To compensate for the effects of such movements, as
well as to support the profit motive la bank compe
tition for deposits, it might be desirable to set
the reserve requirements for additio.nA deposits at
a figure well below 100 per cent,^

This, then, would force banks to be more selective in

their loans, and would leave the decision to the banks,

through accepting additional deposits, to increase their re

serve requirements* This, too, would overcome the objection

that an increase in reserve requirements, in any one of the

three methods presented above, falls with uneven severity

upon Individual banks*3 Banks would retain all their earn

ing assets unless they decided to make sales to the Reserve

banks la order to expand their loans and deposits*

The effects ©f this plan, like the others, would ©ffes

tively restrict the expansion of bank credit if the require

ments were high enough} and, to be completely effective.

Seltzer, op* cit*, p* 30. -Ibid,

3Gold0nwelser, Federal Reserve Objectives and Policies;
Retrospect and Prospec'fc"*' p"« Jffl ^f. also Howard S,' Ellis,
bp, elt'.t""p*'" 22,



should be applicable to all Insured banks A reduction of

the ratio of multiple credit expansion of a dollar deposited

In the Resei*ye banks would be accomplished.

In the administration of this plan a wide measure of dis

cretion would be necessajcy In the case of new banks,2 This

could bo worked out on the basis of the present classifica

tion of banks for reserve ptirposes as well as on the basis of

bank capital. As an example, after deposits of the new bank

exceeded five times its paid-up capital, the other reserve

jrequlreiaents would be put into effect, t

While under this policy the Reserve system would still

have to support government sectirlty prices, the problem of

bank purchases and bank monetlzatlon of the debt would be re

stricted. Debt management policies could be carried out with

a lesser offsetting Influence by the banks than at present,3

Imposing a graduated Increase In reserve requirements for

dollar increases or percentage increases In deposits would

give the Reserve authorities a greater control over future

credit expansion. Legislative rigidity in the Impositions of

the graduated reserve requirements, however, could defeat the

purpose of the legislation over a period of time. This

would apply also In the case of a single reserve requirement

I'Seltzer, op. clt., p, ^Ibld,

3This would be true under the other plans also.



for increases in deposits. Increases in production would

necessitate a revision of the reserve requirement unless a

tightening of the money market and a sharp downward pressure

on prices were to he' avoided. The need for administrative

flexibility is therefore apparent♦

Capital-Deposit Ratio. The capital-deposit ratio, tradi

tionally thought of as protecting depositors from loss, used

as a control device by the Board of Governors, would restrict

banks from extending credit, and therefore accepting deposits,

while the ratio of capital to deposits was below certain

standards. Banks operating at the minimum required by law

could be permitted to except deposits ofH a 100 per cent re

serve basis.^ By requiring banks to Increase their capital
accounts when their deposit liabilities increased beyond the !

lairiim'um ratio required, credit expansion would be effectively

stopped lint 11 banks could raise new capital, and, once the

new capital was raised, the depositors would be further pro

tected from a possible downward revaluation of the bank»a

assets.

tJnquestlonably, at a given time, an Increase in the ratio

of capital to deposits would restrict the lending activity of

thoso banks operating close to the old ratio# But since the

increase would only come in times of prosperity, when infla

tionary pressures were large, banks may be able to raise

^Seltzer, op# clt.. p. 31»



additional capital easily becaus© of their large earnings*^

fhis would be a weakness in the plan, as that period, a period

of inflationary pressures, would be the critical one in con

trolling further expansion of credit. If banks were able to

secure additional capital, the use of this as a regulatory

iseasure seems very limited,

A second major criticism of the plan is that

Other instruments of control not only are more
flexible but have the advantage of not giving rise
to unrelated and possibly damaging secondary ef
fects, In some periods the interests of credit
control might require the application of capital
standards far in excess of those demanded by pru
dence, while in others they might neglect mini-
mums of safety for the sake of other interests.2

These criticisms, coupled with the questionable use of

a capital-deposit ratio in bank supervision,3 limit quite

seriously the usefulness of this means of controlling a credit

expansion.

Conelasion. Of the various plans presented here none

are without faults. From the standpoint of quantitative cre

dit control all could effectively restrict a imltlple bank

loermany, after the first World War, and China, today,
would be exceptions to that, as well as other countries that
suffered a runaway inflation as a result of war and postwar
finance,

Poland I, Robinson, "The Capital-Deposit Ratio in Bank
ing Supervision," Journal of Polltleal jjconomy. University of
Chicago Press, Chicago", 'VoTT i}.^,' Ko. 1,' February, 19l(.l, p,
56fn,

^ibM., pp. If9-53,



mpmw

credit expansion on the basis of deposits In the Reserve banks

If the requirements were sufficiently high* Since that is the

case, the secondary effects of these proposals are prime con

siderations in selecting a method, or methods. Also, from the

monetary standpoint, but outside the field of bank credit con

trol, other factors can offset any attempt to control Inflation

by restricting bank credit. Fiscal policy and debt manage

ment policies are as Important, The large liquidity of indi

viduals in the country presents a problem that is outside the

fields of banking and fiscal action. Large-scale hoarding or

dlshoardlng could create problems that would requ-lre drastic

legislative action, which might well disrupt our economy.

While there are factors outside the banking system that

cotxld feed an inflation, the banking system is capable of tak

ing the same action. As has been shown above, the powers of

the Reserve System to cope with credit expansion are practi

cally nil. Discount rate increases and open-market operations

are dominated by Treasury finance, and are no longer credit

control meas\ires« As of the end of 19M>t the power to raise

reserve requirements could only be exercised with reference

to banks in central reserve cities and only to the extent of

of a 6 per cent increase. Reserve requirements were at their

legal maximum at reserve city and country banks.

Though none of the plans presented are panaceas for the

inflationary conditions that exist today, they do attack one



phase of the problem* With employment at high levels and the

liquidity of the public larger than ever before, shortages of

goods will show themselves in high prices* Increases in mon

ey Income and dissaving either sustain past increases or

increase the prices of goods further* While monetary authori

ties, if granted additional powers as set forth here, can

restrict the aaiount of credit going into consumer loans and

loans for productive purposes and attempt to prevent excessive

speculation on the stock exchanges, they cannot deal with the

other matters* To blame the present conditions on the banks

and expect them to effect a cure-all by giving monetary author

ities additional powers is fooling ourselves* The heritage of

war finance is here* Credit policies will play one of the

major roles in the future of combating both Inflation and de

flation, but it will not, and cannot, play the idiole pairb.



APPENDIX

Table XVII: Federal Reserve Bank Credit, Monthly, 19ijl-19i|.7.

(Millions of Dollars) ^

Total TJ« Government Securities®

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

J anuary
February
March

April

Jxinc

July
August
September
October

November f
December ^

19ip.^ 19!^^^ 191^.3^ 19i)4® 191^50 I9i}.6«

2,181^.
2,185.
2,185.
2,135.
2,185.
2,165.
2,185.
2,185.
2,185
2,185
2,185
2>25:5

2,2k3
2,262
2,255-
2,857
2,589
2,655

3,526

5,667
5,399
6,189

iiSi
mt
6,222
7,202

8,187

9,355
10,358
11,553

12,026
11,816
12,297
12,998
15,251
l?,08l
15,802
15,852
16,501
17,261
18,511
19,065

1Q,006
19539
19516
20,555-
21,023
21,693
21,570
22,358
23,186
23,089
23,656
25,037

Treasury Bills and Certificates^,*^

89
183
255
753

1,011
1,161
1,137
1,117
1,856

1,690
2,275
2,936
3,320

3,563
5,907
5,752
6,572
6,957
7,056
8,101
9,313

9,711

9,685
10,392
11,613
12,535
12,309
13,502
15,190
15,922
16,055
16,253

16,272
16,753
17,326
18,331
18,891
18,896
18,871
19,516
20,306
20,192
20,627
20,970

23,297
22,972
22,975
22,305
22,983
23,385
23,633
23,606
23,366
23,608
23,682
23,350

20,955
20,552
20,635
19,875
20,341
20,882
22,282
22,256
22,515
22,162
22,093
22,251

®YeArs 1951-19^}-# Annual
Federal Reserve Bulletin,

3 years 1955-19^8,

^End of month figures,

^Figures for last Wednesday In each month,

%ederal Reserve Bulletin,

®Includes industrial loans> acceptances purchases, dis-
co\mts« and advances.



Table XVIl (Continued)

January 66 127
February 81 15-9
March 59 111
April 50 112
May 96 1J4.5
Jxjne 83 129
July 109 192
August 91 138
September 80 207
October 125 293
November 128 315
December 107 5.90

Other Reserve Bank Credit®* ®

igla'" 191^^ 1943'' igiA® 1945® 1946®
66 127 379 358 546 601
81 149 1|26 521 719 705
59 Hi 273 if52 559 988
50 112 391 i|.87 866 598
96 1J4.5 508 1,235 57^.
83 129 37i^ 35-3 518 600
109 192 5.99 321 560 532
91 138 376 315 705 5-95
80 207 5.65 aiiJ. 707 719
125 293 k69 638 701 k.9k
128 315 £15 930 1,118 73i|.
107 5.90 696 757 1,135 7Mi.



Table XVIII: Demand and ̂ ime Deposits of Member Banks in
101 Leading Centers, Monthly, I9141-191^.71®-

(Millions of Dollars)

Demand Deposits^

Januai^
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October

November

December

January
February
March

April

June

July
August
September
October

November
December

I9I4I I9I42 I9IJ.3 I9I44 1945 19^6

22,757
23,092
23 #3214.
23,515
2ii.,010
23,969
2l4.,211
2j4-,3if3

2k,391
2k,168
2k,lk2

5,2Lk
5,2^
5,282

5,2k6
5,233
5,25k
5,27k
5,271
5,280
5,290
5,188

2k,307

2k,882
2k,856
25,250
25,878
25,992
26,538

28,268
29,261
28,7k9

29,215
30,1412
31,956
31,591
30,35k
32,199
33,108
3k,250
33,1418
31,062
32,kl6
3k,111

3k,k29
3i,7k7
32,81k
33,853
35,k2k
35, M
32,873
3k,111
35,580
36,331
33,308
35,559

35,506
36,k93
37,k29
38,231
39,886
38,85k
36,619

38,7k8
39,331
39,751
37,591

Time Deposits®

5,098
5,010
^.976
k,92i
k,92k
k,962
5,000
5,031
5,07k
5.117
5,109

5,218
5,28k

5,3^
5,kl9
5,50k
5,611
5,7k2
5.781

5,889
5,981

6,138

6,370

till
6,705
6,882
7,065

m
7,k73

7,6k3
7,612
7,982
8,109
8,265
8,380
d,|06
8,751
8,968
9,087
9,186
9,200

37,%8
37,665
37,386
37,kl2
33,502
39,592
39,282

39.578
39,425
39,751
40,370

9,372
9,k82
9.567
9,632
9,769
9.910
9,93|
10,066
10,093
10,15k
10,175
10,191

^Federal Beserve Bu]

^Includes demand deposits other than Interbank and
fovernment, less cash items reported as in process of col-
ection,

^Includes time deposits for Individuals, partnerships,
and corporations only. Excludes Postal Savings, interbank
deposits, and deposits of states and political subdivisions
and U, S. government.



Table XIX! Member Bank Reserves, Monthly, 19l|l-19lf7«®

January
PebruaiT"
March

April
May
June

July
A\igust
September
October
Movember

December

Januaxy
February
March

April
May
Jtine

July
August
Septenriser
October

November

December

(Millions of Dollars)

Total Reserves

19lA^ 19i|2^ 19it-3^ l9i^-6®

13,930 12,927 13,630 13*002 13,38k 1^,681
Lk,203 12,619 12,067 12,109 Ik,228 15,55^
L3,371 12,575 12,759 12,053 lk,305 15,395
L3,52k 12,558 12,20k 12,537 Ik*708 lk,k57
L3,72k 12,ko5 12,031 13,ok5 15,371 15,639
L3,o5i 12,305 12,085 13,081 ik,76o 15,910
L3,151 12,k92 12,590 12,793 Ik, 699 15,991
L2,79k 12,338 12,855 13,132 15,070 15,807
13,227 11,592 11,86k 13,355 15,27k 15,975
L2,58o 12,735 12,068 13,9ko 15,751 16,111
L3,iko 13,208 i2,koi ik,7i9 16,261 16,131
L2,k50 13,11? 12,886 13,969 15,658 16,139

13,930
lk,203
13,371
13,52k
13,72k
13,051
13,151
12,79k
13,227
12,580
i3,iko
i2,k5o

12,927
12,619
12,575
12,558
12,ko5
12,305
12,k92
12,338
11,592
12,735
13,208
13,11?

13,630
12.067
12,759
12,20k
12,031
12,085
12,590
12,855
11,86k
12.068
12,k01
12,886

13,002
12,109
12,053
12,53?
13,ok5
13,081
12,793
13,132
13,355
i3,9ko
Ik, 719
13,969

lk»305
lk*708
15,371
Ik,760
Ik, 699
15,070
15,27k
15,751
16,261
15,658

Excess Reserves^

I9kl^ I9k2^ I9k3^ I9kk® I9k5®

6,380
6,53k
5.770
5.771
5,801
5,210

k,796

k,557
3,828
3,085

3,3k7
2,969
3,073

I'M
2,362
2,130
2,ik3
1,690
2,6^
2,90Q
1,988

2,307
1,925
1,510
2,315
1,728
1,212
1,268
1,128

985
1,236

1,023
1,077
630
6ko
711

1,239
1,280
928
865
783

1,062
1,260

869
965
852
835

l,ip
1,362
99k

19k6®

1,061
^*039
995
836
830

893
90k

1,293
1,213

*irears 19kl-19kk, Armual Reports s years 19kk*19k7#
Federal Reserve Bulletin,

^nd of month figures.

®Figures for last Wednesday In each month,

^Istiraated.



Table XX s Commercial Bank

Uonthlj, 19lA-19ii-7.^
Ownership of OoverEBueht Securities,

^an.^

(Millions

^  Peb.'b

of Current Dollars)

March April May

1941

Treasury
Notes

Certificates
Treasury
Bills

Guaranteed

Obligations
TreasuiT" ̂
Bonds®

Total ,i

2,876 2,879

566 6i{.7

; 3,661 1|.,172

1QA9I^

17,597 18,5140

June

2,931

1,112

4,107

10.664

19,014

1942 I
it

Treasury
Notes 2,994 2,972
Certificates
Treasury
Bills 1,428 1,292
Guaranteed

Obligations3,732 3,733
Treasury
Bonds0 12.863 13.605

Total 21,017 21,693

2,941 2,936 2,902
817 869

710 1,191 1,350

3,689 3,694 3,698

13/,7,8,2 13194^ 14>737

21,127 22,483 23,556

3,725
1,971

1,557

2.847

24,941



Jiay Aug, Sept# Oct# Nov. Dec#

2,9lil 2,926 2,93.5 2,854 3#252 3,246

1,102 1,098 788 780 1,030 1,037

4,519 4.565 , 4.582 4,597 4.094 4.119

10.936 10,943 10,889 11,513 11,534 12*186

19,498 19532 19,172 19,745 19,911 20,588

3,683 3,602 4,506 5,289

1,921 3,008 3,978 3,782

2,837 2,903 2,884 3,468

2,263 2,648 2,893 2,637

161146 16,387 16,1|45 17*367

5,828 5,670

4.389 6,470

4,216 4,897

2,660 2,665

LJi 388. 19.457

26,850 28,548 30,706 33,083 34,481 38,759



Jan, Peb# March April

Treasury
Notes 5,697 5,699 5,850 5,825 5,813 5,500

CoFtiifi*

cates 6,59ii. 6,837 6,8ii.5 9,196 9,759 9,823
Treasury
Bills 5,568 5,302 5,069 6,itl5 7,017 6,502

Guaranteed

Obligations 2,650 2,661f 2,712 2,753 2,552 2,602
Treasury
Bonds® 19,772 20.187 20,829 21,533 2k,0l8 2k,23819.772 20.187 20.829 21.533 2k.0l8 2lj..238

Total l|.0,28l M),6i|.9 ip.,317 1^-5,722 14.9,159 1}.8,665

19i{i|.

Treaaui^
Notes 1,367 9,0i}.0 11,390 11,1|.73 ll,li-85

Certificatesl3,335 13,030 12,918 12,953 12,92li.
Treasury
Bills l4.,90ii. 5,ij-8l|. i4.,6o6 it.,137 3,627
Guaranteed

Obligations2,528 2,i|.58 1,032 998 943
Treasury ?
Bondso j 28,850 29.803 29,139 29,283(, 29.382
Total !56,98l4. 59,815 59,081|. I|8,8l42 59,361

11,697
15,013

ij.,8914.

91^8

3Qi68l

63.233

191^5

17,172

Treastiry
Notes 15,14.50 15,517 12,613 12,567 12,5ii5
0 Q yfc 3, jF*3L **

cates I5,12lf 15,235 17,803 17,521
TreasuiT"
Bills 3,931 3,386 2,719 2,564
Guaranteed

Obliga
tions 920 585 580 559

Treasury
Bonds ^X,ll^6 i7.h.6k 37.79I1 36.222

2,241

39I003

Total 72,571 72,187 71,509 71,433 71,535

16,037

16,758

2,798

10

k3uJm

77,095



July Augi Sept* Oct. Nov,

7,5o6 7,53k 7»603 7,569 7,547 7,382

9,890 11,000 11,936 13,357 13,159 12,684

5,939 5,233 6,1|48 6,227 5,643 4,716

2,392 2,481 2,556 2,521 2,486 2,465

24*136 25.182 25.916 27.795 27.927 26.113

50,463 51,430 54,459 57,469 56,762 55,360

12,070 12,193 12,155 12,175 12,359 15,375
15,91^ 15,987 15,683 15,1|47 15,862 i5;oii

5,477 4,554 3,613 3,091 2,935 4,113

942 915 920 942 94[|. 959

32,3§I 32,602 32,938 33.981 36.251

66,466 66,036 64,973 64,953 66,081 71,709

16,173 16,018 15,790 15,795 15,640 15,664
16,778 16,379 16,175 16,195 16,333 18,065

2,737 2,193 2,034 1.977 2,305 2,476

10 11 12 12 13 11

liSiioi MiSa MtM iA.asg 1^6.173
78,205 77,452 76,624 77,127 78,530 82,389



19I4.6 ^«Ul«

Treasury
Uotes 13,616
Gertlflcates27,3!^3
Treasury
Bills 2,387
Guaranteed
Obligations 12

Treas-ury
Bonds li.6.873

Feb, Starch April

13,589 10,932 12,036
21,687 1Q,W\. 19566

11,79;
l8,12l

June

11,360
l6,fel

Total 81i.,2iA

2,395 1,205 l,87il- 1,715 l,llA

12 13 10 13 13

il-7.0ii3 li.8.170 kT.520 it7.766 ii.6.q36

8ii.,726 78,7814. 81,006 79,ip.3 76,103

^TJ. S. Treasury Bulletins.

^Data not eou^iled before March 3I, 19lA*

Oincluded with Treasury bonds are Panasia Canal bonds.
Postal Savings bonds, and soiBie Conversion bonds ifelch total
about #12 inllllon a month.



8,90il 8,810 7,621 8,1^.36 8,323 6,090
17,588 16,316 12,57i}. 13,318 11,807 11,196

1,224 924 827 1,125 847 1,187

12 12 11 11 12 12

MiSSi 47>Mf9 MjMi ii7.974 48.058 47,999

74,983 73,511 63,855 70,864 69,047 66,484
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